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Page 1 of27 
.Judicial District Court- Bannock 'I;UUIIILv User: DCANO 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User Judge 
----------------------------------------------------------------~------------
10/17/2005 LOCT MARLEA CR Peter D. McDermott 
41512006 
4/11/2006 
4i17/2006 
4/18/2006 
4/28/2006 
')/26/2006 
')/19/2006 
13/23/2006 
6/27/2006 
71312006 
9112/2006 
NCOC MARLEA New Case Filed-Other Claims Peter D. McDermott 
SMIS MARLEA Summons Issued Peter D. McDermott 
ATTR 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
ANSW 
NOTC 
HRSC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
STIP 
ORDR 
NOTC 
NOTC 
MAR LEA 
CAMILLE 
CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
MAR LEA 
CINDYBF 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCANO 
CAMILLE 
CAMILE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Filing: A1- Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Peter D. McDermott 
Prior Appearance Paid by: dAVID gABERT 
Receipt number: 0037220 Dated: 10/17/2005 
Amount: $82.00 (Check) 
Plaintiff: Van, Mark C Attorney Retained David E Peter D. McDermott 
Gabert 
Affidavit of Service-Summons & Complaint served Peter D. McDermott 
on Barry Nielson 3-22-06. 
Affidavit of Service- Summons & Complaint Peter D. McDermott 
served Pam Holmes fka Humphrey 3-22-06. 
Affidavit of Service- Summons & Complaint Peter D. McDermott 
served Pat Hermanson 3-22-06. CH 
Filing: 11A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than Peter D. McDermott 
$1 000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: moffatt 
thomas Receipt number: 0013155 Dated: 
4/11/2006 Amount: $52.00 (Check) 
Answer to Complaint- filed by all defendants thru Peter D. McDermott 
DA Patricia! Olsson. 
Notice of service of Def req for Admission; Peter D. McDermott 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/28/2006 09:00 Peter D. McDermott 
AM) 
Notice of Service of Dfdts. First Set of Requests Peter D. McDermott 
for Production to Plntfs. ; Patricia M. Olsson, atty 
for Dfdts. 
Notice of service - Answers to REquests for 
Admission; aty David Gabert for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service- plntfs 1st set of lnterrog. : aty Peter D. McDermott 
David Gabert for plntf 
Notice of service - answers to second set of 
lnterrog to plntf: aty Df Gabert for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service- answers to first set of req for Peter D. McDermott 
production: aty D/Gabert 
Notice of service- Answers to second req for Peter D. McDermott 
Admission: aty Dl Gabert 
Stipulation agreeing to entry of protective order; Peter D. McDermott 
aty David Gabert for Def. 
Protective Order regarding confidential Peter D. McDermott 
information; J Mcdermott 6-26-06 
Notice of service of Defs Answers and REsp to Peter D. McDermott 
plntfs first set of lnterrog and req for production of 
documents; aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Notice of Depo of Mark Van on 10-27-06 at 9:00 Peter D. McDermott 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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··dicial District Court- Bannock Cou 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
9/14/2006 
9/15/2006 
9/22/2006 
10/25/2006 
"1 0/26/2006 
10/31/2006 
11/6/2006 
11/8/2006 
11/21/2006 
12/6/2006 
12/7/2006 
12/29/2006 
1/8/2007 
1/10/2007 
Code 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
SUBC 
NOTC 
NOTC 
ORDR 
NOTC 
NOTC 
AFFD 
MOTN 
AFFD 
NOTC 
MEOR 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
LINDA 
CAMILLE 
SHAREE 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
LINDA 
DCA NO 
DCANO 
LINDA 
DCANO 
Judge 
Notice of service of Defs 2nd set of req for Peter D. McDermott 
production to plntf; aty Paul McFarlane for Defs. 
Notice of service of defs third set of lnterog to 
plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service- Answers to third set of lnterrog Peter D. McDermott 
to plntf: aty David Gabert for 
plntf 
Notice of service, Answers to second set of req Peter D. McDermott 
for production; aty David Gabert for plntf 
Notice Vacating Deposition Duces Tecum of Mark Peter D. McDermott 
Van; atty Patricia Olsson 
Substitution Of Counsel Peter D. McDermott 
Plaintiffs Request for Status Conference Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Service of Defendants' Secoond Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents; atty 
Patricia Olsson 
Notice of Service of Defendants' First Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Request 
for Production of Documents; atty Patricia Olsson 
Order: Status Conference is set for 11/13/06@ Peter D. McDermott 
1:15 p.m. via phone; s/J McDermott 11/08/06 
Minute Entry and Order; Jury trial is reset for 
10/02/07@ 9:00a.m.; s/J McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Service of Plaintiffs Third Set of Peter D. McDermott 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents; atty Curtis Holmes 
Notice of Hearing on 1/08/07@ 1:30 p.m.; atty Peter D. McDermott 
Curtis Holmes 
Affidavit of Mark Van; atty Curtis Holmes Peter D. McDermott 
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Answers To Peter D. McDermott 
Discovery; atty Curtis Holmes 
Affidavit of Paul D. McFarlane in Support of Peter D. McDermott 
Memo. in Opposition to Plntfs. Motn. to Compel; 
patricia M. Olsson, Atty for Dfdts. 
Dfdts. Memorandum in Opposition to Plntfs. Motn. Peter D. McDermott 
to Compel; Patricia M. Olson, Atty for Dfdts. 
Notice of Service Plaintiffs First Set of Peter D. McDermott 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents; atty Curtis Holmes 
Minute Entry and Order; Plntfs. Motn to Compel is Peter D. McDermott 
Denied; s/J. McDermott on 1-8-07 
Date: 1 0/22/2012 Sixth ' ·1icial District Court - Bannock County User: DCANO 
Time: 03:01 PM ROAReport 
Page 3 of 27 Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User Judge 
1/12/2007 NOTC LINDA Notice of Service of Defendants' Answers to Peter D. McDermott 
Plaintiffs Third Set of Interrogatories and 
Responses to Requests for Production of 
Documents and a copy of this notice of service; 
atty Paul McFarlane 
2/9/2007 DCANO Amended Notice of Services; Plntfs. 2nd Set of Peter D. McDermott 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents, mailed on 1-8-07 to Patricia M. 
Olsson, Atty for Dfdts. 
2/20/2007 DCANO Dfdts. Motn. for Protective Order; Paul D. Peter D. McDermott 
MdFarlane, Atty for Dfdts. 
DCANO Dfdts. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Peter D. McDermott 
Protective Order; Paul D. McFarlane, Atty for 
Dfdts 
AFFD DCANO Affidavit of Paul D. McFarlane in Support of Dfdts. Peter D. McDermott 
Motn. for Protective Order; Paul D. McFarlane, 
Atty for Dfdts. 
NOTC DCANO Notice of Hearing; Paul D. McFarlane, Atty for Peter D. McDermott 
Dfdts. 
HRSC DCANO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/19/2007 01:30 Peter D. McDermott 
PM) Dfdts. Motn. for Protective Order 
NOTC DCA NO Notice of Service of Dfdts. Answers to Plntfs. Peter D. McDermott 
Second Set of Interrogatories and Responses to 
Requests for Production of Documents; Paul d. 
McFarlane, Atty for Dfdts. 
3/16/2007 ORDR DCANO Order Granting Defendants Motn. for Protective Peter D. McDermott 
Order; s/J. McDermott on 3-16-07 
3/19/2007 WDAT DCANO Withdrawal Of Attorney; Curtis N. Homes hereby Peter D. McDermott 
withdrawn and Nick L. Nielson does hereby enter 
his appearance for Plntfs. 
ATTR DCANO Plaintiff: Van, Mark C Attorney Retained Nick L Peter D. McDermott 
Nielson 
3/28/2007 ORDR DCANO Order for Jury Trial; s/J. McDermott on 3-28-07 Peter D. McDermott 
HRVC DCANO Hearing result for Motion held on 03/19/2007 Peter D. McDermott 
01:30PM: Hearing Vacated Dfdts. Motn. for 
Protective Order 
HRSC DCANO Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/09/2007 09:00 Peter D. McDermott 
AM) Jury Trial 
4/25/2007 ANSW CAMILLE Amended notice of Depo of Mark Van on 5-3-07 ; Peter D. McDermott 
aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
4/27/2007 NOTC CAMILLE second amended notice of Depo of Mark Van By Peter D. McDermott 
Video tape; aty Paul Mcfarlane for def. 
5/3/2007 NOTC CAMILLE third amended notice of Depo of Mark Van By Peter D. McDermott 
Vidotape; aty Patricia Olsson for defs 
6/8/2007 NOTC CAMILLE Notice of Videotaped Depo of Ron Fergie 7-25-07 Peter D. McDermott 
at 9:00am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixth ·-·<iicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
5/8/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
6/21/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
6/22/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
7/17/2007 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
7/25/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
MOTN CAMILLE 
8/3/2007 AFFD CAMILLE 
MEMO CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
Judge 
Notice of Videotaped Depo of Gary Alzola on Peter D. McDermott 
7-24-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Videotaped Depo of Pam Humphrey on Peter D. McDermott 
7-23-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Greg Stoltz on 7-25-07 at 3:00 Peter D. McDermott 
pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Barry Nielson on 7-25-07 at 
9:00 am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Depo of Audrey Fletcher on 7-27-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
3:00 pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Chad Waller on 7-25-07 at 1:00 Peter D. McDermott 
pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Laura Vice on 7-25-07 at 3:00 Peter D. McDermott 
pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Mark Romero on 7-24-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
3:00pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Karl Mcguire on 7-31-07 at 9:00 Peter D. McDermott 
am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Dave Cawthra on 7-31-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
1:00 pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Tom Mortimer on 7-27-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
9:00 am: aty Nick Nielson for pint 
Amended notice of Depo (Chad Waller) on Peter D. McDermott 
7-26-07 at 1:00pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Amended notice of Depo (Barry Nielson); aty Peter D. McDermott 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Amended notice of Depo (Greg Stoltz) 7-26-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
3:00pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Withdrawal of notice of Depo (Karl Mcguire) aty Peter D. McDermott 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
withdrawal of notice of Depo of (Dave Cawthra) Peter D. McDermott 
aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Amended Notice of Videotaped Depo (Gary 
Alzola) aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Amended Notice of Videotaped Depo (Pam 
Humphrey) aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service of plntfs 4th set of lnterrog and Peter D. McDermott 
req for production of documents to defs; aty N/ 
Nielson for plntf 
Motion for summary judgment, aty Paul Peter D. McDermott 
Mcfarlane for def 
Affidavit of Audrey Fletcher: aty Paul Mcfarlane Peter D. McDermott 
for def 
Defs Memorandum in support of motin for 
summary judgment, aty P/Mcfarlane for def 
Affidavit of Paul D. Mcfarlane; 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Date: 1 0/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixth ·"•dicial District l;oun - tsannocK l;OUnty 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
user: UvANU 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User Judge 
B/7/2007 NOTC CAMILLE Amended notice of Depo of Audrey Fletcher on Peter D. McDermott 
8-23-07 at 9:00 am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended notice of depo of Greg Vickers on Peter D. McDermott 
8-28-07 at 11:00 am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE 2nd Notice of depo on Greg Stoltz on 8-28-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
9:00am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Notice of Depo of Pat Hermanson on 8-23-*07 at Peter D. McDermott 
2:00pm: aty Niuck Nielson for plntf 
CAMILLE 2nd Amended Notice of Depo of Barry Nielson on Peter D. McDermott 
8-22-07 at 2:00 pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended Notice of Depo of Mark Romero on Peter D. McDermott 
8-29-07 at 11:00 am: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Notice of Depo of Lance Taysom on 8-29-07at Peter D. McDermott 
3:30pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Notice of Depo of Marilyn Speirn on 8-28-07 at Peter D. McDermott 
3:30pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
8/13/2007 NOTC JANA Notice of Service of Defndants' Fouth Set of Peter D. McDermott 
Interrogatories and Third Set of Requests for 
Production to Plaintiff; Served Nick L Nielson 
through Mail on 08-10-2007 
8/15/2007 HRSC CAMILLE Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Peter D. McDermott 
Judgment 09/04/2007 01 :30 PM) 
AFFD CAMILLE Affidavit of Pamela K Holmes; aty Paul Mcfarlane Peter D. McDermott 
for defs 
AFFD CAMILLE Affidavit of Gary Alzola; aty Paul McFarlane for Peter D. McDermott 
defs 
AFFD CAMILLE Affidavit of Nick L Nielson in support of Plntfs Peter D. McDermott 
motion to continue Defs Motion for summary 
judgment, aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
MOTN CAMILLE Motion to continue Defs Motion for summary Peter D. McDermott 
judgment hearing and deadline; aty Nick Nielson 
for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE 2nd Amended Notice of Depo of Audrey Fletcher Peter D. McDermott 
on 8-29-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE 2nd Amended notice of Depo of Mark Robero on Peter D. McDermott 
8-28-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended notice of Depo of Pat Hermanson on Peter D. McDermott 
8-28-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended notice of Depo of Chad Waller o n Peter D. McDermott 
8-28-07; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended Notice of Depo of Lance Taysom on Peter D. McDermott 
8-27-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
NOTC CAMILLE Amended noticeof Depo of Tom Mortimer on Peter D. McDermott 
8-27-07: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
8/22/2007 ORDR CAMILLE Order; telephone conference call on 8-27-07, at Peter D. McDermott 
11:30 am: J Mcdermott 8-22-07 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixtll ••tdicial District Court -Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
8/27/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
8/28/2007 CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
9/10/2007 MOTN CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
9/11/2007 AFFD CAMILLE 
MEMO CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
9/13/2007 HRSC CAMILLE 
9/18/2007 MOTN CAMILLE 
9/19/2007 NOTC CAMILLE 
BRFS CAMILLE 
Judge 
Notice of service of defs Answers to plntfs 4th set Peter D. McDermott 
of lnterrog. and Resp to Req for production of 
documents; aty Paul McFarlance for Defs 
Defs Oposition to plntfs motion to continue Defs Peter D. McDermott 
Motion for summary judgment hearing and 
deadline, or in the alternative, defs motion to 
vacate Trial unti12-5-08; aty Paul Mcfrlance for 
def 
Affidavit of Paul McFarlance in support of defs Peter D. McDermott 
Opposition to plntfs Motion to continue defs 
Motion for summary judgment, hearing and 
deadline, or, in the alternative, defs motion to 
vacate; aty Paul Mcfarlane for def 
Motion for reconsideration of courts order 
granting defs motion for protective order; aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of plntfs Peter D. McDermott 
motion for reconsideration of the courts order 
granting defs motion for protective order; aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of service of plntfs answers to defs 4th set Peter D. McDermott 
of lnterrog. and third set of req for production of 
documents to plntf; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Gregg Schilling; aty Nick Nielson for Peter D. McDermott 
plntf 
Plntfs Memorandum in Resp to Defs Motion for Peter D. McDermott 
Summary Judgment, aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Mark Van in support of plntfs Peter D. McDermott 
Memorandum in resp to defs motin for summary 
judgment; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of plntfs Peter D. McDermott 
memorandum in resp to defs motion for summary 
judgment; aty Nick Nielson 
Amended Affidavit of Nick L Nielson in support of Peter D. McDermott 
plntfs Memorandum in Resp to Defs Motion for 
summary judgment, aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/24/2007 01:30 Peter D. McDermott 
PM) 
Defs Opposition to Plntfs Motion for Peter D. McDermott 
reconsideration of courts Order granting Defs 
Motion for protective Order; aty Paul McFarlane 
for Def. 
Notice of service of plntfs supplemental answers Peter D. McDermott 
to defs discovery req to plntf; aty Nick Nielson 
for plntf 
Defs Reply Brief in support of motin for summary Peter D. McDermott 
judgment, aty Paul Mcfarlane for def 
Date: 1 0/22/2 012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixth .ltJdicial District Court - Bannock county 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: UCANU 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
9/24/2007 
10/31/2007 
11/9/2007 
11/21/2007 
12/5/2007 
12/11/2007 
12/13/2007 
Code 
INHD 
MEMO 
CD IS 
CSTS 
AFFD 
MEMO 
MOTN 
MOTN 
MOTN 
APSC 
NOTC 
MISC 
MOTN 
MOTN 
ORDR 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCA NO 
DCA NO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCA NO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
Judge 
Interim Hearing Held'; minute entry & order, Peter D. McDermott 
plntfs motion to reconsider courts order granting 
defs motion for protective order is TAKEN 
UNDER ADVISEMENT: J Mcdermott 9-24-07 
Memorandum Decision, Order and Judgment, ( Peter D. McDermott 
counsel for the defs shall submit an appropriate 
memorandum of costs and judgment for this 
courts signature, Jury Trial set to commence 
2-5-08 is Vacated: J Mcdermott 10-30-07 
Civil Disposition; Judgment, ag all Defendants: Peter D. McDermott 
J Mcdermott 11-9-07 
Case Status Changed: Closed Peter D. McDermott 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in support of Defs Peter D. McDermott 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees; aty Paul 
McFarlane for defs 
Defs Memorandum of Costs and Fees; aty Peter D. McDermott 
Paul McFarlane; 
Motion to disallow fees and costs; aty Nick Peter D. McDermott 
Nielson for plntf 
Defs Motion to seal no oral argument or hearing Peter D. McDermott 
requested; aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Defs motion to shorten time for ruling without Peter D. McDermott 
hearing on defs motion to seal; aty Paul 
McFarlane for Defs. 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Peter D. McDermott 
NOTICE OF APPEAL; Nick L. Nielson, Atty for Peter D. McDermott 
Plntfs. 
Filing: T- Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court Peter D. McDermott 
($86.00 Directly to Supreme Court Plus this 
amount to the District Court) Paid by: Nick L. 
Nielson Receipt number: 0102434 Dated: 
12/27/2007 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: 
[NONE] 
Received from Nick Nielson $15.00 for Court Fee Peter D. McDermott 
check# 904. $86.00 for Supreme Court check 
#905 and $100.00 Clerk's Record check #907. 
Dfdts. Motn. to Shorten Time for Ruling without Peter D. McDermott 
Hearing on Dfdts. Motn. to Seal; Paul D. 
McFarlane, Atty for Dfdts. 
Dfdts. Motion to Seal No Oral Argument or 
Hearing Requested 
Order Dfdts. Memorandum of Fees and Costs 
and Plntfs. Objection thereto shall be orally 
argued by counsel on 1-14-08 at 1:15PM.s/J. 
McDermott on 12-13-07 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Date: 1 0/22/2 0 12 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixth '· •dicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
12/13/2007 HRSC DCA NO 
ORDR DCANO 
12/21/2007 CAMILLE 
12/27/2007 MISC DCANO 
1/7/2008 AFFD CAMILLE 
RESP CAMILLE 
1/9/2008 MISC DCANO 
MISC DCANO 
1/14/2008 INHD CAMILLE 
1/31/2008 DCANO 
2/5/2008 MISC DCANO 
2/13/2008 MISC DCANO 
MISC DCANO 
2/14/2008 MISC DCANO 
MISC DCANO 
MISC DCANO 
Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Peter D. McDermott 
01/14/2008 01:15PM) Dfdts. Memo. of Fees and 
Costs and Plntfs. Objection bia telephone;s/J. 
McDermott 
Dfdts. Motion to Seal is Granted; s/J. McDermott Peter D. McDermott 
on 12-13-07 
Request for Additional Record; aty Paul 
McFarlane for Defs. 
Peter D. McDermott 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL signed by Peter D. McDermott 
Diane on 12-27-07. Mailed to Supreme court and 
Counsel; Patricia M. Olsson and Pual D. 
McFarlane, MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED, Boise for Dfdts. 
and Nick L. Nielson, for Plntf. 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in support of Defs Peter D. McDermott 
Response to Motin to Disallow fees and cost; 
aty McFarlane for def. 
Defs Response to Motion to Disallow Fees and Peter D. McDermott 
Costs; aty Paul McFarlane for def. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal, Peter D. McDermott 
Docket# 34888. Clerk's Record and Reporter's 
Transcript must be filed in this office before 
3-27-08. (5 weeks prior 2-21-08) 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Filing of Clerk's 
Certificate with Supreme Court on 1-4-08. 
Peter D. McDermott 
Interim Hearing Held; minute entry and order; Peter D. McDermott 
Judgment against Plntf: J Mcdermott 1-14-08 
judgment amount; ag 116,983.60 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL; Nick L. Peter D. McDermott 
Nielson, Atty for Plntfs. 
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF Peter D. McDermott 
APPEAL, signed by Diane on 2-5-08. Mailed to 
Supreme Court and Counsel on 2-5-08. 
Amended Request for Additional Record; Paul D. Peter D. McDermott 
McFarlane, Atty for Dfdts. 
MOTIN FOR WAIVER OF POSTING Peter D. McDermott 
CASH/BOND, STAY OF EXECUTION AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT AND MOTION 
TO EXPEDITE. ; Nick L. Nielson, Atty for Plntfs. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Record & Peter D. McDermott 
Transcript Due Date Reset. Must be filed in 
Supreme Court by 5-8-08. (5 weeks prior 4-3-08) 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Clerk's Peter D. McDermott 
Certificate filed in Supreme Court on 2-11-08. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Documents filed Peter D. McDermott 
with Supreme Court, Minute Entry and Order filed 
in District Court 1-15-08 and Judgment filed in 
District Court 1-15-08. 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixtt> •·cdicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User Judge 
2/14/2008 MISC DCA NO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Notice of Peter D. McDermott 
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court on 2-11-08. 
2/20/2008 DCANO Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Peter D. McDermott 
Waiver of Posting Cash/Bond, Stay of Execution 
and Enforcement of Judgment and Motion to 
Expedite. 
ORDR CAMILLE Order; this matter will be set for hearing on Peter D. McDermott 
2-25-08; J Mcdermott 2-20-08 
2/22/2008 DCA NO Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid Peter D. McDermott 
by: Moffatt Thomas Receipt number: 0006926 
Dated: 2/22/2008 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
WRIT DCANO Writ Issued Peter D. McDermott 
2/25/2008 BNDC LISH$ Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 7233 Dated Peter D. McDermott 
02/25/2008 for 50000.00) 
2/28/2008 MISC DCA NO CLERK'S RECORD RECEIVED by Diane on Peter D. McDermott 
2-28-08. 
3/7/2008 CINDYBF Writ of Execution returned, not proceeding with Peter D. McDermott 
execution at this time. 
4/4/2008 MISC DCA NO REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT Received by Diane Peter D. McDermott 
on 4-4-08 for Dfdts. Motion for Sum. Judgment 
held 9-24-07 and Dfdts. Memo of Costs held 
1-14-08. 
4/8/2008 MISC DCANO Second Letter sent to Nick Nielson for the Peter D. McDermott 
Balance of Clerk's Record $1,031.25 before 
Transcript and Record are released to counsel. 
4/18/2008 MISC DCA NO Received from Nick Nielson $1,091.25 for Peter D. McDermott 
balance of Clerk's Record on 4-18-08. 
5/1/2008 MISC DCA NO CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S Peter D. McDermott 
TRANSCRIPT MAILED TO COUNSEL; Nick L 
Nielson, Atty for Plntf. and Patricia Olsson, Atty 
for Dfdt. on 5-1-08 
5/30/2008 MISC DCANO CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S Peter D. McDermott 
TRANSCRIPT MAILED TO SUPREME COURT 
ON 5-30-08. 
6/6/2008 MISC DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Record and Peter D. McDermott 
Reporter's Transcript received in SC on 6-2-08. 
Appellate Rules Require that the Appellant(s) 
Brief be Filed or Postmarked by 7-9-08. No 
Exhibits Received. 
10/6/2008 MISC DCA NO IDAHO SUPREME COURT: Motion to Augment Peter D. McDermott 
filed/ Due Dates Not suspended. Supreme Court 
will notify counsel of court's Action on this motion. 
12/19/2008 MISC DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Documents filed in Peter D. McDermott 
SC on 12-15-08. Appellants Response to 
Respondent's Motion to Strike Certain Portions of 
Appellant's Reply Brief. 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
7/9/2009 
7/13/2009 
7/24/2009 
7/31/2009 
8/3/2009 
8/4/2009 
8/5/2009 
8/7/2009 
8/10/2009 
2/26/2010 
3/12/2010 
4/8/2010 
Code 
MISC 
MISC 
HRSC 
DCHH 
REMT 
MISC 
MEOR 
ORDR 
BNDE 
CSTS 
HRSC 
User 
DCANO 
DCA NO 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CINDYBF 
CAMILLE 
CINDYBF 
DCA NO 
CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
MAR LEA 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
Judge 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Acknowledgement of Peter D. McDermott 
Receipt; Opinion. Signed and Mailed back to SC 
on 7-17-09. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT: Opinion filed 7-7-09. Peter D. McDermott 
The summary judgment order of the district court 
is AFFIRMED in part, vacated in part and case is 
remanded. 
Motion for release of cash deposit; aty Nick Peter D. McDermott 
Nielson for plntf 
Order; Motion shall be orally argued by counsel Peter D. McDermott 
on 8-3-09 @ 1:30 pm: J Mcdermott 7-23-09 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/03/2009 01:30 Peter D. McDermott 
PM) 
Notice of Non Opposition to Plntfs Motion for Peter D. McDermott 
Release fo Cash Deposit; aty Paul McFarlane 
for Defs 
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/03/2009 Peter D. McDermott 
01:30PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Notice of unavailabilty of counsel; aty Paul 
McFarlane for defs 
Peter D. McDermott 
Remittitur- Court announced opinion 7-7-09 and Peter D. McDermott 
has become final, District Court shall comply with 
opinion if any action is required. s/7 -29-09 
Stephen Kenyon. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Acknowledgment of Peter D. McDermott 
Receipt for Remittitur. Signed and Mailed back to 
SC on 8-10-09. 
Minute Entry and Order- hearing held 8-3-09 on Peter D. McDermott 
Pltfs Motion to Release Plaintiffs $50,000.00 cash 
deposit. Court noted dfdts non-opposition to pltfs 
motion. Ordere the case bond be released unpon 
receipt of the remittitur from SC. s/McDermott 
8-3-09. 
Order Releasing Case Deposit- Case deposit Peter D. McDermott 
made by plaintiff 2-25-08 of $50,000.00 be 
released to Mark Van. s/McDermott 8-5-09. 
Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 50,000.00) Peter D. McDermott 
Bond refund $50,000.00 ck #63447, mailed to Peter D. McDermott 
Mark Van, 914 Mt. McGuire, Pocatello, ID 83201. 
CH 
Case Status Changed: closed Peter D. McDermott 
Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Request for Peter D. McDermott 
Trial Setting; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/14/2010 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 1, First Setting 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code 
4/8/2010 CSTS 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
CONT 
4/9/2010 
6/21/2010 
6/24/2010 
6/30/2010 HRSC 
7/2/2010 
7/8/2010 
7/9/2010 
User 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk 
action 
Judge 
Robert C Naftz 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/19/2010 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 2, First Setting 
10 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/26/2010 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 3, First Setting 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/13/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 1, Second Setting 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/19/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 2, Second Setting 
10 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/25/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 3, Second Setting 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
08/09/2010 01:30 PM) 
Continued (Pretrial Conference 08/30/2010 
01:30PM) 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs Amended Responses to Defendants Robert C Naftz 
Request for Trial Setting; aty Nick Nielson for 
plntf 
Scheduling Order, notice of Trial Setting and Robert C Naftz 
Initial Pretrial Order; s/ Judge Naftz 4-9-2010 
Request for Additional time to disclose expert Robert C Naftz 
witnesses; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs expert witness Disclosure; aty Nick 
Nielson for plntf 
Robert C Naftz 
Order granting plaintiffs request for Additional Robert C Naftz 
time to disclosure expert witnesses; aty J./ Naftz 
6-23-2010 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/12/2010 02:30 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Motion to Amend complaint and Motion to 
Expedite Hearing 
Motion to Expedite; aty Nick Nielson for plntf Robert C Naftz 
Memorandum in Support of Plntfs Motion to Robert C Naftz 
Amend Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial; 
aty Nick Nielson for oplntf 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint and Robert C Naftz 
Demand for Jury Trial; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Order granting Motion to Expedite; s/ 
Judge Naftz 7-8-2010 
Notice of Service of Plaintiffs Fifth set of 
Requests for Production of Documents to 
Defendants; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
)ate: 1 0/22/2 0 12 
rime: 03:01 PM 
=>age 12 of 27 
Sixth ' 1icial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
)ate Code User 
7/9/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
7/22/2010 CAMILLE 
7/26/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
7/29/2010 DCHH NICOLE 
7/30/2010 HRSC NICOLE 
8/2/2010 CONT NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
8/3/2010 CAMILLE 
8/9/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
8/13/2010 CAMILLE 
8/24/2010 CAMILLE 
AMCO CAMILLE 
Defendants Oppositionto Plaintiffs Motion to 
Amend Complaint; aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Judge 
Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Opposition to Plntfs Motion to Amend Robert C Naftz 
Complaint; aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial; Robert C Naftz 
aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Memorandum in support of Plntfs Motion for Robert C Naftz 
Inclusion of Individually Named Defs in Amended 
Complaint; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Motin for inclusion of individually named Robert C Naftz 
defs in Amended Complaint; aty Nick Nielson 
for plntf 
Hearing result for Motion held on 07/12/2010 Robert C Naftz 
02:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 1 00 pages 
Motion to Amend Complaint 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/09/2010 02:00 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Plaintiffs Motion for Inclusion of Individually 
Named Defendants in Amended Complaint 
Continued (Motion 08/16/2010 02:00PM) Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs Motion for Inclusion of Individually 
Named Defendants in Amended Complaint upon 
request of Plaintiff 
Notice of hearing; set for 8-9-201 0 @ 2pm: aty Robert C Naftz 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Minute Entry and Order; (Any request for Robert C Naftz 
Additional costs incurred by defense counsel is 
DENIED at this time:) s/ Judge Naftz 8-2-2010 
Amended Notice of Hearing; set for 8-16-2010 Robert C Naftz 
@ 2pm: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Robert C Naftz 
Inclusion of individually named defendants in 
Amended Complaint; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Affidavit of Paul McFarlance in support of Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Opposition to plntfs Motion for 
inclusion of Individually named Defendants in 
Amended Complaint;; aty Paul McFarlane for 
def 
Notice of service of Defs Responses to Plntfs Robert C Naftz 
Fifth set of Requests for Production of 
documents; aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Certificate of service of Amended Comlaint and Robert C Naftz 
Demand for Jury Trial; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Amended Complaint Filed and Demand for Jury Robert C Naftz 
Trial; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Date: 1 0/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
Page 13 of 27 
Sixth ' ··Ucial District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
3/26/2010 DCHH NICOLE 
HRVC NICOLE 
HRVC NICOLE 
HRVC NICOLE 
HRVC NICOLE 
CONT NICOLE 
CONT NICOLE 
CONT NICOLE 
3/27/2010 CAMILLE 
3/10/2010 HRSC NICOLE 
HRSC NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/16/2010 
02:00PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 1 00 pages 
Plaintiffs Motion for Inclusion of Individually 
Named Defendants in Amended Complaint 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 
08/30/2010 01:30PM: Hearing Vacated 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/14/2010 Robert C Naftz 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Week 1, First Settin 
10 days requested 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/19/2010 Robert C Naftz 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Week 2, First Settin 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/26/2010 Robert C Naftz 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Week 3, First Settin 
10 days requested 
Continued (Jury Trial 01/18/2011 09:00AM) Robert C Naftz 
Week 1 
10 days requested 
Continued (Jury Trial 01/26/2011 09:00AM) Robert C Naftz 
Week2 
1 0 days requested 
Continued (Jury Trial 02/01/2011 09:00AM) Robert C Naftz 
Week3 
1 0 days requested 
Minute Entry and Order; Defendants Amended Robert C Naftz 
Complaint is DENIED,: sf Judge Naftz 
8-27-2010 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/15/2010 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Motion in Limine and Motion to Expedite 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/15/2010 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Motion for Protective Order and Motion to 
Expedite 
Motion for protective Order and Motion to 
expedite; aty Nick Nielson for plntf Mark Van 
Robert C Naftz 
Motion in Limine and Motion to Expedite; aty Nick Robert C Naftz 
Nielson 
Affidavit of Mark Van in Support of his Motion in Robert C Naftz 
Limine and Motion to Expedite; aty Nick Nielson 
for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of Plntfs Robert C Naftz 
Motion in Limine and Motion to Expedite; aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson; aty Nick Nielson for Robert C Naftz 
plntf 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
Page 14 of27 
Sixth '·•dicial District Court- Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzoia, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
9/10/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
9/13/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
9/14/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
9/15/2010 CAMILLE 
9/16/2010 DCHH NICOLE 
DCHH NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
9/24/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
10/8/2010 CAMILLE 
10/12/2010 CAMILLE 
10/20/2010 HRSC NICOLE 
Judge 
Memorandum in support of Plntfs Motion for Robert C Naftz 
protective Order and Motion to ex pedite; aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of Hearing; set for plntfs moiton for Robert C Naftz 
protective order; set for 9-15-2010 @ 9am: sf 
Judge Naftz 9-10-2010 
Amended Notice of Independent Medical Robert C Naftz 
Examination of Plntf: aty Paul McFarlane for Def 
Notice of Deposition of Shane Palagi on Robert C Naftz 
10-1-2010@ 10am: aty Paul McFarlane for Def 
Notice of Deposition of Gordon Roberts on Robert C Naftz 
1 0-6-201 0 @ 1 Oam 
Defendants Opposition to Plntfs Motion for 
Protective Order and Motion to Expedite; aty 
Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Answer to Amended Complaint; aty Robert C Naftz 
Paul McFarlane for Defs 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in Support of Defs Robert C Naftz 
Opposition to Plntfs Motion for PROtective Order 
aned Motin to Expedite; aty Paul McFarlane for 
De f. 
Hearing result for Motion held on 09/15/201 0 
09:00AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Motion for Protective Order 
Hearing result for Motion held on 09/15/2010 
09:00AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Motion in Limine 
Minute Entry and Order; court DENIES plntfs 
motion in Limine at this time; s/ Judge Naftz 
9-15-2010 
Notice of Independent Medical Examination of 
Plntf 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Notice of Deposition of Valerie Van; on 10-1-2010 Robert C Naftz 
@ 2pm: aty Paul McFarlane for Def 
Notice of vacating Deposition of Gordon Roberts; Robert C Naftz 
aty Paul McFarlane for Def. 
Notice of service of defs supplemental responses Robert C Naftz 
to plntfs fifth set of requests for production of 
documents; (Defs Supplemental Responses to 
Plntfs Fifth set of Requests for production of 
documents; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
11/08/2010 02:00 PM) 
Robert C Naftz 
Jate: 10/22/2012 
iime: 03:01 PM 
)age 15 of 27 
Sixth .ll•dlcial Distract coun- tsannock county 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
user: u~ANU 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
)ate Code User 
10/21/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
11/2/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
11/3/2010 HRSC NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
11/4/2010 CAMILLE 
11/5/2010 DCHH NICOLE 
CONT NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
11/8/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice; aty Nick Robert C Naftz 
Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in Support of Plaintiff Robert C Naftz 
Motin to Compel; aty Nick Nielson 
Plaintiffs Motin to Compel; aty Nick Nielson for Robert C Naftz 
plntf 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motin to Robert C Naftz 
Compel; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of hearing; set for 11-8-201 0 @ 2pm: Robert C Naftz 
aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Motion to shorten time for hearing on motin to 
continue hearing; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Robert C Naftz 
Motion to continue hearing; aty Paul McFarlane Robert C Naftz 
for def 
Affidavit of Paul McFarlane in support of motion to Robert C Naftz 
continue hearing; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Notice of hearing on Motion to continue hearing Robert C Naftz 
on Motion to compel; aty Paul McFarlane for 
def 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/04/2010 04:00 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Motion to Continue Hearing 
Amended notice of hearing on motion to continue Robert C Naftz 
hearing on motion to compel; aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Order granting motion to shorte time for hearing Robert C Naftz 
on defs Motion to continue hearing; s/ Judge 
Naftz 11-4-201 0 
Hearing result for Motion held on 11/04/201 0 Robert C Naftz 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 1 00 pages 
Motion to Continue Hearing 
Continued (Motion to Compel 11/15/2010 01:30 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Plaintiffs Motion 
Stipulation to dismiss Money judgment against Robert C Naftz 
plaintiff entered January 15,2008: aty Nick 
Nielson for pint 
Order dismissing judgment entered 1-15-2008: Robert C Naftz 
s/ Judge Naftz 11-5-2010 
Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Motin to 
Compel; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Robert C Naftz 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in support of Defs Robert C Naftz 
Opposition to Plntfs Motion to Compel: aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixt~ · ·dicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
11/9/2010 CAMILLE 
11/10/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
11/12/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
12/1/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
12/2/2010 DCHH NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Affidavit of Richelle Heldwein in support of Defs Robert C Naftz 
Oppositoin to Motion to Compel; aty Richelle 
Heldwein 
Plaintiffs second motion to compel and motin to Robert C Naftz 
expedite; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of Plaintiffs Robert C Naftz 
second motion to compel; aty Nick Nielson for 
plntf 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in support of second Robert C Naftz 
motin to compel; aty Nick Nielson forplntf 
Plaintiffs second request for Judicial notice; aty Robert C Naftz 
Nick Nielson 
Order granting motion to expedite; s/ Judge Robert C Naftz 
Naftz 11-10-2010 
Minute Entry and Order; the deadline for Robert C Naftz 
completion of discovery has been extended until 
1-4-2011; trial remains set to begin on 1-18-2011 
@ 9am: s/ Judge Naftz 11-8-2010 
Plaintiffs third request for judicial notice ; aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs reply Memorandum in support of Motion Robert C Naftz 
to Compel; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Defendant Opposition to Plaintiffs second motion Robert C Naftz 
to compel and motion to expedite; aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Affidavit of Paul D Mcfarlane in support of Defs Robert C Naftz 
Opposition to Plntfs Second Motion to Compel 
and Motion to Expedite; aty Paul McFarlane for 
def 
Notice of service of Defendants third Robert C Naftz 
supplemental Answers and Responses to 
Plaintiffs first set of interrog and requests for 
production of documents; aty Paul McFarlane for 
def 
Notice of service of def third supplemental Robert C Naftz 
answers and responses to plntfs first set of 
lnterrog and requests for production of 
documents; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Robert C Naftz 
11/15/2010 01:30PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Second Motion to Compel 
Minute entry and order; Def is required to 
exchange information in the form of a letter of 
Affidavit: s/ Judge Naftz 12-2-2010 
Robert C Naftz 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
Page 17 of27 
District Court - Bannock 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
12/3/2010 CAMILLE 
12/6/2010 CAMILLE 
12/8/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
12/13/2010 CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
CAMILLE 
12/16/2010 HRSC NICOLE 
12/20/2010 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Notice of service of Plaintffs Requests for Robert C Naftz 
production of tangible things and documents and 
requests for admission to def Portneuf Medical 
Center: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of service of defs first supplemental Robert C Naftz 
Answers to Plntfs Fifth set of requests for 
production of documents; aty Paul McFarland for 
def 
Notice of service of Plaintiffs second Robert C Naftz 
supplemental Answers to Defendants Discovery 
requests to plntf: aty Nick Nielson 
Order; Plaintiffs Motion to compel in regard to Robert C Naftz 
request for Production is hereby DENIED: s/ 
Judge Naftz 12-8-2010 
Plaintiffs Brief in Support of Submission of Robert C Naftz 
Discovery Responses Pertaining to the 
Preservation and Destruction of Evidence- by PA 
Nielson. 
Defendant's Briefing RE: Discoverability of Robert C Naftz 
Litigation Hold Documentation- by DA McFarlane. 
Notice of service of Defendants second Robert C Naftz 
supplemental Answers to Plaintiffs fifth set of 
requests for production of documents; aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/03/2011 02:30 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Motion in Limine 
Amended Motion in Limine; aty Nick Nielson for Robert C Naftz 
plntf 
Plaintiffs Motion to exclude Defendants expert Robert C Naftz 
witnesses Collins and Holt; aty Nick Nielson for 
plntf 
Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs Motion to Robert C Naftz 
exclude defes expert witnesses collins and Holt: 
aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of plntfs Robert C Naftz 
Motion to exclude defs expert witnesses Collins 
and Holt: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Defendant Motions in Limine; aty David Dance Robert C Naftz 
for def 
Memorandum in support of motions in limine; 
aty David Dance for def 
Robert C Naftz 
Affidavit of David Dance in Support of motions in Robert C Naftz 
limine; aty David Dance for def 
Notice of hearing; on Defendants Motion in limine; Robert C Naftz 
aty David Dance for def 
Defendants Request for Pretrial conference; 
aty Paul McFarlance for def 
Robert C Naftz 
uare: IUILLILU.IL 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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:SIXtP '•IOICial Ulstnct court- Bannock county 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
12/21/2010 
12/22/2010 
12/23/2010 
12/27/2010 
1/3/2011 
1/4/2011 
Code 
HRSC 
MOTN 
AFFD 
NOTC 
MOTN 
CONT 
User 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/13/2011 10:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Motion to Continue Trial 
Amended Motion in Limine (Plaintiff) 
Motion to Exclude Witnesses 
Motion for Reconsideration 
Affidavit of Mark Van in support of his motion for Robert C Naftz 
reconsideration of the ocurts order Re: Plaintiffs 
motion to compel; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs 4th request for Judicial notice; aty Nick Robert C Naftz 
Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Motion to Continue Trial and Motion to Robert C Naftz 
Expedite filed by Nick Nielson 
Affidavit of Nick L. Nielson in Support of Plaintiffs Robert C Naftz 
Motion to Continue Trial filed by Nick Nielson 
Notice of hearing filed by Nick Nielson Robert C Naftz 
Motion to Continue Defendant's Motion in Limine Robert C Naftz 
Hearing filed by Nick Nielson 
Defendants Non Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Robert C Naftz 
continue hearing on defs Motion in limine; aty 
Paul McFarlane for def 
Plaintiffs Motion for reconsideration of the courts Robert C Naftz 
order re: plntfs motion to compel: aty Nick 
Nielson for plntf 
Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs Motion for Robert C Naftz 
Reconsideration of the courts order Re: Plntfs 
motoin to compel: aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Notice of intent to submit briefing and Robert C Naftz 
supporting documents in oppositin to defs 
motions in limine; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Fifth request for Judicial Notice; aty Robert C Naftz 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in opposition to Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Motions in limine; aty Nick Nielson 
for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of Plntfs Robert C Naftz 
Memorandum in opposition to defs motions in 
limine; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Notice of hearing; set for 1-13-2011 @ 10:00 Robert C Naftz 
am: aty Nick Nielson 
Continued (Motion 01/13/2011 10:00 AM) Robert C Naftz 
Motion in Limine (Defendant) 
Motion for Protective Order 
Affidavit of Paul Mcfarlane in support of Portneuf Robert C Naftz 
Medical Centers Motion for Protective Order; aty 
Paul McFarlane for def 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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I District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
1/4/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
MOTN NICOLE 
MEMO NICOLE 
AFFD NICOLE 
1/6/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
1/7/2011 CAMILLE 
1/10/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
1/11/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Plaintiffs requests for production of tangible things Robert C Naftz 
and documents and requests for admission to 
Defendant Portneuf Medical Center: aty Nick 
Nielson for plntf 
Defendants Memorandum in support of motion for Robert C Naftz 
protective order; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Defendant Portneuf Medical Centers motion for Robert C Naftz 
protective order; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Notice of hearing on Defendant Portneuf Medical Robert C Naftz 
Centers Motion for Protective Order: aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Plaintiffs Third Motion to Compel and Motion to Robert C Naftz 
Expedite filed by Nick Nielson 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Third Robert C Naftz 
Motion to Compel filed by Nick Nielson 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in Support of Plaintiffs Robert C Naftz 
Third Motion to Compel filed by Nick Nielson 
Defendants Memorandum in Opposition to Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs Motin to exclude Defendants expert 
witnesses Collins and Holt; aty David Dance for 
def 
Affidavit of David Dance in support of Robert C Naftz 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Exclude Eric Holt; aty David Dance for def 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in opposition to Robert C Naftz 
plntfs motion to continue trial; aty Paul 
Mcfarlane 
Defendant opposition to Plaintiffs motion to Robert C Naftz 
continue trial; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs motion for Robert C Naftz 
reconsideration and third motion to compel; aty 
Paul McFarlane for def 
Order granting motion to expedite; s/ Judge Robert C Naftz 
Naftz 1-7-2011 
Defendants Motion to Expedite hearing on its Robert C Naftz 
motion for protective order; aty Paul McFarlane 
for def 
Defendant Portneuf Medical Centers Trial Brief; Robert C Naftz 
aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Reply Memorandum in support of Defs Matins in Robert C Naftz 
Limine; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Defendants Trial Exhibit List; aty Paul McFarlane Robert C Naftz 
for def 
Plaintiffs Notice of intent to submit exhibits and Robert C Naftz 
Jury instructions after the January 13,2011 
Hearings; aty Nick Nielson 
Date: 1 0/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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"Qicial District Court - Bannock Cou 
RCA Report 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code 
1/11/2011 
1/12/2011 
1/14/2011 DCHH 
DCHH 
1/18/2011 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Order granting defs Motion to expedite hearing on Robert C Naftz 
its motion for protective order; s/ Judge Naftz 
1-11-2011 
Defendants requested Jury Instructions: atyPaul Robert C Naftz 
McFarlane for def 
Special Verdict; Robert C Naftz 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition to defs Motion for 
protective order; aty Nick Nielson 
Plaintiff Memorandum in Opposition to defs 
motion for protective order and reply 
Memorandum in suport of Third Motion to 
Compel; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Hearing result for Motion held on 01/13/2011 
10:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 1 00 pages 
Motion in Limine (Defendant) 
Motion for Protective Order 
Hearing result for Motion held on 01/13/2011 
1 0:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 1 00 pages 
Motion to Continue Trial 
Amended Motion in Limine (Plaintiff) 
Motion to Exclude Witnesses 
Motion for Reconsideration 
Third Motion to Compel 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Minute Entry and Order; Court DENIED Plaintiffs Robert C Naftz 
Motion to reconsider; Court granted in part the 
defs protective order by relieving the def from 
complying with plntfs requests for production 123 
& 4, court granted plntfs motion to compel by 
requiring def to respond to request for 
admissions 1 2 3 4 9 10 and 11. Court Granted 
the protective order regarding requests for 
admissions 5 6 7 & 8 for the reasons that they 
were irrelevant ; Court DENIED Defs Motion in 
limine in total; s/ Judge Naftz 1-14-2011 
Plaintiffs Witness List; aty Nick Nielson for plntf Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs Exhibit List; aty Nick Nielson for plntf Robert C Naftz 
Special Verdict; aty Nick Nielson for plntf Robert C Naftz 
Notice of service of def Portneuf Medical Centers Robert C Naftz 
Responses to Plntf Req for Admission: aty Paul 
McF alane for def 
Defendant Portneuf Medical centers responses to Robert C Naftz 
plaintiffs requests for admission; aty Paul 
McFarlane for def 
Jate: 1 U/:..!2/201 2 
rime: 03:01 PM 
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Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
user: UvANU 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
)ate Code 
1118/2011 
1/21/2011 JTST 
2/1/2011 
2/3/2011 INHD 
HRSC 
INHD 
HRSC 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
Judge 
Plaintiffs requested Jury instructions; aty Nick Robert C Naftz 
Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Supplemental requested Jury Robert C Naftz 
instructions; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Subpoena - Pamela Holmes 
Subpoena - Chad Waller 
Subpoena - Tom Mortimer 
Subpoena - Greg Stoltz 
Subpoena - Anne Mccarty 
Subpoena - Audrey Fletcher 
Subpoena - Gordon Roberts 
Subpoena - Patrick Hermanson 
Subpoena - Brad Rogers 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Plaintiffs Amended Exhibit List; aty Nick Nielson Robert C Naftz 
for plntf 
Mag Log, Jury seating chard, Robert C Naftz 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/18/2011 Robert C Naftz 
09:00AM: Jury Trial Started Week 1 
1 0 days requested 
Subpoena - Pamela Holmes; 
Subpoena - Chad Waller 
Subpoena - Ann Mccarty 
Subpoena - Audrey Fletcher 
Subpoena - Patrick Hermanson 
Subpoena - Greg Stoltz 
Subpoena - Gordon Roberts 
Plaintiffs Memorandum on pain and suffering 
awards under the idaho protection of public 
empliyees act; aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Brief concerning idaho code sections; aty 
McFArlane for def 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/26/2011 Robert C Naftz 
09:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held Week 2 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/08/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week4 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02/01/2011 Robert C Naftz 
09:00AM: Interim Hearing Held Week 3 
1 0 days requested 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/15/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week 5 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixth htdicial District Court- Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
user: U(.;ANU 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
2/8/2011 
2/17/2011 
2/23/2011 
2/24/2011 
3/17/2011 
3/24/2011 
3/30/2011 
4/13/2011 
4/15/2011 
Code 
INHD 
INHD 
HRSC 
JDMT 
CSTS 
DCHH 
HRSC 
CONT 
User 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02/08/2011 
09:00AM: Interim Hearing Held Week 4 
Judge 
Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Motion for directed verdict; aty Paul Robert C Naftz 
Mcfarlane for def 
Defendants Memorandum in support of plntfs Robert C Naftz 
motion for directed verdict; aty Paul McFarlance 
Plaintiffs memorandum in response to defs Robert C Naftz 
motion for directed verdict; aty Nick Nielson for 
plntf 
Minute Entry and order; Robert C Naftz 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02/15/2011 Robert C Naftz 
09:00AM: Interim Hearing Held Week 5 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/23/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz 
AM) Week6 
Memorandum of law discussing the application of Robert C Naftz 
idaho code section 6-2106 
Judgment ; Judgment is entered in favor of def Robert C Naftz 
Portneuf Med Center and that all claims asserted 
by plntf Mark Van against Def are hereby 
Dismissed with prej: s/ Judge Naftz 
3-16-2011 
Case Status Changed: Closed Robert C Naftz 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02/23/2011 Robert C Naftz 
09:00AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: more than 100 pages 
Week6 
Defendants Memorandum of costs and fees; aty Robert C Naftz 
Paul McFarlane for def. 
Affidavit of Paul D McFarlane in support of Robert C Naftz 
Defendants Memorandum of costs and fees; aty 
Paul McFarlane for def 
Plaintiffs motion to disallow fees and costs; at Robert C Naftz 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of plaintiffs 
motion to disallow fees and costs; aty Nick 
Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in support of motin to 
disallow fees and costs; aty Nick Nielson for 
plntf 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/02/2011 01:30 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees 
Continued (Motion 05/23/2011 01:30 PM) Robert C Naftz 
Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees upon request 
of Plaintiff 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, eta!. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date 
4/15/2011 
4/18/2011 
4/27/2011 
5/12/2011 
5/16/2011 
5/26/2011 
5/27/2011 
Code 
APSC 
NOTC 
MISC 
MISC 
DCHH 
MISC 
ORDR 
MISC 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
DCANO 
DCA NO 
DCANO 
CAMILLE 
Minute Entry and Order; s/ Judge Naftz 
4-15-2011 
Judge 
Robert C Naftz 
Notice of hearing; set for 5-23-2011 @ 1:30pm: Robert C Naftz 
on Motion to disallow fees and costs 
Filing: L4- Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Robert C Naftz 
Supreme Court Paid by: Mark Van Receipt 
number: 0014592 Dated: 4/27/2011 Amount: 
$101.00 (Check) For: Van, Mark C (plaintiff) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Robert C Naftz 
NOTICE OF APPEAL; Nick L. Nielson, Attorney Robert C Naftz 
for Mark C. Van. 
Received $101.00 for Supreme Court Fee and Robert C Naftz 
Filing Fee check # 1852 on 4-27-11. Received 
$100.00 for Clerk's Deposit check# 1852 on 
4-27-11. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; Signed Robert C Naftz 
and Mailed to SC on 5-12-11. (Received Minute 
Entry and Order on 5-11-11) 
Defendants Memorandum in opposition to Robert C Naftz 
plaintiffs motion to disallow fees and costs; aty 
Paul McFarlane for def 
Clarification to Defendants Memorandum in Robert C Naftz 
opposition to plaintiffs motion to disallow fees and 
costs; aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/23/2011 
01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees 
Robert C Naftz 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Robert C Naftz 
Record/Reporter's Transcript Suspended. Reason 
for Suspension: For Entry of Final Judgment. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Order re: It appears Robert C Naftz 
that a Final Judgment set forth on a separate 
document has yet to be entered. It Hereby is 
ordered that the matter of entry of a judgment as 
required by IAR 11 (a),IRCP 54( a) and 58( a) be, 
and hereby is, Remanded to the Dist. Court. 
Appeal shall be suspended to allow for the entry 
of a judgment. 
NICOLE I JUDGE NAFTZ provided a copy of the Robert C Naftz 
Final Judgment dated 3-16-11. I send cert. copy 
of Judgment to SC on 6-1-11. 
Minute Entry & Order; court will take this matter Robert C Naftz 
under advisement and enter its written decision in 
regard to costs and fees as requested by 
defendant: s/ Judge Naftz 5-27-2011 
Date: 1 0/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Sixttl 1udicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
6/8/2011 MISC DCANO 
6/29/2011 CAMILLE 
JDMT CAMILLE 
7/1/2011 MISC DCANO 
7/7/2011 DCANO 
7/8/2011 MISC DCA NO 
7/14/2011 MISC DCA NO 
MISC DCANO 
MISC DCANO 
7/22/2011 MISC DCANO 
7/27/2011 MISC DCA NO 
7/28/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Record and Robert C Naftz 
Reporter's Transcript Due Date Set for 8-8-11. 
(7 -4-11 5 weeks prior) 
Memorandum Decision and Order; Defendant as Robert C Naftz 
the prevailing party is hereby awarded costs 
totaling $54,860.46: s/ Judge Naftz 6-28-2011 
Judgment; Defendant, Portneuf Medical Center, Robert C Naftz 
has and recovers from the plaintiff, Mark Van the 
total amount of $54,860.46: s/ Judge Naftz 
6-28-2011 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Transmittal of Robert C Naftz 
Document; Order Augmenting Appeal. Dist. Court 
Clerk shall prepare and file a LIMITED CLERK'S 
RECORD with SC. Clerk's Record shall not 
duplicate any documents included in the Clerk's 
Record filed in prior appeal 34888. The Dist. 
Court Reporter shall prepare Supplemental 
Reporter's Transcripts with the Dist. Court. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Record and Robert C Naftz 
Transcript Due Date Reset: 9-28-11. (8-24-11 5 
weeks prior) Order Granting Reporter's Motion for 
Extension of Time to Lodge Transcripts. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL; Nick L. Robert C Naftz 
Nielson, Atty for Plaintiff/Appellant. 
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF Robert C Naftz 
APPEAL: Signed and Mailed to Counsel and SC 
on 7-15-11. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Record and Robert C Naftz 
Transcript Due Date Reset to 12-19-11. (5 weeks 
prior 11-14-11 ) 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Order Robert C Naftz 
Granting Reporter's Motion for Extension of Time 
to Lodge Transcript. 'GRANTED' 
IDAHO SURPEME COURT; Amended Notice of Robert C Naftz 
Appeal received in Sc on 7-18-11. 
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE FILED Robert C Naftz 
WITH SC ON 7-18-11. 
Memorandum in support of plaintiffs motion for Robert C Naftz 
stay of execution and enforcement of judgment 
and waiver of posting cash/bond: aty Nick 
Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Motion for stay of executio and Robert C Naftz 
enforcement of judgment and waiver of posting 
cash/bond: aty Nick Nielson 
Affidavit of Mark Van in support of plaintiffs Robert C Naftz 
motion for stay of execution and enforcement of 
judgment and waiver of posting cash/bond 
UdlC. IVU.£./LV I£. 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
u;::,t:l. Ll\.n'"'II'IIV 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
7/28/2011 CAMILLE 
8/9/2011 NOELl A 
MISC DCANO 
NOTC DCANO 
8/11/2011 CAMILLE 
8/19/2011 MISC DCANO 
8/24/2011 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
8/26/2011 MISC DCA NO 
10/17/2011 HRSC NICOLE 
CSTS NICOLE 
10/20/2011 CAMILLE 
10/24/2011 NOELIA 
11/1/2011 CAMILLE 
Judge 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson in support of plntfs Robert C Naftz 
motion for stay of execution and enforcement of 
judgment and waiver of posting cash/bond: aty 
Nick Nielson for plntf 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Robert C Naftz 
Supreme Court Paid by: Olsson, Patricia M 
(attorney for Alzola, Gary) Receipt number: 
0027642 Dated: 8/9/2011 Amount: $101.00 
(Check) For: Portneuf Medical Center (defendant) 
Received check# 3679 in the Amount of $100.00 Robert C Naftz 
for deposit on Clerk's Record from Moffatt 
Thomas Barrett on 8-9-11 with Cross Appeal. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL; David J. Dance, Robert C Naftz 
Attorneys for Defendant. 
Order; Plaintiffs motion to stay the execution and Robert C Naftz 
enforcement of the judgment and waive the 
posting of a bond is DENIED: s/ Judge Naftz 
8-10-2011 
2ND AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
APPEAL FOR CROSS-APPEAL; Signed and 
Mailed to Counsel and SC on 8-19-11. 
Affidavit of Nick Nielson i n support of plaintiffs 
motio nfor reconsideration of the courts order 
entered 8-11-2011: aty Nick Nielson 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Memorandum in support of plaintiffs motion for Robert C Naftz 
reconsideration of the courts order entered 
8-11-2011 : aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Plaintiff Mark Vans Motion for reconsideration of Robert C Naftz 
the courts order entered 8-11-2011 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Corss Robert C Naftz 
Appeal received in SC on 8-22-11. Docket# will 
be 38793-2011. 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/07/2011 02:30 Robert C Naftz 
PM) Motion for Reconsideration 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Robert C Naftz 
action 
Notice of hearing; set for 11-7-2011 @2:30pm: Robert C Naftz 
aty Nick Nielson for plntf 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Robert C Naftz 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Moffatt Thomas Receipt number: 0036996 
Dated: 10/24/2011 Amount: $1.50 (Check) 
Defendants Memorandum in opposition to motion Robert C Naftz 
for reconsideration: aty Paul McFarlane for def 
Date: 10/22/2012 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Case: CV-2005-0004053-0C Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User Judge 
11/7/2011 DCHH NICOLE Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Robert C Naftz 
11/07/2011 02:30PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Motion for Reconsideration; deny motion; 
12/8/2011 MISC DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT: Clerk's Record and Robert C Naftz 
Transcripts Due Date Reset: to 4-23-12. (3-19-12 
5 weeks prior) 
ORDR DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Order Granting Robert C Naftz 
Reporters (Second Motion for Extension of Time 
to Filed Transcript over 500 pages. 
5/14/2012 MISC DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT: Order RE: Amended Robert C Naftz 
Notice of Appeal and Transcript Preparation. 
On April 11-12 Supreme Courtissued an Order 
Denying Court Reporter's Third Motin for 
Extension of Time to Prepare Transcripts. Court 
REporters Stephanie Morse and Rodney Felshaw 
have been reassigned to prepare the Transcripts. 
The Appellant shall file with Dist. Court Clerk an 
Amended Notice of Appeal with 21 days from this 
Order(Dated5-14-12) Identifying the Specific 
Transcripts Request by date and title of the 
hearing.Unopn receipt of payment for such 
transcripts(s}, Court REporters Stephanie Morse 
and Rodney Felshaw shall have (63) days to 
prepare and lodge the transcripts. 
6/18/2012 DCA NO SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL; Nick Robert C Naftz 
L. Nielson, Atty for Plaintiffs. 
MISC DCANO SECOND AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE Robert C Naftz 
OF APPEAL: Signed and Mailed to SC and 
Counsel on 6-18-12. 
6/21/2012 MISC DCANO LIMITED CLERK'S RECORD received in Court Robert C Naftz 
Records on 6-21-12. 
MISC DCANO Letter sent to Nick L. Nielson for the balance of Robert C Naftz 
Clerk's Record $775.55 on 6-21-12. 
7/3/2012 CAMILLE Request for additional transcript and record: aty Robert C Naftz 
Patricia Olsen 
7/6/2012 MISC DCA NO Received balance of $775.55 check# 1027 from Robert C Naftz 
Nick L. Nielson for Clerk's Record on 7-6-12. 
7/17/2012 MISC DCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Reset Due Date - Robert C Naftz 
Transcripts and Clerk's Record Due 10-23-12. 
9/13/2012 MISC DCA NO NOTICE OF LODGE BY: Stephanie Morse on Robert C Naftz 
9-13-12. 
Date: 1 0/22/2 0 12 
Time: 03:01 PM 
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Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Mark C Van vs. Portneuf Medical Center, Pat Hermanson, Pamela K Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ronald C Fergie, Barry 
Nielson 
Date Code User 
3/13/2012 MISC DCA NO REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS received in Court Robert C Naftz 
Records for the following hearings from 
Stephanie Morse on 9-13-12.: 
February 9, 2011 through February 24, 2011. 
Jury Trial. 
Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs held 
5-23-11. 
10/12/2012 MISC DCANO REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS RECEIVED IN Robert C Naftz 
court Records for the following hearings: 
Motion hearing held 1-13-11, 
Jury Trial held 1-20-11 
Jury Trial held 1-25-11 
Jury Trial held 1-26-11 
Jury Trial held 1-27-11 
Jury Trial held 1-28-11. 
MISC DCANO NOTICE OF LODGING from Rodney M. Felshaw Robert C Naftz 
on 10-12-13. 
'~. ~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARKVAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT ) 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, ) 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program ) 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of ) 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief ) 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, ) 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV2005-40530C 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before the Court this 14th day of January, 2008, pursuant 
to Defendants' Memorandum of Fees and Costs and Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants' 
Memorandum of Fees and Costs. Counsel Nick L. Nielson appeared with Plaintiff. Counsel 
Paul D. McFarlane appeared on behalf of Defendants. The proceedings were reported by 
Stephanie Davis~ Sixth District Court Reporter. 
The Court having reviewed the briefs and pleadings of counsel received oral argument of 
respective counsel regarding Defendants' Memorandum of Fees and Costs and Plaintiffs 
Objection to Defendants' Memorandum of Fees and Costs. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED Defendants are awarded costs 
Case No. C¥2005-4053-0C 
Minute Entry and Order 
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incurred as a matter of right as they were reasonable and necessarily incurred pursuant to 
54(d)(l)(c) as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Filing Fees 
Witness Fees 
Depositions 
TOTAL 
$ 52.00 
$ 140.00 
$6,096.60 
$6,288.60 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED regarding Discretionary Costs the Court must find costs 
were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should, in the interest of justice, be 
assessed against the adverse party. In Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492, travel and lodging expenses 
for expert witnesses and attorneys and photocopy expenses are not exceptional, but on the 
contrary common in a personal injury case. All costs requested here are common in a case of 
this nature, thus are denied as they are not exceptional, with the exception of expert witness fees 
which were exceptional and are awarded as follows: 
1. Witness Fees $2,200.00 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED regarding Attorney Fees the Court reviewed the 
Memorandum of Costs and finds given the complex nature of the law suit and factual matters 
presented are awarded pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3). In any civil action to recover on a 
contract relating to the purchase or sale of services and in any commercial transaction the 
prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney fee. In Jones v. Micron Technology, Inc., 
129 Idaho 241 Court of Appeals Petition for review:" We conclude that actions on employment 
contracts are subject to the attorney fee provision ofldaho Code § 12-120(3). This Court finds 
Case No. CV2005-4053-0C 
Minute Entry and Order 
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the hourly rates charged, given the experience of counsel and complexity of litigation are 
awarded as follows: 
5. Requested Fees $106,167.00 
Less OSHA action - 232.00 
TOTAL $105,935.00 
+ 2,560.00 Fees incurred November '07 forward 
TOTAL $108,495.00 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Defendants are awarded a Judgment against Plaintiff as 
follows: 
Total Fees $108,495.00 
Costs 6,288.60 
Expert Witness Fees 2,200.00 
TOTAL WDGMENT $116,983.60 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 14th day of January, 2008. 
Copies to: 
Nick Nielson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
Case No. CV2005-4053-0C 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DIST:ititV/iN 15 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANN@PK !\ 
I·-~-· 
MARKVAN, ) 
) CASE NO. CV2005-40530C 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) JUDGMENT 
) 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT ) 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, ) 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program ) 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of ) 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief ) 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, ) 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED Defendants are the 
prevailing party in the above entitled matter and Judgment is herewith awarded in favor 
of Defendants against Plaintiff as follows: 
Total Fees 
Costs 
Expert Witness Fees 
$108,495.00 
6,288.60 
2,200.00 
TOTAL JUDGMENT $116,983.60 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 14th day of January, 2008. 
Copies to: 
Nick Nielson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARKVAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
PORTNEUFMEDICALCENTER,PAT) 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator ) 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program ) 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of ) 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief Pilot/ ) 
Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, Pilot ) 
And DOES 1-X, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV2005-4053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
'' 
' ' 
Plaintiff's Motion to Release Plaintiff's $50,000.00 cash deposit currently held by the 
Court when the Idaho Supreme Court issues its remittitur came before the Court this 3rd day of 
August, 2009. Plaintiff appeared with counsel Nick Nielson. 
The Court noted Defendants filed a Non-opposition to Plaintiff's Motion. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED the sum of$50,000.00 cash 
deposit made by Plaintiff currently being held by the Bannock County Auditor may be released 
upon receipt of the Remittitur from the Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 34888-2007. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 3rd day of August, 2009. 
Case No. CV2005-2043-0C 
Minute Entry and Order 
Page I of2 
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Copies to: 
Nick L. Nielson 
Paul McFarlane 
Case No. CV2005-2043-0C 
Minute Entry and Order 
Page2 of2 
a~~ 
PETER D. McDERMOTT 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH J~~~f~ ' j 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK· 
MARK VAN, 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ORDER RELEASING CASH DEPOSIT 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
This matter having come before the Court on the Plaintiff's Motion for Release of 
Cash Bond. 
The Court having reviewed said Motion and, for good cause shown, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the cash deposit made by Plaintiff on February 25, 
2008, in the amount of $50,000.00 currently held by the Court Clerk be immediately 
released to Mark Van. .;i _ 
,.-. ~ 
DATED this .-£day of-di:Jiy, 2009. 
e~~ 
Honorable Peter D. McDermott 
ORDER RELEASING CASH DEPOSIT PAGE 1 
7 
CERTIFICATE OF S AVICE ; 
-~ 1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .::2__ day of , 008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER RELEASING CASH DEPOSIT by forwarding the same the 
following manner: 
Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Nick L. Nielson 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
ORDER RELEASING CASH DEPOSIT 
8 
~.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
~. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_Facsimile: (208) 232-0048 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO 
DISCLOSE EXPERT WITNESSES 
This matter having come before the Court on the Plaintiff's Request for Additional 
Time to Disclose Expert Witnesses, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the deadline for Plaintiff to file his Disclosure of 
Expert Witnesses is hereby extended by seven (7) days to June 22, 2010. Defendanfs 
deadline for disclosure of rebuttal witnesses is hereby extended to August 6, 201 0 and the 
deadline of Plaintiff's rebuttal or surrebuttal witnesses will remain September 2, 2010. 
DATED this~ day of June, 2010. 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ, DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL TIME TO DISCLOSE EXPERT WITNESSES PAGE 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J4- day of June, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TIME TO DISCLOSE EXPERT WITNESSES as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane _/u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & _Overnight Delivery 
FIELDS, CHARTERED Hand Delivered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor _Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Nick L. Nielson 
Attorney at Law 
PO BOX6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
_!u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 232-0048 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO DISCLOSE EXPERT WITNESSES PAGE 2 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. AMENDED COMPLAINT 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
Complainant Mark Van, ("Mark") by and through counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and for a cause of action against Defendants hereby alleges as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. At all times material herein, Plaintiff is and has been a resident of 
Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGE1 
2. At all times material herein, Defendant, Portneuf Medical Center, 
("PORTNEUP') was a public governmental entity doing business in Pocatello, Bannock 
County, Idaho 
3. At all times material herein, Defendant Pat Hermanson was the 
Administrator of Portneuf Medical Center and was a resident of Bannock County, Idaho. 
In 2009, Mr. Hermanson left his employment with Defendant PORTNEUF, but still 
resides in Bannock County. 
4. At all times material herein, Defendant Pam Humphrey (Holmes) is and 
was the Program Director of the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Office of Portneuf 
Medical Center. Ms. Humphrey is also a resident of Bannock County, Idaho. 
5. At all times material herein, Defendant Gary Alzola was the Director of 
Operations of the Life Flight Program of Defendant PORTNEUF. Gary Alzola was also 
a resident of Bannock County, Idaho. In 2009, Gary Alzola left his employment with 
Defendant PORTNEUF and moved from Bannock County. 
6. At all times material herein, Defendant Ron Fergie was the Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer of the Life Flight Program of Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Fergie is 
a resident of Bannock County, Idaho. Upon information and belief, Mr. Fergie is 
currently the Director of Operations of the Life Flight Program of Defendant 
PORTNEUF. 
7. At all times material herein, Defendant Barry Neilsen is and was a pilot for 
the Life Flight Program of Defendant PORTNEUF. Mr. Neilsen is a resident of Bannock 
County, Idaho. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGE2 
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8. At all times material herein, DOES I - X are officers, directors, employees 
or agents of Defendant PORTNEUF. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
9. Plaintiff re-alleges and reincorporates herein by reference each and every 
allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 8 of this Amended Complaint. 
1 0. The above-entitled Court has jurisdiction to hear the instant matter 
pursuant to Section 6-2101 et seq. of the Idaho Code, and venue is proper in the Sixth 
Judicial District Court in and for the County of Bannock. 
FACTS 
11 . Plaintiff re-alleges and reincorporates herein by reference each and every 
allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 10 of this Amended Complaint. 
12. In 1984, Plaintiff Mark Van began working for Freedom Helicopters, a 
private corporation contract with then Bannock Regional Medical center to provide 
emergency medical services (EMS) helicopter support. In 1985, Defendant 
PORTNEUF, then Bannock Regional Medical Center, became the operator of EMS 
flight services. Plaintiff was contracted by Bannock Regional Medical Center as the 
Director of Maintenance for the EMS flight services. 
13. In 1986, Mark became a full-time employee of PORTNEUF as the 
Director of Maintenance and held that position until his termination on April 20, 2005. 
14. While Mark was Director of Maintenance, the Life Flight Program suffered 
from accidents and pilot errors resulting in safety hazards and serious personal injuries. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGE3 
15. In 1993, a hospital pilot, Don Humphrey, crashed a helicopter on Carter 
Street in Pocatello, causing over $150,000.00 worth of damage. Humphrey operated 
the aircraft in violation of the flight manual and an airworthiness directive issued by the 
FAA. Mark reported that Humphrey did not have the continuous ignition system on to 
Life Flight Program Director, Pam Humphrey, who was married to Don Humphrey at the 
time. Pam Humphrey called Don into her office and asked him what he knew about the 
continuous ignition requirement. Don stated that he read it right after the accident. 
Pam Humphrey became very upset and resigned her position within one week of upper-
management finding out about the violation of an airworthiness directive and operating 
the helicopter outside of the FAA required flight manual. The hospital never released 
such information to the employees or the FAA and, consequently, the matter was never 
properly investigated by the FAA. The reason for the accident was not disclosed by 
Pam or Don Humphrey. 
16. In August, 2000, Mark was requested by Pam Niece, Human Resources 
manager, to write his feelings toward Pam and Don Humphrey. Mark indicated in the 
letter that documentation proving that Don Humphrey should have had the continuous 
ignition on was given to Pam and that Mark believed that no one else higher up ever 
saw it. He indicated that through this period he thought he was going to get fired. 
17. Mark had seen Pam and Don double team Vince Daegatano to have him 
removed as Director of Operations in the 1990's. Mark was adamantly opposed to Don 
becoming the Director of Operations. Mark indicated in his letter to Pam Niece it had 
been a bad situation for most of the flight team because of the "nepotistic" relationship 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGE4 
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of Pam and Don. Mark thought it was time for someone to research the "out 
processing" files of the people who worked with Don and Pam, knowing that Rick Jones 
and Clint and Megan Adkins had some strong opinions about Don and Pam. Mark 
hoped something could be done with the long standing situation involving Don and Pam 
to make a better working environment for everyone. 
18. On November 14, 2001, Mark was called to fix the Life Flight helicopter in 
a remote section of Idaho. Mark changed the fuel pumps and restored the helicopter to 
an airworthy condition. After the repairs were made, pilot Tim Brulotte, who had been 
on duty for 17 hours, flew off in the helicopter and ran into a mountain. The helicopter 
subsequently impacted a ridgeline and exploded. 
19. Mark rushed to the scene of the helicopter accident. Mark witnessed the 
helicopter in flames and Brulotte inches away from the flames with mangled legs and 
other injuries. Mark administered first aid to Brulotte and was later commended for 
saving Brulotte's life. 
20. It was the opinion of Lynn Higgins, the FAA accident investigator, and 
PORTNEUF's pilot management that Pilot Tim Brulotte's duty time of 17 hours 
contributed to Tim's mistake which caused the crash. The NTSB/FAA and Chief Pilot 
and Safety Officer Ron Fergie recommended that PORTNEUF establish a written policy 
for recovering a pilot and crew from remote locations when aircraft will be delayed 
beyond duty time. 
21. To address the questions and concerns of the Life Flight team about the 
2001 accident, Mark wrote a letter addressed to all crew members giving details about 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGES 
the accident. Pam Humphrey (n/kla "Holmes"), Life Flight Program Director, 
failed/refused to show the crew the letter as Mark had indicated after the accident. Pam 
Humphrey also informed Mark that she had information that Mark contributed to the 
accident. 
22. PORTNEUF immediately released information about the accident to the 
press. Van heard several times over the radio and TV that the aircraft crashed after 
maintenance. 
23. Tim Brulotte requested that information be released indicating that there 
was no mechanical problem with the aircraft the night of the accident. PORTNEUF 
failed/refused to release such information. 
24. Mark, his wife, and his son all heard derogatory and/or negative 
statements from third parties indicating, suggesting, and/or implying that Mark's actions 
contributed to the accident and/or that he should be terminated from his position at 
PORTNEUF. 
25. Mark informed the Life Flight Operations Director, Gary Alzola, that Mark 
and his family were receiving negative reactions from an angry public about the 
accident. Gary barked at Mark, "It's your job." 
26. Life Flight's Chief Pilot and Safety Officer, Ron Fergie, was very upset 
about the accident and stated in the presence of Mark and Gary Alzola that if he were 
Tim Brulotte, he wouldn't tell anybody what happened about the accident, and that he 
would let the FAA figure it out. This seriously upset Mark because he thought it would 
be a horrible scenario if the pilot didn't tell the truth about an accident. Mark's 
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observations and involvement with the November 14, 2001 accident seriously affected 
him emotionally, psychologically and physically. 
27. When the NTSB Report was released showing that the pilot caused the 
accident, PORTNEUF failed/refused to release it. Mark tried to persuade PORTNEUF, 
from May to August 2002, to release the NTSB report. Mark then took the NTSB report 
himself and faxed it to 30 + radio and TV stations. 
28. In a September 3, 2002 meeting, Gary Alzola informed Mark that the FAA 
told him he could not release any information while an accident was being investigated. 
29. Mark later approached Gary Alzola on the helipad about what the FAA 
had said. Mark asked him who at the FAA had told him that he couldn't release 
information while an accident was under investigation. Gary stated that the FAA had 
not really told him, but that it was just FAA policy. 
30. Mark later learned from the actual FAA investigator for the 2001 accident 
that there was no FAA policy prohibiting anyone from releasing the accident information. 
PORTNEUF never provided an explanation to Mark as to why it initially provided 
information to the media regarding the accident, but then would not release information 
regarding the fact that the accident was not due to the maintenance of the helicopter. 
31. PORTNEUF Life Flight Program manager Diane Kirse reported to Mark 
that people were saying horrible things about his implication in the accident. 
32. At the end of the September 3, 2002 HR meeting with Diane Kirse, Gary 
Alzola and Audrey Fletcher, Gary Alzola was assigned to complete Mark's performance 
evaluations. Just prior to this assignment, Mark had filed a grievance against Gary 
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Alzola for his actions pertaining to his refusal to disclose to Marilyn Speim that 
maintenance did not contribute to the 2001 accident. 
33. In an e-mail dated October 4, 2002, Mark requested that manager Diane 
Kirse reconsider the decision to have Mark's evaluations completed by Gary Alzola. 
Mark informed Kirse that he believed that "Pilots and Maintenance should be separate 
entities to ensure checks and balances". Mark raised the incident that had occurred 
with Don Humphrey in 1993 and indicated that it was a horrible working experience 
because he was scared to say anything on account of Pam being married to Don. 
34. On or about June 18, 2003, Mark wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson, Vice 
President of Patient Care Services stating that the hospital needed a policy for the 
release of post-accident information to the appropriate flight related parties. Mark then 
addressed the situation in which information was not disclosed to the crew about Don 
Humphrey's failure to keep the continuous ignition on. Mark told Cindy that ever since 
the incident, Pam had been very cold and callous towards him. He felt that he had done 
nothing wrong to merit the treatment and had gone out of his way to meet Pam's needs 
in her role as Chief Flight Nurse. He further indicated that he and Pam had a social 
relationship and that after the incident involving Don, and Pam's resignation, the 
relationship ended. Finally, Mark indicated that he had forgotten that Pam bore a 
grudge because she had lost her job as a result of Mark releasing information that she 
was helping to suppress. Mark said that he got used to Pam's cold treatment of him. 
He stated, "I believe that Pam Humphrey has an axe to grind and I would like to be 
protected!" 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL PAGES 
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35. On July 5, 2003, Pilot Ron Fergie flew back from Salt Lake City after being 
on duty for 20-21 hours. Ron then went to work following the 20 hours of duty time 
before he had satisfied rest requirements and changed the crew rest log to reflect 
adequate rest requirements. Ron had been training the pilots they were not to fly after 
15 hours. After this incident, Gary Alzola created a written policy stating that after 
maintenance, Part 135 crew rest rules would apply. After the 2001 accident, however, 
the NTSB had recommended that all Part 91 flights be conducted under Part 135 crew 
rest rules. Therefore, Gary Alzola's new created policy still did not comply with the 
NTSB' recommendations. 
36. On July 17, 2003, Pam Humphrey wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson in 
which she addressed Mark's June 18 letter to Ms. Richardson. Pam Humphrey 
questioned whether Mark's behavior was a sign that he was experiencing post traumatic 
stress disorder. Then Pam states, "If I didn't before, I guess I truly do now, have an 
'axe' to grind. I am requesting that action be taken to assure that these attacks, which 
are disruptive and malicious cease." 
37. On August 12, 2003, Mark sent an e-mail and letter to Marilyn Speim, 
public relations representative for PORTNEUF, stating that Cindy Richardson had 
informed him that Marilyn would be creating a post-accident policy for the release of 
information. Mark shared with Marilyn his experiences with information disclosure in the 
past by providing Marilyn with excerpts from his letter to Cindy Richardson, a letter Mark 
had written to Diane Kirse about Gary Alzola's suppression of information, and a letter 
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requesting Pam Humphrey to put in writing the information she had that Mark caused 
the helicopter crash in November, 2001. 
38. Mark raised the issue of Ron Fergie flying after being on duty for 20 hours 
in a Life Flight Leadership meeting on August 21, 2003. Gary Alzola responded several 
times that Ron Fergie had done nothing wrong. The Ute Flight crew, however, were 
very concerned because they didn't want tired, unsafe pilots flying their aircraft. 
39. Mark stated in the August 21, 2003 meeting that he did not want to have 
the aircraft go out and have an accident and if there was an occasion in which he would 
be fixing the helicopter and the pilot was tired, he would not return the aircraft to service 
to a pilot impaired with fatigue. Gary Alzola informed Mark that Maintenance couldn't 
tell pilots what to do. Mark stated that they would do whatever they had to, and they 
were not going to have a repeat performance of Tim Brulotte's accident. 
40. When Mark saw Ron Fergie after the August 21, 2003 meeting, Ron was 
so upset with Mark that he was abrupt and wouldn't/couldn't talk to him. 
41. On a Sunday morning, September 7, 2003, Mark heard the Ute Flight 
helicopter in a low level flight over his house. The pilot of the helicopter "pulled 
maximum pitch" to create the loudest effect possible directly over Mark's house. Then, 
Mark observed the helicopter fly over an adjacent subdivision 300 feet down the hill. 
Mark observed the helicopter 150 feet above the houses, swinging from side to side like 
it was unstable. Mark later learned that the helicopter had been piloted by Ron Fergie. 
Mark believed Ron's conduct was in retaliation for Mark's safety issues expressed at the 
Safety Meeting on August 21 , 2003. Mark also believed that Ron's actions violated 
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Federal Aviation Regulations. Mark reported the incident to Gary Alzola, as well as the 
FAA. 
42. During a September 19, 2003 meeting, Pam Humphrey again addressed 
the disclosure of information about the November 2001 accident and produced a 
document stating that agents of the FAA cannot release information while an accident is 
under investigation. Mark replied that Gary Alzola was not an agent of the FAA. Pam 
Niece of Human Resources attempted to minimize Gary's false statements to Mark by 
stating, "So Gary was lying. People lie about me all the time." 
43. The November 14, 2001 accident was psychologically distressing to Mark 
and he subsequently suffered from an emotional illness/impairment in the form of a 
chronic pathological reaction, particularly in the area of trust issues and hyper-vigilance 
toward safety issues. Furthermore, Mark experienced a great deal of distress regarding 
the public's view of his role in the crash, paralleling the experiences of war veterans. 
Despite his disabilities, however, he was otherwise qualified to perform and did perform 
the essential functions of his job with PORTNEUF. 
44. In a letter to Cindy Richardson dated July 17, 2003, Pam Humphrey 
questioned whether Mark's behavior was a sign that Mark was experiencing post 
traumatic stress disorder, and then immediately thereafter questioned, "Can we afford to 
have this type of individual working on our aircraft when he is disturbed by all of these 
events and can't let go." 
45. In the fall of 2003, Pam Humphrey and Audrey Fletcher, Human 
Resources facilitator for PORTNEUF, regarded and treated Mark as being impaired as 
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a result of the accident. Pam Humphrey asserted to Mark that members of the Life 
Flight team had reported to her their concerns regarding Mark's ability to concentrate on 
the performance of his maintenance duties, without receiving any actual evidence that 
Mark's work performance created safety issues. 
46. In September 2003, Pam Humphrey wrongfully accused Mark of trying to 
convince the Life Flight team that Pam Humphrey withheld information about the crash 
that he specifically requested she share. 
47. On July 26, 2003, Pam Niece, Vice President of Human Resources, raised 
the issue of whether Mark was fit for duty and whether he should be subject to a Fitness 
for Duty Exam. 
48. Mark talked to Audrey Fletcher about the way everything was handled with 
Gary Alzola and about PORTNEUF not doing anything about Alzola lying about his 
statement of what the FAA had told him. This bothered Mark greatly. Mark asked 
Audrey Fletcher if he could see a counselor of his own choosing and she would not 
allow that. 
49. PORTNEUF employees, particularly Pam Humphrey and Audrey Fletcher, 
regarded Mark as having an emotional impairment. Audrey Fletcher felt that it was 
imperative that Mark receive assistance for his emotional condition. 
50. Despite PORTNEUF's regarding Mark as being impaired, Pam Humphrey 
nonetheless requested that Mark change his behavior and if he was not able to move 
forward, make a decision if his job was the right fit for him. 
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51 . Pam Humphrey also informed Mark that he continued to have personal 
trust issues and that his inability to foster a positive working relationship with the pilots 
was, in itself, a safety concern. 
52. Within two weeks after talking to Audrey Fletcher about his concerns, 
Mark saw Dr. Hazle, a doctor retained through the hospital's employee assistance 
program. Mark told Dr. Hazle that he went through depression after the crash. Mark 
felt Dr. Hazle had preconceived notions of what had taken place at the hospital. Dr. 
Hazle indicated to Mark that things didn't happen as Van had described the incidents to 
him. 
53. Mark made a worker's compensation claim based on posttraumatic stress 
disorder though PORTNEUF resulting from the November 2001 accident. PORTNEUF 
management was aware that Mark had made the claim. 
54. On May 17, 2004, Mark discovered that Ron Fergie had overflown an FAA 
airworthiness directive. Within minutes, Mark reported the incident to Gary Alzola. 
Days later, Mark reviewed the books and discovered that Chad Waller had also 
overflown an airworthiness directive. Mark also reported Chad's overflight to Gary 
Alzola and the FAA. 
55. When Mark discussed the overflights with Gary Alzola and Pam 
Humphrey, Mark received the impression that Gary and Pam did not want to report the 
overflights. For this reason, Mark sent an e-mail to Pam Humphrey on June 22, 2004, 
stating that he did not want to be viewed by the FAA as part of a conspiracy to cover up 
a violation of the Federal Aviation Regulations. 
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56. When PORTNEUF entered negotiations for the purchase of a new 
helicopter, Mark was assigned to review maintenance contracts and give his 
recommendations on what aircraft could and couldn't work. Mark was given a copy of 
the maintenance contract ("COMP contracf) to review in connection with the possible 
procurement of the Agusta 1 09 E helicopter from Agusta Aerospace Corporation. 
57. Mark concluded that the COMP contract was unworkable because 1) 
some parts costing over $100.00 were not covered under the agreement despite 
Agusta's prior promises; 2) Agusta could refuse to supply future maintenance in light of 
the fact that PORTNEUF's mechanics were not all Agusta trained; 3) PORTNEUF's 
assets invested in the helicopter's maintenance program could be lost by not following 
the terms of the contract; and 4) other concerns that Mark had with the contract. 
PORTNEUF ultimately rejected Mark's concerns, purchased the helicopter, entered into 
the maintenance contract with Agusta, and told Mark to resolve perceived trust issues 
with Agusta. PORTNEUF regarded Mark as being impaired by asserting that Mark had 
trust issues, and yet continued to harass and discriminate against Mark because of the 
perceived trust issues. 
58. PORTNEUF has claimed that Mark Van ruined relations with Agusta, and 
that an Agusta mechanic walked off the job because he could not work with Mark. 
These allegations have been proven false. 
59. Mark was the hospital's only full time mechanic until the fall of 2004. After 
the Agusta aircraft was purchased, it was proven/demonstrated that many more 
inspection events were scheduled and required by the new manufacturer than the 
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previous aircraft. Mark needed more help with the maintenance of the aircraft and 
documented that, without additional maintenance help, he would be violating an FAA 
standard and the "CAMTS" (Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport 
Systems) recommendations for certification of a mechanic having at least one day off in 
any seven consecutive days, if PORTNEUF did not provide him with more help. 
60. Mark was exhausted and did not want to make a mistake, but could not 
keep up with the workload in maintaining the new helicopter. Upon Pam Humphrey' 
insistence, Mark wrote a document entitled "Justification for Hiring Additional 
Maintenance Staff'. Pam Humphrey found Mark's position regarding his workload 
repugnant and wrote a letter to hospital management claiming, "With Mark's attitude 
and threats, I feel that continuing to have Mark does jeopardize the safety of our 
program." 
61. After Mark had struggled with Pam Humphrey to obtain additional help, he 
contacted Audrey Fletcher to seek additional assistance in getting more mechanics. On 
September 22, 2004, Mark sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher with a copy of the June 
18, 2003 letter that he had sent Cindy Richardson. Mark wanted to share with Audrey 
the information about Pam Humphrey losing her job back in 1993 and Pam's attitude 
toward him ever since. Mark indicated to Audrey that he felt Pam's losing her job was a 
possible motive for the way Pam continued to treat him. 
62. On or about November 1, 2004, Mark Van received a report from 
mechanic Greg Stoltz that pilot Barry Neilsen had taken off with snow and ice on the 
main rotor blades. Mark recognized the issue as a definite safety hazard and violation 
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of law, but hesitated in bringing it up because of how other issues had been handled 
when he raised them. Approximately two weeks after the incident, Mark brought the 
issue to the attention of Ron Fergie, chief pilot and safety officer. 
63. During a February 28, 2005 management meeting, Ron Fergie claimed 
that there was just frost on the rotor blades. Mark felt that Ron had misrepresented the 
truth about the October 2004 flight with ice and snow on the rotor blades, so Mark 
obtained a written statement from mechanic Greg Stoltz. Stoltz indicated that he found 
snow and ice on the rotor blades and was concerned that the snow and ice would 
create personal injury and property damage. The FAA investigated the incident but 
never interviewed Barry Neilsen, (the pilot who allegedly flew with ice on the blades). 
64. In the winter of 2004-2005, Mark provided to Gary Alzola, upon Gary's 
request, recommendations for keeping the helicopter protected in the winter. Mark's 
recommendations included wiping the main rotor blades down and installing blade 
covers. Mark also suggested that dispatch be involved in monitoring the aircraft in the 
winter to keep the aircraft safe and airworthy. Pam Humphrey arbitrarily rejected this 
idea. 
65. Mark desired to have the helicopter monitored and free from snow and ice 
so that when winter weather conditions did permit the operation of the helicopter, the 
helicopter would be safe and ready for flight and the crew wouldn't be forced to hurriedly 
remove snow and ice while being pressured to launch an unsafe aircraft in an attempt to 
fly a life-saving mission. Mark's desires were consistent with PORTNEUF's 
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moment's notice. 
66. Despite Mark's requests to keep the aircraft safe and ready for flight, pilots 
slept through the night and left the helicopter unairworthy because of snow and ice on 
the rotor blades, even though weather conditions would have permitted the operation of 
the aircraft. 
67. On January 31, 2005, when Ron Fergie and Chad Waller were installing 
blade covers on the main rotor blades of the Life Flight Helicopter, Ron told Chad that 
he did not need to wipe the snow off of the blades off because installing the covers 
would knock all the snow off. These actions rendered the aircraft unsafe and 
unairworthy. Mark Van found snow and ice underneath the rotor blade covers on the 
rotor blades the next morning. 
68. Ron Fergie failed to perform a required 7:00 a.m. pre-flight inspection on 
the helicopter on February 1, 2005. At 8:45 a.m. when Mark went to do an inspection, 
he pulled the blade covers off and found snow and ice underneath the blade covers. 
Mark could tell that half of one of the blades was wiped off and the other half of that 
blade had snow and ice on it. All the other main rotor blades were covered by ice and 
snow. It took Mark and Ron about 45 minutes to deice the blades. 
69. Mark discussed the issue with Ron until Ron got really angry and started 
raising his voice. Mark believed that leaving the helicopter with ice and snow on the 
blades hidden by blade covers could cause another pilot to mistakenly fly the helicopter 
in an unsafe and unairworthy condition. Especially at night in the dark, the pilot would 
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assume that the aircraft was airworthy given that the covers were installed. The pilot 
would then pull the covers off in the dark and fly away. Mark later believed that there 
was a violation of a standard, namely, the NTSB's recommendation to the FAA that the 
aircraft not be left in an unairworthy condition. Mark also believed that this was an 
OSHA violation in that PORTNEUF failed to keep the work place safe. 
70. Mark sent a private e-mail to Gary Alzola in February, 2005 in which he 
addressed Barry Neilsen's flight with ice on the blades. Mark ended the e-mail by 
stating, "I have noted a significant increase in the focus by the pilots, of protecting our 
aircraft from ice and snow and frost. I commend you and the pilots for the steps that 
have been taken." 
71. Mark's e-mail was not sent to anyone besides Gary Alzola and Pam 
Humphrey. According to PORTNEUF Human Resources Facilitator Audrey Fletcher, 
Ron Fergie gave a copy of the e-mail to Barry Neilsen. Mark considered this to be a 
private e-mail about a safety concern from the Director of Maintenance to the Director of 
Operations and the Program Manager. 
72. In an e-mail from Gary Alzola to Mark and Pam Holmes dated February 
17, 2005, Gary Alzola justified the actions of the pilots by stating, "As long as the aircraft 
is parked out in the elements, there will be times when it's not flyable." Gary also 
stated, 'We will do what is practical to minimize these situations." Mark disagreed, 
asserting that it was not practical to put main rotor blade covers over unairworthy blades 
and leave the aircraft unsafe and in an unairworthy condition all night and have the 
pilots sleep through the night. 
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73. Gary Alzola also stated in his February 17, 2005 e-mail that only the PIC 
(pilot in charge) had the responsibility and authority to determine aircraft airworthiness. 
Mark's understanding of Federal Aviation Regulations was that if a mechanic found an 
unairworthy aircraft while performing an inspection, he was required, under the Federal 
Aviation Regulations, to make a logbook entry that the aircraft was unairworthy, and that 
such determination of un-airworthiness could only be countermanded by Mark, the 
Director of Maintenance. Mark understood the Federal Aviation Regulations to mean 
that it was his responsibility as a mechanic and as the Director of Maintenance to take 
the aircraft out of service if it was found unairworthy. For twenty years, this was always 
the practice of PORTNEUF's Life Flight Maintenance department. 
7 4. On February 25, 2005, Barry came out to the helipad and told Mark, in an 
agitated emotional state, that he was making the program "go down the crapper". Barry 
said that he was tired of all of the e-mails and stuff flying around. Mark told Barry that 
he didn't know what Barry was talking about. Barry then turned around, stomped off the 
helipad, slammed the gate, and bellowed, 'Well, you're going to find out." Barry's 
actions left Mark's heart racing. He considered Barry's last statement to be a threat. 
75. Audrey Fletcher considered Barry Neilsen's behavior to constitute 
harassment against Mark. Neilsen, however, was not formally disciplined in any 
manner. 
76. In a Life Flight Leadership meeting held on March 24, 2005, the heads of 
each department were asked if they had any safety issues. As soon as Mark started 
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talking about his safety concerns, Pam Humphrey cut him off and stated that she would 
have Lance Taysom set up a special safety meeting for Mark. 
77. In the March 24 Life Flight meeting immediately after the leadership 
meeting, Ron Fergie once again gave a safety speech that he had given many times 
before, indicating that it was everyone's responsibility to break the links in the chain of 
events that lead up to accidents. 
78. As a direct result of Ron's speech, Mark decided that he needed to talk 
about air safety issues that he felt were not taken care of. Mark then sent out an e-mail 
to crew members highlighting air safety concerns he wanted to talk about at the special 
safety meeting. He wanted to share with the crew the safety hazards that he felt were 
endangering the crew. He wanted the crew to be safe and he wanted safety issues to 
be addressed with the Life Flight crew. 
79. After Mark sent out the e-mail, he felt supported due to the positive 
gestures received from the nurses and paramedics. Mark felt that Life Flight crew 
members were glad that somebody stood up for air safety issues. 
80. Mark also sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher stating that he wanted a 
meeting about Barry Neilsen threatening him and to discuss their working relationship. 
Mark wanted to get a working relationship back with Barry. 
81 . The meeting was held on April 1 , 2005. Although Mark did not request or 
know that Pam Humphrey and Gary Alzola would attend the meeting, they did attend 
along with Barry Neilsen and Audrey Fletcher. 
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82. During the April 1 meeting, Mark asked Barry why he was mad at him. 
Barry threw some papers on the table and said something to the effect that he didn't 
want to be called negligent or that he wasn't negligent. Barry said that Mark was just a 
pilot's helper. When Barry discussed the October 2004 incident regarding the alleged 
snow and ice on the main rotor blades, Barry stated, "Here, let me explain it so that 
even you can understand". Audrey Fletcher supported Barry by stating that Barry had 
every right to be mad at Mark. Audrey did this despite having earlier regarded Mark as 
being impaired. Audrey Fletcher has testified that she considered Barry's actions as 
harassment. 
83. Once the issues regarding Barry Neilsen were discussed, others in the 
meeting started talking about Mark's air safety concerns. Mark said that he didn't want 
to talk about those issues and that he was saving those issues for the special safety 
meeting with his coworkers. Mark was then told by Pam Humphrey that there would be 
no special safety meeting, thereby restraining Mark from discussing his air safety 
issues. 
84. In the April 1 meeting, Mark was asked why he kept bringing up issues. 
Mark said that he didn't want to see another accident like the one that had happened 
before. Gary Alzola then screamed, "So you think I want to cause another accident or I 
want to have another accident?" He then left the room and slammed the door. Audrey 
Fletcher blamed Mark for Gary's emotional outburst and the meeting ended. 
85. Mark was terminated from PORTNEUF on April 20, 2005. Pam Humphrey 
and Vice President of Human Resources Dale Mapes made the decision to terminate 
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Mark. The decision was approved by CEO Pat Hermanson. PORTNEUF claimed that 
Mark was terminated because of his 'inability to maintain positive interpersonal relations 
with his colleagues and his failure to foster a positive team environment'. 
86. Pam Humphrey displayed a pattern exacting vengeance against those she 
perceived as having injured her, professionally or personally. Humphrey retaliated 
against Mark for raising air safety concerns. Humphrey' grudges against Mark 
interfered with her actions as a manger and constituted discrimination against Mark. In 
addition to the wrongful acts set forth above, Humphrey discriminated and retaliated 
against Mark by: 
A. Wrongfully restricting Mark's protected activity by demanding that 
all safety issues had to be pre-screened by her or Gary Alzola before Mark could raise 
them; 
B. Wrongfully reprimanding Mark for asking team members about Ron 
Fergie's low level flight over Mark's house; 
C. Supporting the pilots in all of their actions and accusations against 
Mark arising from his protected activity; and 
D. Totally blaming Mark for the discontent among the pilots. 
87. After Mark was terminated, PORTNEUF adopted more of Mark's 
suggestions to improve the safety of the Life Flight program. 
88. After Mark was terminated from PORTNEUF, he was treated by Dr. Kayne 
Kishiyama, an Idaho Falls psychiatrist. Dr. Kishiyama reported that Mark found himself 
as being frustrated, irritated, and anxious with ruminating thoughts over his past 
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employer. Dr. Kishiyama also reported that Mark had intermittent difficulties with 
waking up in the middle of the night, low appetite and weight loss and that at times he 
felt like crying but could not cry. 
89. Any expressions of anger or frustration on the part of Mark towards his co-
workers were justified by PORTNEUF's refusal to adequately address his safety 
complaints and PORTNEUF's retaliatory conduct. 
CLAIM OF RELIEF AGAINST DEFENDANTS 
FOR VIOLATION OF IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
90. Mark re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of 
Paragraphs 1 through 89 as though fully set forth herein. 
91. PORTNEUF and its Life Flight employees constitute "employers" under 
Idaho Code §6-2103 of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act. 
92. During his employment, Mark Van recognized hazards occurring in the 
Life Flight Program at PORTNEUF which caused or were likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm to PORTNEUF employees. Mark Van paid specific attention to 
these hazards and reported air safety concerns to Life Flight management, as well as 
the FAA. Mark's foremost concern was air safety in the Life Flight program. 
93. Mark engaged in protected activity pertaining to violations or suspected 
violations of laws, rules or regulations adopted under the laws of Bannock County, the 
State of Idaho and of the United States. Particularly, Mark engaged in protected activity 
pertaining to violations or suspected violations of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act ("OSHA"), 29 U.S.C. §654, the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), orders, 
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regulations, or standards of the Federal Aviation Administration ("F.A.A.") and other 
provisions of Federal law relating to air carrier safety under Subtitle VII of Title 49 of the 
United States Code and other laws of the United States. 
94. Mark's protected activity pertaining to violations or suspected violations of 
orders, regulations are too numerous to enumerate in this Complaint. Key activities 
protected by the AIR 21 Act include the following: 
A. Summer 1993: Mark Van reported to Life Flight management a 
violation of Airworthiness Directive AD90-23-08 regarding Don Humphrey' operation of 
the Life Flight Helicopter resulting in a crash on Carter Street, in Pocatello, Idaho. 
B. After Pam Niece requested Mark to provide a statement regarding 
his working relationship with Don and Pam Humphrey in 2000, Mark sent a letter to 
Pam Niece about the Humphrey's chicanery and cover-up of the 1993 accident on 
Carter Street 
C. October 4, 2002: Mark sent an e-mail to Diane Kirse requesting 
reconsideration of the decision to have Gary Alzola perform Mark's evaluations. In the 
e-mail, Mark raised the incident involving Don Humphrey which was a violation of an 
airworthiness directive. 
D. June 18, 2003: Mark sent a letter to Cindy Richardson which 
included statements regarding the incident involving Don Humphrey. 
E. August 12, 2003, Mark sent a letter to Marilyn Speirn in which he 
shared excerpts of his letter to Cindy Richardson which included the incident involving 
Don Humphrey. 
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F. August 21, 2003: Mark addressed with Life Flight management 
Ron Fergie's violations of the 15-hour duty time restrictions of the Life Flight pilot duty 
time policy, in effect shortly after the November 14, 2001 accident, which pertain to air 
carrier safety as regulated by the FAA. 
G. September 7, 2003: Mark reported Ron Fergie's low-level flight 
over Mark's house in an e-mail to Gary Alzola. The careless and reckless flight 
constituted a violation of Federal Aviation Regulation 91.13. In January 2004, Mark 
reported the violation of FAR 91.13 to Pam Humphrey. 
H. September 11, 2003: Mark raised concerns to Life Flight 
management about creating a pilot duty time policy that did not include all part 91 
flights. Mark addressed these issues in order to avoid another accident like the one that 
took place in November of 2001. These issues had been addressed by the NTSB/FAA 
report and pertain to air carrier safety regulated by the FAA. 
I. September 22, 2004: Mark sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher which 
included his letter to Cindy Richardson and the FAR violations incident involving Don 
Humphrey. 
J. January 2004: Mark submitted a letter to Cindy Richardson, 
Division Manager, and Pam Niece, addressing the F.A.R. 91.13 violation of Ron 
Fergie's careless and reckless flight. 
K. May 2004: Mark sent Lynn Higgins of the FAA an 8-page letter 
spelling out the violations and/or alleged violations in the Life Flight operation. 
L. May 17, 2004: Mark reported Ron Fergie's AD 02-25-51 overflight 
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violation to the FAA by fax. 
M. June 22, 2004: Mark reported Ron Fergie's AD 02-25-51 violation 
to the Life Flight Program Director by e-mail. 
N. June 2004: Mark reported Chad Waller's AD02-25-51 overflight to 
the FAA. 
0. August 2004: Mark reported to Pam Humphrey and Audrey 
Fletcher staffing shortages and his excess overtime which Mark believed to be in 
violation of the Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport Systems ("CAMTS") 
standards, FAA standards, and OSHA rules and regulations. 
P. Fall 2004: Mark communicated his issues about the maintenance 
contract between PORTNEUF and August Aerospace Corporation as to what he 
suspected were violations of local and/or state law. 
Q. November 2004: Mark reported Barry' Neilsen's flight with snow 
and ice on the main rotor blades after Barry Neilsen had failed to perform the required 
pre-flight inspection. The report was made to Ron Fergie and constituted a report of an 
alleged violation of F.A.R. 135.227. 
R. Winter 2004-2005: Mark proposed cold weather policies to 
PORTNEUF for the monitoring and maintenance of the helicopter in the winter to 
prevent FAA violations of leaving aircraft in unsafe and unairworthy conditions and flying 
the aircraft with snow and ice on the rotor blades. 
S. February 2005: Mark reported to PORTNEUF on February 1 that 
Ron Fergie placed covers over snow and ice that had accumulated on the rotor blades, 
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instructed Pilot Chad Waller not to wipe the blades off before putting on the covers, and 
failed to perform a pre-flight inspection the next morning, leaving an unsafe, unairworthy 
helicopter in service. Such reporting pertains to air carrier safety as regulated by the 
F.A.A. and OSHA law requiring that employees be provided with a safe and healthful 
workplace. 
T. February 2005: Mark sent a private e-mail to Gary Alzola, in which 
he addressed Barry Neilsen's flight with snow and ice on the blades in October, 2004. 
U. February 2005: Mark reported to PORTNEUF management that 
Barry Neilsen had angrily approached Mark on the helipad and made an angry, loud, 
threatening comment. Such report pertains to air carrier safety and violations of OSHA, 
Air 21 and State Whistleblower laws. 
V. March 24, 2005: In a Life Flight safety meeting, when asked if he 
had any safety concerns, Mark began to discuss his air safety concerns when Pam 
Humphrey cut him off, restraining him from discussing his safety concerns. 
W. On or about March 28, 2005: Mark sent an e-mail to Life Flight crew 
members highlighting air carrier safety issues relating to pilots that he wanted to discuss 
in a special safety meeting requested by Pam Humphrey. 
X. April 4, 2005: In a Human Resources meeting, Mark addressed 
numerous AIR and FAR violations and safety concerns after being questioned by Pam 
Humphrey, Audrey Fletcher, Gary Alzola and Barry Neilsen. 
95. Defendants Pam Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ron Fergie, and Barry Neilsen 
became extremely overwrought about Mark's insistence for air safety in the Life Flight 
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Program. Said Defendants harassed, intimidated, discriminated against and retaliated 
against Mark because he kept raising air safety issues. As a result of Defendants' 
angst over Mark's attitude and activities toward improving air safety, Defendants failed 
to furnish Mark with a safe and healthful work environment. 
96. Defendants violated the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act by 
intimidating, harassing, discriminating against and wrongfully terminating Mark because 
he engaged in activities protected under the Act. Defendants' wrongful conduct toward 
Mark in connection with laws, rules, and regulations is too numerous to enumerate in 
this Complaint. Defendants' wrongful conduct includes, but is not limited to, the 
following: 
A. PORTNEUF employees, and particularly, Pam Humphrey, Gary 
Alzola, Ron Fergie and Audrey Fletcher discriminated and retaliated against Mark by 
regarding him as impaired and then harassing and disciplining him because of his "trusr 
issues. 
B. July 2003: Pam Humphrey retaliated against Mark in part for his 
protected activity of addressing the incident involving Don Humphrey and for exhibiting 
symptoms similar and/or related to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
C. August 2003: Ron Fergie demonstrated belligerent and hostile 
behavior and refused to communicate with Mark Van after Mark reported Ron flying 
after being on duty 20 hours. 
D. September 2003: Ron Fergie retaliated against Mark Van by flying 
recklessly and carelessly over Mark Van's house. 
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point that Mark addressed air safety concerns. Gary Alzola became extremely angry at 
Mark and stormed out of the room, Barry Neilsen made demeaning comments to Mark, 
and Audrey Fletcher blamed Mark for their wrongful actions. 
L. April 20, 2005: Mark Van was terminated from his position at 
PORTNEUF. Mark was considered to be a safety risk because of his "attitude" toward 
and distrust of pilots. 
M. March 31, 2007: Mark was informed by an AV Center owner that 
PORTNEUF tried to get Mark fired from his job at the AV Center, claiming he was a 
safety issue. 
N. Defendants have continued to harass Mark by failing/refusing to 
disclose evidence and continuing to badger Mark despite the existence of documented 
evidence showing Defendants to be fully aware that Mark is impaired and/or have 
considered Mark as being impaired. 
97. Mark has suffered adverse employment actions because he engaged or 
intended to engage in activities protected under the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act. 
98. Defendants would not have taken the same adverse personnel actions 
against Mark in the absence of Mark's protected activities. 
99. As a result of Defendants' violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark has incurred compensatory damages including but not limited, 
lost salary, income and benefits, the loss of a career with PORTNEUF, no 
recommendations for future employment, financial losses, as well as impairment of 
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reputation, personal humiliation, social withdrawal, difficulty in finding/maintaining other 
work, marital difficulties, and mental anguish. Mark's mental anguish includes, but is 
not limited to, grief, doubt, embarrassment, anger, disappointment, worry, headaches, 
fatigue, concentration loss, anxiety, and depression. Mark is entitled to compensation 
for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration in an amount to be proved at trial. 
1 00. As a result of PORTNEUF's violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark is entitled to reinstatement to his position as Director of 
Maintenance for the Life Flight Program with reinstatement of full fringe benefits and 
seniority rights. 
101. In its Opinion dated July 7, 2009, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed 
Mark's Appeal of the district court decision regarding Mark's claim of breach of the 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing by stating that, "PORTNEUF did not agree to 
provide an atmosphere where no employee ever treated Van in a less than ideal 
manner." Mark believes that if he is reinstated, PORTNEUF employees will utilize this 
language as license to badger, intimidate and harass Mark after his possible 
reinstatement, to force Mark to resign his position. 
102. PORTNEUF employees should be ordered to take no action to berate, 
belittle, harass, intimidate, demean, discriminate against or retaliate against Mark, 
and/or attempt to force Mark from his position. PORTNEUF employees should be 
ordered to act in good faith toward Mark and in conformance with all Federal, State and 
local employment laws, and treat Mark fairly and with respect. 
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1 03. As a result of Defendants' violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark is entitled to payment by Defendants of Mark's reasonable costs 
and attorney fees. 
1 04. As a result of Defendants' violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Defendants should be assessed a civil fine in the amount of five 
hundred dollars ($500.00), to be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
general fund. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF Mark Van prays for judgment against DEFENDANTS 
as follows: 
1 . For damages and relief as requested herein and as allowable under the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees, including, (1) An injunction to restrain continued 
violation of the provisions of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act; (2) The 
reinstatement of Plaintiff to the same position held before the adverse action, or to an 
equivalent position; (3) The reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; (4) 
The compensation for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration; (5) The payment by 
the employer of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees; and (6) An assessment of a civil 
fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500). 
2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable 
under the circumstances. 
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;::; DATED this_/_ day of 2010. 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
MARK VAN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; That he has read the 
foregoing Complaint, knows its contents, and that the facts therein alleged are true to 
the best of his knowledge. 
L / < 
--·,o-
'l C.....·-
'- t:::,...~ 
Mark Van 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this .z_rdday of June, 2010. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at Pocatello 
My Commission Expires: 'thl--zols 
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' "1: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARKCVAN, 
Plaintiff, Case No:CV-2005-0004053-0C 
vs. 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
THE PARTIES came before the Court on the 12th day of July, 2010, for hearing on 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint. Nick Nielson appeared in person on behalf of the 
Plaintiff. Paul McFarlane appeared telephonically on behalf of the Defendant, Portneuf 
Medical Center. Stephanie Davis was the Court Reporter. 
At the outset of this proceeding, the Court heard argument from respective counsel in 
support of and in opposition to the motion to amend the original Complaint. The Court, 
having heard argument and being fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint is 
GRANTED. Plaintiff will be allowed to file their Amended Complaint, but any reference to 
"Air 21" will be redacted from the pleading. Further, counsel for Defendant, Portneuf 
Medical Center, will be allowed 20 days rather than the usual 10 days to respond. Any 
request for additional costs incurred by defense counsel is DENIED at this time. 
Case No.: CV-2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
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Additional discussion took place as to which Defendants are remaining in this action. 
It was decided pursuant to the Memorandum Decision, Order and Judgment issued by Judge 
McDermott and filed on the 31st day of October, 2007, that all individually-named 
Defendants, including Does I - X were dismissed from this action. Counsel for the Plaintiff 
requested additional time to review this issue in greater detail; therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Plaintiff will be allowed an additional amount 
of time to review the earlier dismissal of individually-named Defendants from this action. 
The Court will allow counsel to file a formal motion and set this matter for hearing. Upon 
resolution of this specific issue and upon the Plaintiff filing his Amended Complaint, 
counsel for Defendant will be allo~e~~?.~s to file his Amended Answer. 
DATED this Jj_ day of~, 2010. 
Case No.: CV -2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
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Honorable Robert C. Naftz 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the :_:;l. day of~IO, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY: 
Nick L. Nielson 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
DEFENDANT ATTORNEY: 
Patricia M. Olsson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
David J. Dance 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Deputy Clerk 
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0 Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Mailed 
0 Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Mailed 
NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. AMENDED COMPLAINT 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
Complainant Mark Van, ("Mark") by and through counsel of record, Nick l. 
Nielson, and for a cause of action against Defendant Portneuf Medical Center, 
{"Portneuf') hereby alleges as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. At all times material herein, Plaintiff Mark Van is and has been a resident 
of Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho. 
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2. At all times material herein, Defendant, Portneuf Medical Center, 
("PORTNEUF") was a public governmental entity doing business in Pocatello, Bannock 
County, Idaho 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. Plaintiff re-alleges and reincorporates herein by reference each and every 
allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 2 of this Amended Complaint. 
4. The above-entitled Court has jurisdiction to hear the instant matter 
pursuant to Section 6-2101 et seq. of the Idaho Code, and venue is proper in the Sixth 
Judicial District Court in and for the County of Bannock. 
FACTS 
5. Plaintiff re-alleges and reincorporates herein by reference each and every 
allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 4 of this Amended Complaint. 
6. In 1984, Plaintiff Mark Van began working for Freedom Helicopters, a 
private corporation contract with then Bannock Regional Medical center to provide 
emergency medical services (EMS) helicopter support. In 1985, Defendant 
PORTNEUF, then Bannock Regional Medical Center, became the operator of EMS 
flight services. Plaintiff was contracted by Bannock Regional Medical Center as the 
Director of Maintenance for the EMS flight services. 
7. In 1986, Mark became a full-time employee of PORTNEUF as the 
Director of Maintenance and held that position until his termination on April 20, 2005. 
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8. While Mark was Director of Maintenance, the Life Flight Program suffered 
from accidents and pilot errors resulting in safety hazards and serious personal injuries. 
9. In 1993, a hospital pilot, Don Humphrey, crashed a helicopter on Carter 
Street in Pocatello, causing over $150,000.00 worth of damage. Humphrey operated 
the aircraft in violation of the flight manual and an airworthiness directive issued by the 
FAA. Mark reported that Humphrey did not have the continuous ignition system on to 
Life Flight Program Director, Pam Humphrey, who was married to Don Humphrey at the 
time. Pam Humphrey called Don into her office and asked him what he knew about the 
continuous ignition requirement. Don stated that he read it right after the accident. 
Pam Humphrey became very upset and resigned her position within one week of upper-
management finding out about the violation of an airworthiness directive and operating 
the helicopter outside of the FAA required flight manual. The hospital never released 
such information to the employees or the FAA and, consequently, the matter was never 
properly investigated by the FAA. The reason for the accident was not disclosed by 
Pam or Don Humphrey. 
10. In August, 2000, Mark was requested by Pam Niece, Human Resources 
manager, to write his feelings toward Pam and Don Humphrey. Mark indicated in the 
letter that documentation proving that Don Humphrey should have had the continuous 
ignition on was given to Pam and that Mark believed that no one else higher up ever 
saw it. He indicated that through this period he thought he was going to get fired. 
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11. Mark had seen Pam and Don double team Vince Daegatano to have him 
removed as Director of Operations in the 1990's. Mark was adamantly opposed to Don 
becoming the Director of Operations. Mark indicated in his letter to Pam Niece it had 
been a bad situation for most of the flight team because of the "nepotistic" relationship 
of Pam and Don. Mark thought it was time for someone to research the "out 
processing" files of the people who worked with Don and Pam, knowing that Rick Jones 
and Clint and Megan Adkins had some strong opinions about Don and Pam. Mark 
hoped something could be done with the long standing situation involving Don and Pam 
to make a better working environment for everyone. 
12. On November 14, 2001, Mark was called to fix the Life Flight helicopter in 
a remote section of Idaho. Mark changed the fuel pumps and restored the helicopter to 
an airworthy condition. After the repairs were made, pilot Tim Brulotte, who had been 
on duty for 17 hours, flew off in the helicopter and ran into a mountain. The helicopter 
subsequently impacted a ridgeline and exploded. 
13. Mark rushed to the scene of the helicopter accident. Mark witnessed the 
helicopter in flames and Brulotte inches away from the flames with mangled legs and 
other injuries. Mark administered first aid to Brulotte and was later commended for 
saving Brulotte's life. 
14. It was the opinion of Lynn Higgins, the FAA accident investigator, and 
PORTNEUF's pilot management that Pilot Tim Brulotte's duty time of 17 hours 
contributed to Tim's mistake which caused the crash. The NTSBIFAA and Chief Pilot 
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and Safety Officer Ron Fergie recommended that PORTNEUF establish a written policy 
for recovering a pilot and crew from remote locations when aircraft will be delayed 
beyond duty time. 
15. To address the questions and concerns of the Life Flight team about the 
2001 accident, Mark wrote a letter addressed to all crew members giving details about 
the accident. Pam Humphrey (nlk/a "Holmes"), Life Flight Program Director, 
failed/refused to show the crew the letter as Mark had indicated after the accident. Pam 
Humphrey also informed Mark that she had information that Mark contributed to the 
accident. 
16. PORTNEUF immediately released information about the accident to the 
press. Van heard several times over the radio and TV that the aircraft crashed after 
maintenance. 
17. Tim Brulotte requested that information be released indicating that there 
was no mechanical problem with the aircraft the night of the accident. PORTNEUF 
failed/refused to release such information. 
18. Mark, his wife, and his son all heard derogatory and/or negative 
statements from third parties indicating, suggesting, and/or implying that Mark's actions 
contributed to the accident and/or that he should be terminated from his position at 
PORTNEUF. 
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19. Mark informed the Life Flight Operations Director, Gary Alzola, that Mark 
and his family were receiving negative reactions from an angry public about the 
accident. Gary barked at Mark, "It's your job." 
20. Life Flight's Chief Pilot and Safety Officer, Ron Fergie, was very upset 
about the accident and stated in the presence of Mark and Gary Alzola that if he were 
Tim Brulotte, he wouldn't tell anybody what happened about the accident, and that he 
would let the FAA figure it out. This seriously upset Mark because he thought it would 
be a horrible scenario if the pilot didn't tell the truth about an accident. Mark's 
observations and involvement with the November 14, 2001 accident seriously affected 
him emotionally, psychologically and physically. 
21. When the NTSB Report was released showing that the pilot caused the 
accident, PORTNEUF failed/refused to release it. Mark tried to persuade PORTNEUF, 
from May to August 2002, to release the NTSB report. Mark then took the NTSB report 
himself and faxed it to 30 + radio and TV stations. 
22. In a September 3, 2002 meeting, Gary Alzola informed Mark that the FAA 
told him he could not release any information while an accident was being investigated. 
23. Mark later approached Gary Alzola on the helipad about what the FAA 
had said. Mark asked him who at the FAA had told him that he couldn't release 
information while an accident was under investigation. Gary stated that the FAA had 
not really told him, but that it was just FAA policy. 
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24. Mark later learned from the actual FAA investigator for the 2001 accident 
that there was no FAA policy prohibiting anyone from releasing the accident information. 
PORTNEUF never provided an explanation to Mark as to why it initially provided 
information to the media regarding the accident, but then would not release information 
regarding the fact that the accident was not due to the maintenance of the helicopter. 
25. PORTNEUF Life Flight Program manager Diane Kirse reported to Mark 
that people were saying horrible things about his implication in the accident. 
26. At the end of the September 3, 2002 HR meeting with Diane Kirse, Gary 
Alzola and Audrey Fletcher, Gary Alzola was assigned to complete Mark's performance 
evaluations. Just prior to this assignment, Mark had filed a grievance against Gary 
Alzola for his actions pertaining to his refusal to disclose to Marilyn Speirn that 
maintenance did not contribute to the 2001 accident. 
27. In an e-mail dated October 4, 2002, Mark requested that manager Diane 
Kirse reconsider the decision to have Mark's evaluations completed by Gary Alzola. 
Mark informed Kirse that he believed that "Pilots and Maintenance should be separate 
entities to ensure checks and balances". Mark raised the incident that had occurred 
with Don Humphrey in 1993 and indicated that it was a horrible working experience 
because he was scared to say anything on account of Pam being married to Don. 
28. On or about June 18, 2003, Mark wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson, Vice 
President of Patient Care Services stating that the hospital needed a policy for the 
release of post-accident information to the appropriate flight related parties. Mark then 
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addressed the situation in which information was not disclosed to the crew about Don 
Humphrey's failure to keep the continuous ignition on. Mark told Cindy that ever since 
the incident, Pam had been very cold and callous towards him. He felt that he had done 
nothing wrong to merit the treatment and had gone out of his way to meet Pam's needs 
in her role as Chief Flight N~rse. He further indicated that he and Pam had a social 
relationship and that after the incident involving Don, and Pam's resignation, the 
relationship ended. Finally, Mark indicated that he had forgotten that Pam bore a 
grudge because she had lost her job as a result of Mark releasing information that she 
was helping to suppress. Mark said that he got used to Pam's cold treatment of him. 
He stated, "I believe that Pam Humphrey has an axe to grind and I would like to be 
protected!" 
29. On July 5, 2003, Pilot Ron Fergie flew back from Salt Lake City after being 
on duty for 20-21 hours. Ron then went to work following the 20 hours of duty time 
before he had satisfied rest requirements and changed the crew rest log to reflect 
adequate rest requirements. Ron had been training the pilots they were not to fly after 
15 hours. After this incident, Gary Alzola created a written policy stating that after 
maintenance, Part 135 crew rest rules would apply. After the 2001 accident, however, 
the NTSB had recommended that all Part 91 flights be conducted under Part 135 crew 
rest rules. Therefore, Gary Alzola's new created policy still did not comply with the 
NTSB' recommendations. 
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30. On July 17, 2003, Pam Humphrey wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson in 
which she addressed Mark's June 18 letter to Ms. Richardson. Pam Humphrey 
questioned whether Mark's behavior was a sign that he was experiencing post traumatic 
stress disorder. Then Pam states, "If I didn't before, I guess I truly do now, have an 
'axe' to grind. I am requesting that action be taken to assure that these attacks, which 
are disruptive and malicious cease." 
31. On August 12, 2003, Mark sent an e-mail and letter to Marilyn Speirn, 
public relations representative for PORTNEUF, stating that Cindy Richardson had 
informed him that Marilyn would be creating a post-accident policy for the release of 
information. Mark shared with Marilyn his experiences with information disclosure in the 
past by providing Marilyn with excerpts from his letter to Cindy Richardson, a letter Mark 
had written to Diane Kirse about Gary Alzola's suppression of information, and a letter 
requesting Pam Humphrey to put in writing the information she had that Mark caused 
the helicopter crash in November, 2001. 
32. Mark raised the issue of Ron Fergie flying after being on duty for 20 hours 
in a Life Flight Leadership meeting on August 21, 2003. Gary Alzola responded several 
times that Ron Fergie had done nothing wrong. The Life Flight crew, however, were 
very concerned because they didn't want tired, unsafe pilots flying their aircraft. 
33. Mark stated in the August 21, 2003 meeting that he did not want to have 
the aircraft go out and have an accident and if there was an occasion in which he would 
be fixing the helicopter and the pilot was tired, he would not return the aircraft to service 
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to a pilot impaired with fatigue. Gary Alzola informed Mark that Maintenance couldn't 
tell pilots what to do. Mark stated that they would do whatever they had to, and they 
were not going to have a repeat performance of Tim Brulotte's accident. 
34. When Mark saw Ron Fergie after the August 21, 2003 meeting, Ron was 
so upset with Mark that he was abrupt and wouldn't/couldn't talk to him. 
35. On a Sunday morning, September 7, 2003, Mark heard the Life Flight 
helicopter in a low level flight over his house. The pilot of the helicopter "pulled 
maximum pitch" to create the loudest effect possible directly over Mark's house. Then, 
Mark observed the helicopter fly over an adjacent subdivision 300 feet down the hill. 
Mark observed the helicopter 150 feet above the houses, swinging from side to side like 
it was unstable. Mark later learned that the helicopter had been piloted by Ron Fergie. 
Mark believed Ron's conduct was in retaliation for Mark's safety issues expressed at the 
Safety Meeting on August 21, 2003. Mark also believed that Ron's actions violated 
Federal Aviation Regulations. Mark reported the incident to Gary Alzola, as well as the 
FAA. 
36. During a September 19, 2003 meeting, Pam Humphrey again addressed 
the disclosure of information about the November 2001 accident and produced a 
document stating that agents of the FAA cannot release information while an accident is 
under investigation. Mark replied that Gary Alzola was not an agent of the FAA. Pam 
Niece of Human Resources attempted to minimize Gary's false statements to Mark by 
stating, "So Gary was lying. People lie about me all the time." 
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37. The November 14, 2001 accident was psychologically distressing to Mark 
and he subsequently suffered from an emotional illness/impairment in the form of a 
chronic pathological reaction, particularly in the area of trust issues and hyper-vigilance 
toward safety issues. Furthermore, Mark experienced a great deal of distress regarding 
the public's view of his role in the crash, paralleling the experiences of war veterans. 
Despite his disabilities, however, he was otherwise qualified to perform and did perform 
the essential functions of his job with PORTNEUF. 
38. In a letter to Cindy Richardson dated July 17, 2003, Pam Humphrey 
questioned whether Mark's behavior was a sign that Mark was experiencing post 
traumatic stress disorder, and then immediately thereafter questioned, "Can we afford to 
have this type of individual working on our aircraft when he is disturbed by all of these 
events and can't let go." 
39. In the fall of 2003, Pam Humphrey and Audrey Fletcher, Human 
Resources facilitator for PORTNEUF, regarded and treated Mark as being impaired as 
a result of the accident. Pam Humphrey asserted to Mark that members of the Life 
Flight team had reported to her their concerns regarding Mark's ability to concentrate on 
the performance of his maintenance duties, without receiving any actual evidence that 
Mark's work performance created safety issues. 
40. In September 2003, Pam Humphrey wrongfully accused Mark of trying to 
convince the Life Flight team that Pam Humphrey withheld information about the crash 
that he specifically requested she share. 
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41. On July 26, 2003, Pam Niece, Vice President of Human Resources, raised 
the issue of whether Mark was fit for duty and whether he should be subject to a Fitness 
for Duty Exam. 
42. Mark talked to Audrey Fletcher about the way everything was handled with 
Gary Alzola and about PORTNEUF not doing anything about Alzola lying about his 
statement of what the FAA had told him. This bothered Mark greatly. Mark asked . 
Audrey Fletcher if he could see a counselor of his own choosing and she would not 
allow that. 
43. PORTNEUF employees, particularly Pam Humphrey and Audrey Fletcher, 
regarded Mark as having an emotional impairment. Audrey Fletcher felt that it was 
imperative that Mark receive assistance for his emotional condition. 
44. Despite PORTNEUF's regarding Mark as being impaired, Pam Humphrey 
nonetheless requested that Mark change his behavior and if he was not able to move 
forward, make a decision if his job was the right fit for him. 
45. Pam Humphrey also informed Mark that he continued to have personal 
trust issues and that his inability to foster a positive working relationship with the pilots 
was, in itself, a safety concern. 
46. Within two weeks after talking to Audrey Fletcher about his concerns, 
Mark saw Dr. Hazle, a doctor retained through the hospital's employee assistance 
program. Mark told Dr. Hazle that he went through depression after the crash. Mark 
felt Dr. Hazle had preconceived notions of what had taken place at the hospital. Dr. 
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Hazle indicated to Mark that things didn't happen as Van had described the incidents to 
him. 
47. Mark made a worker's compensation claim based on posttraumatic stress 
disorder though PORTNEUF resulting from the November 2001 accident. PORTNEUF 
management was aware that Mark had made the claim. 
48. On May 17, 2004, Mark discovered that Ron Fergie had overflown an FAA 
airworthiness directive. Within minutes, Mark reported the incident to Gary Alzola. 
Days later, Mark reviewed the books and discovered that Chad Waller had also 
overflown an airworthiness directive. Mark also reported Chad's overflight to Gary 
Alzola and the FAA. 
49. When Mark discussed the overflights with Gary Alzola and Pam 
Humphrey, Mark received the impression that Gary and Pam did not want to report the 
overflights. For this reason, Mark sent an e-mail to Pam Humphrey on June 22, 2004, 
stating that he did not want to be viewed by the FAA as part of a conspiracy to cover up 
a violation of the Federal Aviation Regulations. 
50. When PORTNEUF entered negotiations for the purchase of a new 
helicopter, Mark was assigned to review maintenance contracts and give his 
recommendations on what aircraft could and couldn't work. Mark was given a copy of 
the maintenance contract ("COMP contract") to review in connection with the possible 
procurement of the Agusta 109 E helicopter from Agusta Aerospace Corporation. 
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51. Mark concluded that the COMP contract was unworkable because 1) 
some parts costing over $100.00 were not covered under the agreement despite 
Agusta's prior promises; 2) Agusta could refuse to supply future maintenance in light of 
the fact that PORTNEUF's mechanics were not all Agusta trained; 3) PORTNEUF's 
assets invested in the helicopter's maintenance program could be lost by not following 
the terms of the contract; and 4) other concerns that Mark had with the contract. 
PORTNEUF ultimately rejected Mark's concerns, purchased the helicopter, entered into 
the maintenance contract with Agusta, and told Mark to resolve perceived trust issues 
with Agusta. PORTNEUF regarded Mark as being impaired by asserting that Mark had 
trust issues, and yet continued to harass and discriminate against Mark because of the 
perceived trust issues. 
52. PORTNEUF has claimed that Mark Van ruined relations with Agusta, and 
that an Agusta mechanic walked off the job because he could not work with Mark. 
These allegations have been proven false. 
53. Mark was the hospital's only full time mechanic until the fall of 2004. After 
the Agusta aircraft was purchased, it was proven/demonstrated that many more 
inspection events were scheduled and required by the new manufacturer than the 
previous aircraft. Mark needed more help with the maintenance of the aircraft and 
documented that, without additional maintenance help, he would be violating an FAA 
standard and the "CAMTS" (Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport 
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Systems) recommendations for certification of a mechanic having at least one day off in 
any seven consecutive days, if PORTNEUF did not provide him with more help. 
54. Mark was exhausted and did not want to make a mistake, but could not 
keep up with the workload in maintaining the new helicopter. Upon Pam Humphrey' 
insistence, Mark wrote a document entitled "Justification for Hiring Additional 
Maintenance Staff". Pam Humphrey found Mark's position regarding his workload 
repugnant and wrote a letter to hospital management claiming, "With Mark's attitude 
and threats, I feel that continuing to have Mark does jeopardize the safety of our 
program." 
55. After Mark had struggled with Pam Humphrey to obtain additional help, he 
contacted Audrey Fletcher to seek additional assistance in getting more mechanics. On 
September 22, 2004, Mark sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher with a copy of the June 
18, 2003 letter that he had sent Cindy Richardson. Mark wanted to share with Audrey 
the information about Pam Humphrey losing her job back in 1993 and Pam's attitude 
toward him ever since. Mark indicated to Audrey that he felt Pam's losing her job was a 
possible motive for the way Pam continued to treat him. 
56. On or about November 1, 2004, Mark Van received a report from 
mechanic Greg Stoltz that pilot Barry Neilsen had taken off with snow and ice on the 
main rotor blades. Mark recognized the issue as a definite safety hazard and violation 
of law, but hesitated in bringing it up because of how other issues had been handled 
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when he raised them. Approximately two weeks after the incident, Mark brought the 
issue to the attention of Ron Fergie, chief pilot and safety officer. 
57. During a February 28, 2005 management meeting, Ron Fergie claimed 
that there was just frost on the rotor blades. Mark felt that Ron had misrepresented the 
truth about the October 2004 flight with ice and snow on the rotor blades, so Mark 
obtained a written statement from mechanic Greg Stoltz. Stoltz indicated that he found 
snow and ice on the rotor blades and was concerned that the snow and ice would 
create personal injury and property damage. The FAA investigated the incident but 
never interviewed Barry Neilsen, (the pilot who allegedly flew with ice on the blades). 
58. In the winter of 2004-2005, Mark provided to Gary Alzola, upon Gary's 
request, recommendations for keeping the helicopter protected in the winter. Mark's 
recommendations included wiping the main rotor blades down and installing blade 
covers. Mark also suggested that dispatch be involved in monitoring the aircraft in the 
winter to keep the aircraft safe and airworthy. Pam Humphrey arbitrarily rejected this 
idea. 
59. Mark desired to have the helicopter monitored and free from snow and ice 
so that when winter weather conditions did permit the operation of the helicopter, the 
helicopter would be safe and ready for flight and the crew wouldn't be forced to hurriedly 
remove snow and ice while being pressured to launch an unsafe aircraft in an attempt to 
fly a life-saving mission. Mark's desires were consistent with PORTNEUF's 
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representations to the general public that life Flight was ready to respond at a 
moment's notice. 
60. Despite Mark's requests to keep the aircraft safe and ready for flight, pilots 
slept through the night and left the helicopter unairworthy because of snow and ice on 
the rotor blades, even though weather conditions would have permitted the operation of 
the aircraft. 
61. On January 31, 2005, when Ron Fergie and Chad Waller were installing 
blade covers on the main rotor blades of the Life Flight Helicopter, Ron told Chad that 
he did not need to wipe the snow off of the blades of because installing the covers 
would knock all the snow off. These actions rendered the aircraft unsafe and 
unairworthy. Mark Van found snow and ice underneath the rotor blade covers on the 
rotor blades the next morning. 
62. Ron Fergie failed to perform a required 7:00 a.m. pre-flight inspection on 
the helicopter on February 1, 2005. At 8:45 a.m. when Mark went to do an inspection, 
he pulled the blade covers off and found snow and ice underneath the blade covers. 
Mark could tell that half of one of the blades was wiped off and the other half of that 
blade had snow and ice on it. All the other main rotor blades were covered by ice and 
snow. It took Mark and Ron about 45 minutes to deice the blades. 
63. Mark discussed the issue with Ron until Ron got really angry and started 
raising his voice. Mark believed that leaving the helicopter with ice and snow on the 
blades hidden by blade covers could cause another pilot to mistakenly fly the helicopter 
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in an unsafe and unairworthy condition. Especially at night in the dark, the pilot would 
assume that the aircraft was airworthy given that the covers were installed. The pilot 
would then pull the covers off in the dark and fly away. Mark later believed that there 
was a violation of a standard, namely, the NTSB's recommendation to the FAA that the 
aircraft not be left in an unairworthy condition. Mark also believed that this was an 
OSHA violation in that PORTNEUF failed to keep the work place safe. 
64. Mark sent a private e-mail to Gary Alzola in February, 2005 in which he 
addressed Barry Neilsen's flight with ice on the blades. Mark ended the e-mail by 
stating, "I have noted a significant increase in the focus by the pilots, of protecting our 
aircraft from ice and snow and frost. I commend you and the pilots for the steps that 
have been taken." 
65. Mark's e-mail was not sent to anyone besides Gary Alzola and Pam 
Humphrey. According to PORTNEUF Human Resources Facilitator Audrey Fletcher, 
Ron Fergie gave a copy of the e-mail to Barry Neilsen. Mark considered this to be a · 
private e-mail about a safety concern from the Director of Maintenance to the Director of 
Operations and the Program Manager. 
66. In an e-mail from Gary Alzola to Mark and Pam Holmes dated February 
17, 2005, Gary Alzola justified the actions of the pilots by stating, "As long as the aircraft 
is parked out in the elements, there will be times when it's not flyable." Gary also 
stated, "We will do what is practical to minimize these situations." Mark disagreed, 
asserting that it was not practical to put main rotor blade covers over unairworthy blades 
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and leave the aircraft unsafe and in an unairworthy condition all night and have the 
pilots sleep through the night. 
67. Gary Alzola also stated in his February 17, 2005 e-mail that only the PIC 
(pilot in charge) had the responsibility and authority to determine aircraft airworthiness. 
Mark's understanding of Federal Aviation Regulations was that if a mechanic found an 
unairworthy aircraft while performing an inspection, he was required, under the Federal 
Aviation Regulations, to make a logbook entry that the aircraft was unairworthy, and that 
such determination of un-airworthiness could only be countermanded by Mark, the 
Director of Maintenance. Mark understood the Federal Aviation Regulations to mean 
that it was his responsibility as a mechanic and as the Director of Maintenance to take 
the aircraft out of service if it was found unairworthy. For twenty years, this had always 
been the practice of PORTNEUF's Life Flight Maintenance department. 
68. On February 25, 2005, Barry came out to the helipad and told Mark, in an 
agitated emotional state, that he was making the program "go down the crapper''. Barry 
said that he was tired of all of the e-mails and stuff flying around. Mark told Barry that 
he didn't know what Barry was talking about. Barry then turned around, stomped off the 
helipad, slammed the gate, and bellowed, 'Well, you're going to find out." Barry's 
actions left Mark's heart racing. He considered Barry's last statement to be a threat. 
69. Audrey Fletcher considered Barry Neilsen's behavior to constitute 
harassment against Mark. Neilsen, however, was not formally disciplined in any 
manner. 
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70. In a Life Flight Leadership meeting held on March 24, 2005, the heads of 
each department were asked if they had any safety issues. As soon as Mark started 
talking about his safety concerns, Pam Humphrey cut him off and stated that she would 
have Lance T aysom set up a special safety meeting for Mark. 
71. In the March 24 Life Flight meeting immediately after the leadership 
meeting, Ron Fergie once again gave a safety speech that he had given many times 
before, indicating that it was everyone's responsibility to break the links in the chain of 
events that lead up to accidents. 
72. As a direct result of Ron's speech, Mark decided that he needed to talk 
about air safety issues that he felt were not taken care of. Mark then sent out an e-mail 
to crew members highlighting air safety concerns he wanted to talk about at the special 
safety meeting. He wanted to share with the crew the safety hazards that he felt were 
endangering the crew. He wanted the crew to be safe and he wanted safety issues to 
be addressed with the Life Flight crew. 
73. After Mark sent out the e-mail, he felt supported due to the positive 
gestures received from the nurses and paramedics. Mark felt that Life Flight crew 
members were glad that somebody stood up for air safety issues. 
74. Mark also sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher stating that he wanted a 
meeting about Barry Neilsen threatening him and to discuss their working relationship. 
Mark wanted to get a working relationship back with Barry. 
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75. The meeting was held on April1, 2005. Although Mark did not request or 
know that Pam Humphrey and Gary Alzola would attend the meeting, they did attend 
along with Barry Neilsen and Audrey Fletcher. 
76. During the April 1 meeting, Mark asked Barry why he was mad at him. 
Barry threw some papers on the table and said something to the effect that he didn't 
want to be called negligent or that he wasn't negligent. Barry said that Mark was just a 
pilot's helper. When Barry discussed the October 2004 incident regarding the alleged 
snow and ice on the main rotor blades, Barry stated, "Here, let me explain it so that 
even you can understand". Audrey Fletcher supported Barry by stating that Barry had 
every right to be mad at Mark. Audrey did this despite having earlier regarded Mark as 
being impaired. Audrey Fletcher has testified that she considered Barry's actions as 
harassment. 
77. Once the issues regarding Barry Neilsen were discussed, others in the 
meeting started talking about Mark's air safety concerns. Mark said that he didn't want 
to talk about those issues and that he was saving those issues for the special safety 
meeting with his coworkers. Mark was then told by Pam Humphrey that there would be 
no special safety meeting, thereby restraining Mark from discussing his air safety 
issues. 
78. In the April 1 meeting, Mark was asked why he kept bringing up issues. 
Mark said that he didn't want to see another accident like the one that had happened 
before. Gary Alzola then screamed, "So you think I want to cause another accident or I 
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want to have another accident?" He then left the room and slammed the door. Audrey 
Fletcher blamed Mark for Gary's emotional outburst and the meeting ended. 
79. Mark was terminated from PORTNEUF on April 20, 2005. Pam Humphrey 
and Vice President of Human Resources Dale Mapes made the decision to terminate 
Mark. The decision was approved by CEO Pat Hermanson. PORTNEUF claimed that 
Mark was terminated because of his 'inability to maintain positive interpersonal relations 
with his colleagues and his failure to foster a positive team environment'. 
80. Pam Humphrey displayed a pattern exacting vengeance against those she 
perceived as having injured her, professionally or personally. Humphrey retaliated 
against Mark for raising air safety concerns. Humphrey's grudges against Mark 
interfered with her actions as a manger and constituted discrimination against Mark. In 
addition to the wrongful acts set forth above, Humphrey discriminated and retaliated 
against Mark by: 
A. Wrongfully restricting Mark's protected activity by demanding that 
all safety issues had to be pre-screened by her or Gary Alzola before Mark could raise 
them; 
B. Wrongfully reprimanding Mark for asking team members about Ron 
Fergie's low level flight over Mark's house; 
C. Supporting the pilots in all of their actions and accusations against 
Mark arising from his protected activity; and 
D. Totally blaming Mark for the discontent among the pilots. 
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81. After Mark was terminated, PORTNEUF adopted more of Mark's 
suggestions to improve the safety of the Life Flight program. 
82. After Mark was terminated from PORTNEUF, he was treated by Dr. Kayne 
Kishiyama, an Idaho Falls psychiatrist. Dr. Kishiyama reported that Mark found himself 
as being frustrated, irritated, and anxious with ruminating thoughts over his past 
employer. Dr. Kishiyama also reported that Mark had intermittent difficulties with 
waking up in the middle of the night, low appetite and weight loss and that at times he 
felt like crying but could not cry. 
83. Any expressions of anger or frustration on the part of Mark towards his co-
workers were justified by PORTNEUF's refusal to adequately address his safety 
complaints and PORTNEUF's retaliatory conduct. 
CLAIM OF RELIEF AGAINST DEFENDANT 
FOR VIOLATION OF IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
84. Mark re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of 
Paragraphs 1 through 83 as though fully set forth herein. 
85. PORTNEUF constitutes an "employer'' under Idaho Code §6-21 03 of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act. 
86. During his employment, Mark Van recognized hazards occurring in the 
Life Flight Program at PORTNEUF which caused or were likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm to PORTNEUF employees. Mark Van paid specific attention to 
these hazards and reported air safety concerns to Life Flight management, as well as 
the FAA. Mark's foremost concern was air safety in the Life Flight program. 
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87. Mark engaged in protected activity pertaining to violations or suspected 
violations of laws, rules or regulations adopted under the laws of Bannock County, the 
State of Idaho and of the United States. Particularly, Mark engaged in protected activity 
pertaining to violations or suspected violations of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act ("OSHA"), 29 U.S.C. §654, the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), orders, 
regulations, or standards of the Federal Aviation Administration ("F.A.A.") and other 
provisions of Federal law relating to air carrier safety under Subtitle VII of Title 49 of the 
United States Code, AIR 21, and other laws of the United States. 
88. Mark's protected activity pertaining to violations or suspected violations of 
orders, regulations are too numerous to enumerate in this Complaint. Key activities 
protected by the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act include the following: 
A. Summer 1993: Mark Van reported to Life Flight management a 
violation of Airworthiness Directive AD90-23-08 regarding Don Humphrey' operation of 
the Life Flight Helicopter resulting in a crash on Carter Street, in Pocatello, Idaho. 
B. After Pam Niece requested Mark to provide a statement regarding 
his working relationship with Don and Pam Humphrey in 2000, Mark sent a letter to 
Pam Niece about the Humphrey's chicanery and cover-up of the 1993 accident on 
Carter Street 
C. October 4, 2002: Mark sent an e-mail to Diane Kirse requesting 
reconsideration of the decision to have Gary Alzola perform Mark's evaluations. In the 
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e-mail, Mark raised the incident involving Don Humphrey which was a violation of an 
airworthiness directive. 
D. June 18, 2003: Mark sent a letter to Cindy Richardson which 
included statements regarding the incident involving Don Humphrey. 
E. August 12, 2003, Mark sent a letter to Marilyn Speim in which he 
shared excerpts of his letter to Cindy Richardson which included the incident involving 
Don Humphrey. 
F. August 21, 2003: Mark addressed with Life Flight management 
Ron Fergie's violations of the 15-hour duty time restrictions of the Life Flight pilot duty 
time policy, in effect shortly after the November 14, 2001 accident, which pertain to air 
carrier safety as regulated by the FAA and OSHA rules and regulations. 
G. September 7, 2003: Mark reported Ron Fergie's low-level flight 
over Mark's house in an e-mail to Gary Alzola. The careless and reckless flight 
constituted a violation of Federal Aviation Regulation 91.13. In January 2004, Mark 
reported the violation of FAR 91.13 to Pam Humphrey. 
H. September 11, 2003: Mark raised concerns to Life Flight 
management about creating a pilot duty time policy that did not include all part 91 
flights. Mark addressed these issues in order to avoid another accident like the one that 
took place in November of 2001. These issues had been addressed by the NTSBIFAA 
report and pertain to air carrier safety regulated by the FAA and OSHA rules and 
regulations. 
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I. September 22, 2004: Mark sent an e-mail to Audrey Fletcher which 
included his letter to Cindy Richardson and the FAR violations incident involving Don 
Humphrey. 
J. January 2004: Mark submitted a letter to Cindy Richardson, 
Division Manager, and Pam Niece, addressing the F.A.R. 91.13 violation of Ron 
Fergie's careless and reckless flight. 
K. May 2004: Mark sent Lynn Higgins of the FAA an 8-page letter 
spelling out the violations and/or alleged violations in the Life Flight operation. 
L. May 17, 2004: Mark reported Ron Fergie's AD 02-25-51 overflight 
violation to the FAA by fax. 
M. June 22, 2004: Mark reported Ron Fergie's AD 02-25-51 violation 
to the Life Flight Program Director by e-mail. 
N. June 2004: Mark reported Chad Waller's AD02-25-51 overflight to 
the FAA. 
0. August 2004: Mark reported to Pam Humphrey and Audrey 
Fletcher staffing shortages and his excess overtime which Mark believed to be in 
violation of the Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport Systems ("CAMTS") 
standards, FAA standards, and OSHA rules and regulations. 
P. Fall 2004: Mark communicated his issues about the maintenance 
contract between PORTNEUF and August Aerospace Corporation as to what he 
suspected were violations of local and/or state law. 
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Q. November 2004: Mark reported Barry' Neilsen's flight with snow 
and ice on the main rotor blades after Barry Neilsen had failed to perform the required 
pre-flight inspection. The report was made to Ron Fergie and constituted a report of an 
alleged violation of F.A.R. 135.227. 
R. Winter 2004-2005: Mark proposed cold weather policies to 
PORTNEUF for the monitoring and maintenance of the helicopter in the winter to 
prevent FAA violations of leaving aircraft in unsafe and unairworthy conditions and flying 
the aircraft with snow and ice on the rotor blades. 
S. February 2005: Mark reported to PORTNEUF on February 1 that 
Ron Fergie placed covers over snow and ice that had accumulated on the rotor blades, 
instructed Pilot Chad Waller not to wipe the blades off before putting on the covers, and 
failed to perform a pre-flight inspection the next morning, leaving an unsafe, unairworthy 
helicopter in service. Such reporting pertains to air carrier safety as regulated by the 
F .A.A. and OSHA law requiring that employees be provided with a safe and healthful 
workplace. 
T. February 2005: Mark sent a private e-mail to Gary Alzola, in which 
he addressed Barry Neilsen's flight with snow and ice on the blades in October, 2004. 
This communication was protected by state and Federal Whistleblower laws. 
U. February 2005: Mark reported to PORTNEUF management that 
Barry Neilsen had angrily approached Mark on the helipad and made an angry, loud, 
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threatening comment. Such report pertains to air carrier safety and violations of OSHA, 
Air 21 and State Whistleblower laws. 
V. March 24, 2005: In a Life Flight safety meeting, when asked if he 
had any safety concerns, Mark began to discuss his air safety concerns when Pam 
Humphrey cut him off, restraining him from discussing his safety concerns. This 
communication was protected by state and Federal Whistleblower laws. 
W. On or about March 28, 2005: Mark sent an e-mail to Life Flight crew 
members highlighting air carrier safety issues relating to pilots that he wanted to discuss 
in a special safety meeting requested by Pam Humphrey. This communication was 
protected by state and Federal Whistleblower laws. 
X. April 1, 2005: In a Human Resources meeting, Mark addressed 
numerous AIR and FAR violations and safety concerns after being questioned by Pam 
Humphrey, Audrey Fletcher, Gary Alzola and Barry Neilsen. 
89. Pam Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ron Fergie, and Barry Neilsen became 
extremely overwrought about Mark's insistence for air safety in the Life Flight Program. 
Said Portneuf employees harassed, intimidated, discriminated against and retaliated 
against Mark because he kept raising air safety issues. As a result of Portneufs 
employee's angst over Mark's attitude and activities toward improving air safety, 
Defendant Portneuf failed to furnish Mark with a safe and healthful work environment. 
90. Defendant Portneuf violated the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act 
by intimidating, harassing, discriminating against and wrongfully terminating Mark 
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because he engaged in activities protected under the Act. Defendant's wrongful 
conduct toward Mark in connection with laws, rules, and regulations is too numerous to 
enumerate in this Complaint. Defendant's wrongful conduct includes, but is not limited 
to, the following: 
A. PORTNEUF employees, and particularly, Pam Humphrey, Gary 
Alzola, Ron Fergie and Audrey Fletcher discriminated and retaliated against Mark by 
regarding him as impaired and then harassing and disciplining him because of his "trust" 
issues. 
B. July 2003: Pam Humphrey retaliated against Mark in part for his 
protected activity of addressing the incident involving Don Humphrey and for exhibiting 
symptoms similar and/or related to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
C. August 2003: Ron Fergie demonstrated belligerent and hostile 
behavior and refused to communicate with Mark Van after Mark reported Ron flying 
after being on duty 20 hours. 
D. September 2003: Ron Fergie retaliated against Mark Van by flying 
recklessly and carelessly over Mark Van's house. 
E. Summer 2004: Pam Humphrey refused to hire additional 
maintenance staff after the request was made by Mark and then attempted to have 
Mark fired. 
F. February 2005: Gary Alzola demanded that only the pilot in charge 
could determine airworthiness and refused to acknowledge that the Director of 
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Maintenance could, and was required by the FAR's to, take the helicopter out of service 
if he determined that it was unairworthy. 
G. February 25, 2005: Barry Neilsen threatened Mark regarding 
alleged violations of Federal Aviation Regulations on the helipad after Mark had sent a 
private e-mail regarding safety issues to Gary Alzola and Pam Humphrey. Ron Fergie 
discriminated against Mark by releasing this private information to Barry Neilsen. 
H. Spring 2005: Pilots Neilsen, Alzola, and Fergie discriminated 
against Mark by threatening to quit or by discussing the possibly of quitting and finding 
another job unless Mark was terminated. 
I. March 24, 2005: Pam Humphrey refused to allow Mark to raise air 
safety issues during a Life Flight leadership meeting. 
J. April 1, 2005: Pam Humphrey cancelled a special safety meeting 
she had agreed to provide for Mark, after she decided that Mark's air safety concerns 
were not safety concerns. Mark was not allowed to bring up his safety concerns with 
Life Flight crew members. 
K. April 1, 2005: In a meeting Mark thought was being held to resolve 
concerns regarding Barry Neilsen's threat, the discussion eventually evolved to the 
point that Mark addressed air safety concerns. Gary Alzola became extremely angry at 
Mark and stormed out of the room, Barry Neilsen made demeaning comments to Mark, 
and Audrey Fletcher blamed Mark for their wrongful actions. 
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L. April 20, 2005: Mark Van was terminated from his position at 
PORTNEUF. Mark was considered to be a safety risk because of his "attitude" toward 
and distrust of pilots. 
M. March 31, 2007: Mark was informed by an AV Center owner that 
PORTNEUF tried to get Mark fired from his job at the AV Center, claiming he was a 
safety issue. 
N. Defendant Portneuf has continued to harass Mark by 
failing/refusing to disclose evidence and continuing to badger Mark despite the 
existence of documented evidence showing Defendant Portneuf to be fully aware that 
Mark is impaired and/or have considered Mark as being impaired. 
91. Mark has suffered adverse employment actions because he engaged or 
intended to engage in activities protected under the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act. 
92. Defendant Portneuf would not have taken the same adverse personnel 
actions against Mark in the absence of Mark's protected activities. 
93. As a result of Defendant's violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark has incurred compensatory damages including but not limited, 
lost salary, income and benefits, the loss of a career with PORTNEUF, no 
recommendations for future employment, financial losses, as well as impairment of 
reputation, personal humiliation, social withdrawal, difficulty in finding/maintaining other 
work, marital difficulties, and mental anguish. Mark's mental anguish includes, but is 
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not limited to, grief, doubt, embarrassment, anger, disappointment, worry, headaches, 
fatigue, concentration loss, anxiety, and depression. Mark is entitled to compensation 
for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration in an amount to be proved at trial. 
94. As a result of PORTNEUF's violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark is entitled to reinstatement to his position as Director of 
Maintenance for the Life Flight Program with reinstatement of full fringe benefits and 
seniority rights. 
95. In its Opinion dated July 7, 2009, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed 
Mark's Appeal of the district court decision regarding Mark's claim of breach of the 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing by stating that, "PORTNEUF did not agree to 
provide an atmosphere where no employee ever treated Van in a less than ideal 
manner." Mark believes that if he is reinstated, PORTNEUF employees will utilize this 
language as license to badger, intimidate and harass Mark after his possible 
reinstatement, to force Mark to resign his position. 
96. PORTNEUF employees should be ordered to take no action to berate, 
belittle, harass, intimidate, demean, discriminate against or retaliate against Mark, 
and/or attempt to force Mark from his position. PORTNEUF employees should be 
ordered to act in good faith toward Mark and in conformance with all Federal, State and 
local employment laws, and treat Mark fairly and with respect. 
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97. As a result of Defendant's violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Mark is entitled to payment by Defendant of Mark's reasonable costs 
and attorney fees. 
98. As a result of Defendant's violation of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act, Defendant Portneuf should be assessed a civil fine in the amount of five 
hundred dollars ($500.00), to be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
general fund. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF Mark Van prays for judgment against DEFENDANT 
PORTNEUF as follows: 
1. For damages and relief as requested herein and as allowable under the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees, including, (1) An injunction to restrain continued 
violation of the provisions of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act; (2) The 
reinstatement of Plaintiff to the same position held before the adverse action, or to an 
equivalent position; (3) The reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; (4) 
The compensation for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration; (5) The payment by 
the employer of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees; and (6) An assessment of a civil 
fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500.00). 
2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable 
under the circumstances. 
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DATED this ~day of August, 2010. 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
MARK VAN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; That he has read the 
foregoing Complaint, knows its contents, and that facts therein alleged are true to 
the best of his knowledge. 
Mark Van 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thisZ-s day of August, 2010. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at Pocatello 
My Commission Expires: ·1.-hI ?.oJS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARKCVAN, 
Plaintiff, Case No:CV -2005-0004053-0C 
vs. MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
THE PARTIES came before the Court on the 16th day of August, 2010, for hearing 
on Plaintiffs Motion for Inclusion of Individually Named Defendants in Amended 
Complaint. Nick Nielson appeared in person on behalf of the Plaintiff. Paul McFarlane 
appeared in person on behalf of the Defendant, Portneuf Medical Center. Stephanie Davis 
was the Court Reporter. 
At the outset of this proceeding, the Court heard argument from respective counsel in 
support of and in opposition to the motion to include individually-named Defendants in the 
Amended Complaint. The Court, having heard argument and after further review of all 
documentation and the Court's previous decision, 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion for Inclusion of Individually 
Named Defendants in Amended Complaint is DENIED. The Court's Memorandum 
Decision, Order and Judgment filed October 31, 2007, will stand, and all individually-
named Defendants, including Does I - X remain dismissed from this action. The Court 
further denies Defendant's request for attorney's fees in responding to this motion. 
Counsel further raised concerns about meeting deadlines and being prepared for the 
first trial setting scheduled in October and stipulated to vacating that date and making the 
January trial date a firm setting; therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the dates originally set for jury trial beginning on 
October 14, 2010, are vacated. The jury trial in this matter is now scheduled for January 18, 
2011, through January 20, 2011, again January 26, 2011, through January 28, 2011, and 
again February 1, 2011, through February 4, 2011, beginning at 9:00am each day. No pre-
trial conference will be set at this time unless scheduled upon request of counsel. 
DATED this ~ rr day of August, 20 I 0. 
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Honorable Robert C. Naftz 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the a7 day of August, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY: 
Nick L. Nielson 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
DEFENDANT ATTORNEY: 
Patricia M. Olsson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
David J. Dance 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTJ:ij&f. ,-
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
EXPEDITE 
This matter having come before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion to Expedite the 
hearing on Plaintiff's Motion in Limine and Plaintiff's Motion for Protective Order filed on 
September 10, 2010, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion to Expedite is hereby granted and 
Plaintiff's Motion in Limine and Plaintiff's Motion for Protective Order shall be heard on 
Wednesday, September 15, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. Counsel for Defendants may appear by 
phone by giving at least 24-hours prior notice to the Court and to counsel. 
DATED this I 0 day of September, 2010. 
R~~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this tO day of September, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO EXPEDITE as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane _/u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & _Overnight Delivery 
FIELDS, CHARTERED Hand Delivered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1oth Floor _ Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Nick L. Nielson 
Attorney at Law 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite 7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
By: 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ExPEDITE 
Deputy Clerk 
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_!u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 232-0048 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF E 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY ot7B~OCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
i 
CASE NO. CV -2005-004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
,."I 
This case came before the Court on September 15, 2010, regarding Plaintiffs Motion in 
Limine and Motion for a Protective Order. Present at the hearing were Plaintiff Mark Van and 
his attorney Nick Nielson, along with a representative for the Defendant and their counsel, Paul 
McFarlane. The matter proceeded to hearing and the Court heard oral argument, issuing a ruling 
from the Bench. 
The Court's ruling regarding the Plaintiffs Motion for a Protective Order is set forth as 
follows. Pursuant to Rule 35(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant may require 
and schedule an Independent Medical Evaluation of the Plaintiff. The examination will take 
place at 8:00 o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, October 5, 2010, at the offices of Dr. Eric Holt in Boise, 
Idaho. Dr. Holt will administer a mental status evaluation and any indicated testing. In order to 
conduct the evaluation and make a diagnosis pursuant to the criteria listed by the American 
Psychiatric Association DSM IV-TR, Dr. Holt will complete a comprehensive history of the 
Plaintiff. This will include evaluating Plaintiffs current problems, past and present mental and 
physical illnesses, past and present stressors, injuries, surgeries, accidents, hospitalizations and 
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medications. Dr. Holt will also take a history of childhood and adolescent development, family 
history, educational and work history, history of drug use/abuse, arrests, legal difficulties and 
mental status evaluation. Dr. Holt may also complete a Fitness for Duty Evaluation on the 
Plaintiff if that is a part of his standard evaluation. Defendant shall provide Plaintiff with a copy 
of the completed evaluation. If Dr. Holt's standard practice is to video or audio record the 
proceeding, then Defendant shall provide Plaintiff with a copy of such recording. Plaintiff shall 
not independently record the examination. 
The Plaintiff will be paid by the Defendant for his travel to and from Boise and for three 
meals pursuant to the Internal Revenue Service reimbursement rate. In addition, the Plaintiff will 
be paid by the Defendant the sum of$120.00 for the cost of one night of lodging in Boise. 
Reimbursement from Defendant to Plaintiff shall be paid in a timely manner and shall not exceed 
a period of more than one month past the date of the medical examination. Plaintiff will not be 
compensated for any lost wages for having to participate in the Independent Medical 
Examination. Further, the Plaintiff may have a representative present during the examination. 
The representative may not be any physician or other expert, nor can they be legal counsel or a 
legal representative. Any chosen representative will not be reimbursed for travel, meals, or 
lodging. 
Regarding Plaintiffs Motion in Limine, the Court finds that the motion is premature and 
that it would be more appropriately filed once discovery has been completed in this case. 
Therefore the Court denies Plaintiffs Motion in Limine at this time. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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DATED this /6' day of September, 2010. 
~c.~ 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
Copies to: 
Nick Nielson (Attorney for Plaintiff) 
Paul D. McFarlane (Attorney for Defendants) 
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055 
Paul D. McFarlane, ISB No. 7093 
David J. Dance, ISB No. 7958 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
prno@rnoffatt.corn 
pdm@rnoffatt.com 
djd@moffatt.com 
13782.0178 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
''f ... 
" 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV 2005-4053 OC ~ 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER TO ~ 
AMENDED COMPLAINT ~ vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
COME NOW the defendant, PortneufMedical Center ("PMC), by and through 
undersigned counsel, and answers plaintiffMark Van's ("Plaintiff') Amended Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") as follows: 
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Client:1765547.1 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, and each and every count therein, fails to state a 
claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Amended 
Complaint that is not specifically and expressly admitted herein. 
PARTIES 
l. PMC admits Paragraphs 1 and 2 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
2. In response to paragraph 3 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
incorporates by reference its responses to the preceding paragraphs as if set forth in their entirety. 
3. Paragraph 4 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint calls for legal conclusions 
and, therefore, no response is required. Should PMC be required to respond, it would admit that 
jurisdiction and venue in this Court are proper. 
FACTS 
4. Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, which contains over 130 paragraphs of 
"allegations" spanning 31 pages, is contrary to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(l), which 
requires that a pleading contain a "short and plain statement of the claim." 
5. In response to paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
incorporates by reference its responses to the preceding paragraphs as if set forth in their entirety. 
6. PMC admits Paragraphs 6 and 7 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint. 
7. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraph 8 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
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8. In response to paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Don Humphrey was a pilot employed by the LifeFlight program in 1993. Because 
PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in 
paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
9. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 10-11 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
10. In response to paragraph 12 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that on November 14, 2001, Plaintiffwas called to repair the Life Flight helicopter. PMC 
denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 12 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
11. In response to paragraph 13 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff aided pilot Tim Brulotte and was later commended for his actions. PMC 
denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 13 ofPlaintiff's Amended Complaint. 
12. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 14-26 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
13. In response to paragraph 27 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff wrote an email, dated October 4, 2002. PMC denies the remainder of the 
allegations, in paragraph 27 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
14. In response to paragraph 28 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson, dated June 18, 2003. PMC denies the 
remainder ofthe allegations, in paragraph 28 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
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15. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraph 29 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
16. In response to paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Pam Humphrey wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson dated July 17, 2003. PMC denies 
the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 30 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
17. In response to paragraph 31 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff sent an email to Marilyn Speir, a PMC employee, on or about August 12, 
2003. PMC denies the remainder ofthe allegations, in paragraph 31 ofPlaintiffs Amended 
Complaint. 
18. PMC deni.es each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 32-37 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
19. In response to paragraph 38 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Pam Humphrey wrote a letter to Cindy Richardson dated July 17, 2003. PMC denies 
the remainder ofthe allegations, in paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
20. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 39-45 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
21. In response to paragraph 46 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff saw Dr. Hazle one time, and admits that Dr. Hazle was retained through the 
Employee Assistance Program. PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 46 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
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22. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 47-48 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
23. In response to paragraph 49 ofPlaintifrs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff sent an email to Pam Humphrey, dated June 22, 2004. PMC denies the 
remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 49 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
24. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 50-52 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
25. In response to paragraph 53 ofPlaintifrs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff was the only full time helicopter mechanic employed by PMC prior to 2004. 
PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 53 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
26. In response to paragraph 54 ofPlaintifrs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that, at PMC's request, Plaintiff wrote a document entitled "Justification for Hiring 
Additional Maintenance Staff." PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 54 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
27. In response to paragraph 55 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff sent an email to Audrey Fletched on or about September 22, 2004. PMC 
denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 55 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
28. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraph 56 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
29. In response to paragraph 57 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that the Federal Aviation Administration investigated an incident involving Plaintiffs 
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claim that the LifeFlight helicopter took off with ice on the rotor blades, and found no violation. 
PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 57 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
30. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 58-63 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
31. In response to paragraph 64 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits Plaintiff sent an email to Gary Alzola in February, 2005. PMC denies the remainder of 
the allegations, in paragraph 64 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
32. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraph 65 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
33. In response to paragraph 66 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits Gary Alzola sent an email to Plaintiff and Pam Humphrey on or about February 17, 2005. 
PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 66 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
34. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 67-74 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
35. In response to paragraph 75 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits a meeting was held with Audrey Fletcher, Plaintiff, Gary Alzola, Pam Humphrey and 
Barry Nielsen on or about April 1, 2005. PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in 
paragraph 75 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
36. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 76-78 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs contentions to be false, PMC 
therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and theories. 
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37. In response to paragraph 79 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that it terminated Plaintiffs employment on or about April20, 2005, because of his 
inability to maintain positive interpersonal relations with his colleagues and his failure to foster a 
positive team environment. PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 79 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
38. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 80-81, 
including subparts, of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs 
contentions to be false, PMC therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and 
theories. 
39. In response to paragraph 82 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
admits that Plaintiff saw Dr. Kayne Kishiyama subsequent to the termination of his employment. 
PMC denies the remainder of the allegations, in paragraph 82 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
40. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraph 83 of 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
CLAIM OF RELIEF AGAINST DEFENDANT FOR VIOLATION OF IDAHO 
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
41. In response to paragraph 84 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint, PMC 
incorporates by reference its responses to the preceding paragraphs as if set forth in their entirety. 
42. Paragraph 85 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint contains questions oflaw 
for the Court's determination to which no answer is required. To the extent an answer is 
required, PMC denies the allegations in paragraph 85 ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
43. PMC denies each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 86-98, 
including subparts, of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Because PMC believes Plaintiffs 
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contentions to be false, PMC therefore denies all those allegations, paragraphs, claims and 
theories. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
44. PMC denies Plaintiffs prayer for relief 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are time barred under Idaho Code section 6-2101, et seq. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiffs claims are barred, either in whole or in part, because the actions 
complained of, if and to the extent they occurred, were the lawful exercise of discretion and were 
undertaken in good faith and for lawful, legitimate business reasons. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiffs claims are barred, either in whole or in part, because even if the 
Defendant's actions with respect to Plaintiff are subsequently determined to have been wrongful, 
the Defendant's actions were at all times based upon a reasonable, good-faith belief that such 
actions were lawful. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred, either in whole or in part, because Defendant's 
conduct in this matter was at all times privileged and based upon business necessity. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs action is barred, either in whole or in part, because Plaintiffs claims 
were processed through Defendant's internal complaint procedures and appropriate action was 
taken. 
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EIGHTH DEFENSE 
The damages prayed for in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint and the cause of action 
alleged against PMC arise out of and stem from activities for which said Defendant are immune 
from liability by virtue of Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code, and therefore, Plaintiffs cause of 
action and the damages alleged are barred by virtue of Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
The amounts the Plaintiff claims are due and owing for lost wages and/or benefits 
must be reduced and offset by any amounts (including unemployment insurance benefits) that 
the Plaintiff earned or could have earned with the exercise of reasonable diligence during the 
period for which lost earnings are sought by the Plaintiff. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred, either in whole or in part, by the equitable doctrines 
of either estoppel, waiver, laches, and/or unclean hands. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by failure to provide these answering Defendant with 
reasonable opportunity to cure any alleged breach of duty. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
IfPlaintiffhas sustained injuries or losses as alleged in the Complaint, upon 
information and belief, such injuries or losses were caused, in whole or in part, through the 
operation of other intervening and/or superseding cause or causes. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs alleged damages, if any, are limited, either in whole or in part, by the 
limitation of non-economic damages as provided by Idaho Code section 6-1603. 
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FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Any recovery to which Plaintiff might otherwise be entitled in this action is 
subject to the provisions of Idaho Code section 6-1606 prohibiting double recoveries from 
collateral sources. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from recovery, in whole or in part, by his failure to mitigate 
damages. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims may be barred, in whole or in part, by Plaintiffs own conduct, 
including, without limitation, his own contributory negligence. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that Plaintiff asserts a claim for relief against answering Defendant 
for emotional distress and/or other damages arising out of any alleged physical or emotional 
injury or disability, or a claim for relief against answering Defendant for purportedly causing his 
alleged physical or emotional injury or disability during the course and scope ofhis employment, 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint is barred by Idaho Code sections 72-201, 72-209 and 72-211, 
which are the exclusive remedy provisions of the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law, Idaho 
Code sections 72-101 - 72-806. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
Defendant is entitled to recover their attorney's fees for its defense of Plaintiffs 
action pursuant to Idaho Code sections 6-2107, 12-120, 12-121 and 12-123, and pursuant to 
Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs damages, if any, are limited by the provisions of 42 U.S.C. 
Section 1981 a(b ). 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
Discovery is ongoing in this matter and Defendant respectfully reserve the right to 
amend and/or supplement their answer as may be necessary. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
PMC has been required to retain an attorney to defend this action and is entitled to 
recover its attorney fees incurred in the defense of this action pursuant to Idaho Code sections 6-
2107, 12-120(3), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and any other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, PMC prays: 
1. That Plaintiff take nothing by his Amended Complaint, and that the 
Amended Complaint in this action be dismissed, with prejudice; 
2. For itsr costs and reasonable attorney fees; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the court deems proper. 
DATED this ~day ofSeptember, 2010. 
MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
Paul D. McFarlane- Ofthe Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \~day of September, 2010, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT~WER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Nick L. Nielson (fu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE ( ) Hand Delivered 
120 N. 12th Ave., Suite 7 ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 6159 (~acsimile 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
Facsimile (208) 232-0048 
Paul D. McFarlane 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR 
JUDICIAL NOTICE 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby files the following Request for Judicial Notice concurrently with 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel. This 
Request is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following: 
1. Transcript of the Proceedings before the Honorable William Dorsey, 
Administrative Law Judge, In the Matter of Mark Van, Complainant, vs. 
Portneuf Medical Center, Respondents, Case No. 2007-AIR-00002: 
Sworn Testimony of Rachelle Heldwein: pp. 1338, 1342, 1350, 1355, 1365, 
1369,1370,1386,1387,1394, 1395,and1397. 
Sworn Testimony of Karl Endo. pp. 533, 536, 537 and 544. 
Sworn Testimony of Audrey Fletcher: pp. 2854, 2855 and 2856. 
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2. U.S. Department of Labor letter to Mr. Dale Mapes, dated July 14, 2010, p. 1. 
Defendant has refused to provide certain documents to Defendants based in part on 
the facts that Plaintiff called Ms. Heldwein and Mr. Endo as witnesses during the OSHA 
hearing. Plaintiff wishes to utilize their OSHA testimony referenced above to refute the 
inferences that Ms. Heldwein and Mr. Endo provided the answers sought by the Requests 
for Production. 
Plaintiff wishes to utilize the OSHA testimony of Audrey Fletcher, as it establishes 
when Defendant first anticipated litigation by Mark Van. 
Finally, Plaintiff wishes to utilize the Department of Labor Letter as it establishes the 
Department's notice to Defendant in July, 2005 of Mark's litigation against Defendant. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court takes judicial notice of the attached documents 
as the evidence is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources 
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned" in accordance with I.R.E. 201(b). 
DATED this 201h day of October, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 20th day of October, 201 0, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE by causing a copy 
to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
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j(_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
PAGE3 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
In the Matter of: 
MARK VAN, 
Complainant, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Respondents. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) Case No. 2007-AIR-00002 
) 
VOLUME VI 
Monday, 
April 12, 2010 
Courtroom 245 
U.S. District Court 
801 E. Sherman Street 
Pocatello, Idaho 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing, 
pursuant to notice, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. 
BEFORE: THE HONORABLE WILLIAM DORSEY 
Administrative Law Judge 
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A 
Q 
A 
No. I did not. 
When did you first learn of his termination? 
You know, I really don't know. The -- the 
1338 
severance agreement that was produced for him was produced by 
legal counsel representing the HR Department. And at that 
point in time, because I was part time and because I was 
contract hire, they weren't using me for employment 
litigation. They were using me for basically medical 
malpractice defense and not for employment litigation. And 
so this process had gone down the road quite a ways before I 
even knew that the process was going on because they didn't 
need my involvement with it. I -- that didn't answer your 
question specifically and I'm sorry. Because I really-- I 
mean, the OSHA hearing, preparation for the OSHA hearing was 
the first that I was involved with -- with this case. 
Q All right. And the OSHA hearing, when was that? 
Do you recall? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
sense. 
Well, no. I don't recall. It was --
Could it have been 
Fall. 
in February of '06? 
It could have been. 
It 
That would -- I would -- yeah, that would make 
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1 A The Mark Van case was a lot more complicated than 
2 most because there was a lot of requests and a lot of 
3 evidence requested in the -- in the sets of interrogatories. 
4 And I worked with our legal counsel to respond to the 
5 interrogatories that the Judge told us we needed to produce 
6 evidence on. And all of those that were told that we needed 
7 to produce evidence on, I worked with the staff members that 
8 held the evidence and put in place a mechanism to gather that 
9 evidence to be produced. 
10 Q Okay. When it comes right down to the to the 
11 Exhibits in Mark van's case, did you tell anyone to not erase 
12 e-mails off of their computer pertaining to Mark Van? 
13 
14 
15 
A 
Q 
A 
No. I did not. 
Do you know if anyone did at Portneuf? 
I would have no way of knowing that. At the time 
16 that the e-mails were requested and that we needed to produce 
17 those was long after Mr. Van was gone. And at that time 
18 at that point in time when we knew that we were going to need 
19 to produce e-mails, they were all preserved. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Q Did you recognize the duty to preserve e-mails when 
you came on in February of 2006? 
A No. I did not. 
Q was that part of your responsibilities then? 
A I -- I don't know that that would have been 
25 anybody's responsibilities at that :point in time because I 
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1 the people that you had outlined in these discovery requests. 
2 And those were there and those have been produced for you. 
3 And we gave you the additional people for all of the people 
4 that had been terminated that you requested. And they had 
5 been, you know, terminated and we had preserved the record of 
6 their e-mails at that time. 
7 
8 know 
9 
10 
11 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
When did you preserve them is what I want to 
At their termination. 
so please tell me. 
There -- there's a window in time when that 
12 employee is terminated that we take everything off of their 
13 -- we call it their U drive which is their drive that's on 
14 the main frame computer of the hospital. And it's burned 
15 onto a disk or some sort of media that -- that we keep for 
16 those employees. 
17 Q And I understand that. With regard to current 
18 employees that were there at the time of Mr. Van's 
19 termination, when did you tell those employees not to erase 
20 any e-mails pertaining to Mark Van? 
21 A I don't know what the time frame for that was, Mr. 
22 Nielson. I'm sorry. I can't -- I can't tell you the time 
23 frame --
24 
25 
Q 
A 
was there --
-- for that. 
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1 Did I focus on e-mails as part of our -- our strategy for 
2 saving information, no, I didn't focus on e-mails. 
3 Absolutely not. 
4 Q Is it fair to say that -- that you didn't realize 
5 the duty to preserve any e-mails, at least until the 
6 discovery went out? 
7 A That probably is fair to say because e-mails in the 
8 realm of what I've done my entire career, have not been part 
9 of discovery. And it wasn't part of discovery in the state 
10 court case. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Q What do you mean by that? 
A I mean we were never required to produce them for 
the state court case. 
Q Now the interrogatories that are in front of you, 
the request for production of documents --
A 
Q 
not? 
A 
Q 
Um-hum. 
-- they were in the state court case. Were they 
Right. But we didn't ever have to produce those. 
You're saying you never had to produce those 
21 e-mails? 
22 A I did not produce those under the direction of the 
23 Judge in the state court case. I produced those e-mails 
24 under the direction of Judge Dorsey. We were -- we were 
25 dismissed on Summary Judgment in the state court case at that 
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1 you guys. And I drug it and dropped it onto the jump drive 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
for you. 
BY MR. NIELSON: 
Q Did he tell you that? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you ever ask Mr. Alzola to preserve pilot duty 
time records? 
A We had discussions about the pilot duty time 
9 records. And the pilot duty time records are things that are 
10 archived for a very short period of time. And to my 
11 recollection, the pilot duty time records that were requested 
12 had already been destroyed at the time that they were 
13 requested. But the ones that were still -- the ones that 
14 were available that we had kept per FAA regulations were 
15 there and had been produced. 
16 Q Did you ever ask Mr. Alzola to preserve pilot duty 
17 time records? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A No. I did not. 
Q You talked about the FAA regulation. What does it 
say? 
A I'm-- I'm not the expert on that. I -- my-- if 
my memory serves me, it was for a year that they keep them. 
Q Have you read it? 
A Some of the things that they keep, they only keep 
for 30 days. And I can't remember which is the difference 
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Q Did you provide a -- a process for the archiving of 
the files for the current employees? 
A We did. And -- and it actually would follow all of 
these same steps except for the delete portion of that 
because they're not going to be deleting them off of our 
server. 
Q So this does pertain to both current and terminated 
employees with the exception of the delete language? 
A That's probably a question for the IT people. And 
10 I would be speculating if I answered it. But I -- I think 
11 we're pretty safe in saying that the same process is used for 
12 our current employees with the exception of deleting them off 
13 of the server. 
14 
15 
16 
JUDGE DORSEY: Well, it seems to me that every --
THE WITNESS: But I would defer to 
JUDGE DORSEY: everything under the very first 
17 one about disabled domain accounts, that doesn't use the word 
18 "delete," that can only be for somebody whose stuff you ain't 
19 keeping no more. 
20 THE WITNESS: Right. Right. 
21 BY MR. NIELSON: 
22 Q Do you know what happens to the disks or the tapes 
23 for the archive files of the terminated employees? 
24 A They're stored somewhere in IT. I've never seen 
25 them or been privy to them but they are stored in IT. 
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1 Q Did you have any involvement in preserving such 
2 evidence for trials? 
3 
4 
A 
Q 
No. 
Now you were present for the OSHA interview of 
5 Audrey Fletcher. Were you not? 
1370 
6 A I -- I was present for the OSHA interviews and I 
7 had I think that I was there for Audrey's. Yeah. It's 
8 pretty vague in my memory at this point though. 
9 Q If I indicate that you are listed as making 
10 comments on the transcription that we received from Portneuf 
11 for Audrey Fletcher's OSHA interview, would you have any 
12 reason to disagree with that? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
I would not. 
Okay. I'm going to hand you a copy. 
MR. NIELSON: A copy for Counsel. Okay. 
MR. McFARLANE: What Exhibit number? 
MS. ALLRED: It's 1202. 
18 BY MR. NIELSON: 
19 Q I'd like you to turn to page 11. There is a long 
20 entry at the beginning of the document with no name. And 
21 then it says, "Investigator," and then "Fletcher". Do you 
22 
23 
24 
25 
see where it says "Fletcher" for the first time? 
A Yes. 
Q At the bottom it says: 
"This one from Pam Humphrey was regarding a 
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Q I'd like to show you an e-mail here. Is this the 
e-mail that you're referring to? 
A Yes. It is. 
Q Okay. And this is the e-mail sent from Pat Olsson 
to Russ White, yourself, and Dale Mapes requesting that 
documents not be destroyed? 
A 
Q 
That's correct. 
And which part of that document are you_referring 
9 to? 
10 A Down towards the bottom of this first page, the 
11 paragraph that starts, "He would like these documents". 
12 About the middle of that paragraph, it says: 
13 "Russ, if you haven't already, I recommend that 
14 you send all relevant people a litigation hold memo 
15 advising them that no electronic or hard records, 
16 notes, e-mails, or other types of documents 
17 concerning Mr. Van, or safety issues involving Life 
18 Flight should be deleted and any auto delete 
19 functions on their computer should be either 
20 suspended or documents tangibly related to Life 
21 Flight should -- tangentially related to Life 
22 
23 Q 
Flight and Mr. van should be printed and saved." 
Now do you have any knowledge as to whether Mr. 
24 White did that? 
25 A You know, I don't have any specific knowledge, but 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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I know Russ White well enough to know that he was -- he is 
one of the most compulsive attorneys that I've ever worked 
with so I'm sure that he-- that he did that. 
Q Have you spoken with anyone in the Life Flight 
program to give you an idea one way or another whether that 
6 was done? 
7 A Yeah. I did. I spoke with Pam in -- in moving her 
8 testimony to a different day. I spoke with her this morning. 
9 And she remembers being told that she needed to save and 
10 preserve those documents. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Q 
how 
Okay. Now speaking of documents, do you recall how 
do you recall the volume of documents off of Mr. 
Van's hard drive were produced? 
A Banker's boxes full of documents. When -- when we 
produced those documents, and there was a -- a time lag there 
because -- because of the timing of getting everybody 
together because Mr. Van and his legal counsel wanted to come 
to the hospital to look at some of those documents and to see 
those documents, and to bring us a tape that Mr. Van had so 
that we could transcribe or or convert that tape over to a 
-- an electronic media that he could use. And so there was 
some time periods in getting that scheduled and getting that 
done. 
So we produced -- well, just Mr. Van's e-mail alone 
25 were about 600,000 kilobytes of information. Now that being 
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1 have gone through the discovery phase? 
2 A All the way up to the day before trial as a matter 
3 of fact. Yes. 
4 Q How does this case compare with other cases in 
5 terms of the -- that -- that you've been involved with 
6 respect to the discovery issues? 
7 A With respect to the discovery issues, I have never 
8 seen the -- the burden of production of documents in any case 
9 even baby cases that have gone on for years and years and 
10 years, we've never seen this kind of volume of documents that 
( 
11 have to be produced in a case. It's been very burdensome for 
12 -- for us to be able to produce all of those. We've -- we've 
13 taken a lot of resources to be able to do that. And the 
14 shear volume and banker's boxes frill of documents that we've 
15 produced in this case far exceeds anything that I've ever 
16 seen in my career. 
17 MR. McFARLANE: I have no more questions. 
18 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
19 BY MR. NIELSON: 
20 Q Ms. Heldwein, you testified regarding this letter 
21 that was sent from Pat Olsson to -- it appears that it was 
22 sent to Mr. White, Mr. Mapes and yourself. Correct? 
23 A That's correct. 
24 Q Okay. Prior to this time, were -- have you become 
25 aware of any letter prior to this time requesting the 
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1 preservation of evidence? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A 
Q 
Any letter? No. 
Any documentation? 
A No. 
Q Now Mr. Van did file his OSHA complaint on or about 
July 11th, 2005. Correct? 
A 
Q 
That --
You don't -- you don't recall any letter from 
9 Counsel or anyone at Portneuf requesting the preservation of 
10 evidence from that period, July 11th, to the date of this 
11 letter. Do you? 
12 A No. I don't recall that, but Steve Berenter was 
13 the attorney at that time. And I did not have any of the 
14 correspondence that went on between Steve Berenter and our 
15 in-house legal counsel that was running the case --
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q Well 
A -- so I didn't have any of those documents and 
wouldn't have -- wouldn't have had access to that. So it may 
exist, but it's nothing that I would have had access to. 
Q Why are you saying you wouldn't have access to that 
if you were the Risk Manager? 
A That -- I I was the Risk Manager, but I was not 
running this case. It was being run by in-house legal 
counsel Russ White, up until the time that we had to change 
to -- change legal counsel to Pat Olsson. 
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the case. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q So as we sit here today, you're not aware of any 
10 
documentation such as this for the period of time from July 
11th, 2005 to the time you came on. Correct? 
A I -- I think -- I think the best way for me to 
state it is, I can't remember any of those documents. There 
any be documents there, but I -- I don't remember whether 
there are. 
Q 
A 
You can't produce anything today. Right? 
Not today, but I am certainly going to go back and 
11 look and make a phone call to Russ White, so. 
12 Q Well, didn't you have the opportunity to do that 
13 yesterday? 
14 
15 
16 
A 
Q 
No. I did not. 
Why not? 
MR. McFARLANE: Your Honor, this just came up 
17 yesterday. This has never even been explored in discovery. 
18 I'm going to object to this line of questioning as 
19 unreasonable. 
20 MR. NIELSON: Your Honor, we have -- we have 
21 disclosed her as -- as a witness for two years now. 
22 MR. McFARLANE: And Counsel never said why, not 
23 until the day before trial or Friday afternoon. 
24 JUDGE DORSEY: I think it fairly clear that for 
25 quite some time, at least Mr. Van's view has been that the 
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1 by the user. The central systems primary responsibility is 
2 to maintain the ability to restore the system in the event of 
3 a system failure as close to as possible to whenever that 
4 failure occurred. Backups are generated with that in mind 
5 and that's how that works. So yes, the servers were backed 
6 up. 
7 
8 
9 
Q Okay. The system that you just described, when was 
that put in place? 
A As far back as I can remember. Now e-mail does not 
10 go back 22 years, but back ups go back as far back as the 
11 systems. 
12 Q Backup systems for back ups for e-mails, were they 
13 you indicated that there would be a back-up system for the 
14 hospital and a back-up system for the individual computers. 
15 Is that right? 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
For e-mail? 
Yes. 
There -- there was a procedure where users were 
instructed to periodically do back-ups of their own 
information. There is a procedure for the IT department to 
back up their portion of the e-mail system as well. 
Q How often would the IT department back up their 
portion? 
A I can't remember exactly, but I think -- I think it 
was either daily or weekly, in a rotation of three back ups. 
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1 be over-written at the end of April? 
2 A In three weeks, or whatever. I can't remember 
3 exactly what the cycle was if we did them. But -- but 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
typically the -- the three rotation would be -- correct. 
Q In 2005, were you ever asked to preserve e-mails 
from Mark van? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I have a question. 
Pertaining to Mark Van? 
No. I wasn't personally. No. 
Okay. In 2006, were you ever requested to preserve 
11 e-mails from Mark Van? 
12 A Well, I wasn't -- I wasn't the one that was 
13 contacted for that so I can't say whether it was or not. I 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
can't say if any of them were done because they were done by 
the operational group. They -- we're often called. I do 
recall doing the back-ups or being told that they were doing 
back ups, but I was told that whenever they needed a back up 
for a terminated person. 
Q But specifically, not for a terminated person, but 
just back ups for e-mails for Mr. Van, if someone in your 
department would have been requested to back those up, would 
you have known about it? 
A I could have. I can't say that I didn't. You 
know, I can't remember for sure. But typically, someone else 
would have done it and they would have mentioned it. I had a 
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1 pretty good staff. I was confident that they would get the 
2 work done. So I -- you know, I could have. I -- I think I 
3 remember that: yes, it was backed up. But if it was me or if 
4 
5 
it wasn't me, I don't know. I don't remember. 
Q When you say you "think it was backed up," what did 
6 you what were you referring to? 
7 A Well, typically what they would do is they would go 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
to the computer that the person was working on, and either 
back it up over the network to a drive, a CD, or not. 
Q So now you're talking about terminated employees. 
Is that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. So when an employee was terminated, who 
would make up the -- who would make the back-up CD? 
A 
Q 
One of the operational group. 
Okay. And was it a CD or was it something else? 
A To be honest, over time, I can't -- I -- I would 
have to assume if we're talking in the mid-2005 and 2006 time 
19 it would have been a CD. We have done them before on tapes 
20 as well. 
21 Q I'm going to refer to a letter from Mr. McFarlane, 
22 Counsel for Portneuf. It is dated August 28th, 2008. It 
23 indicates that between 2001 and 2005, PMC began burning disks 
24 of the files of terminated employees' hard drives and their 
25 personal drives. Does that sound correct to you? 
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A 
Q 
They have all of that. 
They have all that. How 
544 
how easy would it be 
for someone to locate Mr. Van's CD or disk once it had been 
made? 
A I couldn't answer that. I -- I don't know how they 
filed those in terms of did they write the name on it? Was 
it multiple disks if they had one of one, two of two? Did 
8 they stash it in a drawer? Was it put into a filing cabinet? 
9 Was it stuck into a file folder? I -- I don't know. 
10 
11 
12 
Q 
A 
Q 
You don't know how they stored these? 
No. And I don't know where. 
You -- do you know if the hospital had -- had a 
13 system for storing those? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
You mean a set procedure or operation? 
A set procedure, yes. 
I don't think so. 
All right. 
Other than the back-ups that we did. 
Do you believe that they were just stored randomly? 
I don't know. There was probably some work --
operations -- the operational staff is pretty organized and 
orderly. They would have had a mechanism to do that. 
Q Let's say if I were to ask for Mr. Van's disk in 
2008, who would I have gone to? 
A I don't know. I don't know what tbe organization 
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1 A I don't. I -- on my documentation of that phone 
2 call, I would often put times on there. I would have to see 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
my documentation of that phone call that Mr. Mapes made to 
Mark van to see if I included the time. I didn't always do 
it. But there might be a time recording from that phone 
call. 
Q But to your recollection, you didn't indicate that 
time in your Sequence of Events. Did you? 
A I don't think so. I don't think so. Again, I'd 
have to look at that Sequence of Events. 
Q And that time, if recorded, would be on your 
12 handwritten notes? 
13 
14 
A Yes. 
one of these 
And the documentation, right at the back of 
I think the affidavit includes my notes of 
15 that meeting with Dale Mapes, Pam Humphrey and myself, and 
16 the phone call -- the phone call to Mr. Van. It might be on 
17 there. I'm sorry, Mr. Nielson, I didn't always record times. 
18 Q And Ms. Fletcher, I'd like you to turn to Exhibit 
19 excuse me. Let's go back to 201. With regard to this 
20 request, are you referring to the April meeting when you 
21 indicated, "Mark's comments concerning everyone ganging up on 
22 
23 
24 
him"? 
A 
Q 
Yes. I am. 
And you ask Ms. Humphrey to write you up an account 
25 of what took place during the meeting. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A Yes. I was asking for her perspective of what had 
occurred during the meeting. 
Q Well, you took copious notes. Did you not? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
I did. Yes. 
Did she ever send you any response? 
I'm not sure, Mr. Nielson. 
You don't recall ever receiving one then? 
Right after this time, I asked for all 
9 documentation pertaining to this case so multiple pieces of 
10 information was being sent to me. I'm not sure whether this 
11 was part of that. And some of it came via e-mail, and some 
12 of it came through the internal post, that type of thing. So 
13 I'm not entirely sure if she did furnish me with an account. 
14 I certainly heard vaguely from her as to her perspective in 
15 meetings. 
16 Q Now you were asking for all of this information, 
17 for what reason? 
18 A It -- it appeared to me that somebody needed to 
19 have to be the repository. You know, one person needed to 
20 have as much information on this situation as possible. I 
21 tend to give copies of any notes that I had to people. And I 
22 was the HR person, incidentally. So I felt that it was 
23 prudent to me to be the gatherer of information. And that 
24 was why. 
25 Q At the time that you requested this information, 
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were you anticipating litigation by Mr. Van? 
A Actually, I was. Yes. 
Q And this would be either the day of termination or 
shortly thereafter. Correct? 
A Probably -- probably shortly thereafter, and I 
continued to push that going forward. Although I felt that 
the decision was in the best interests of the facility and 
the program, the safety of the program, given Mr. Van's 
behavior through the years, I didn't think this would go away 
10 easily. I didn't see that there was an end in sight. I 
11 wasn't surprised by the litigation. I was saddened by it, 
12 not surprised. And so yes, I did make repeated requests for 
13 information. 
14 
15 
Q 
A 
In anticipation of litigation? 
Yes. And I shouldn't say-- also to have -- to be 
16 the repository, you know, so we had all of the information 
17 and nothing got lost or mislaid. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Both purposes? 
Yes. 
Could you turn to Exhibit 297, please? 
Yes. I have that. 
Q Now Mr. McFarlane asked you questions regarding 
this during your direction examination. Do you recall that? 
A I do. Yes. 
Q I'd like you to go first to number five, 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT ·OF LABOR Ocnr dr•l...,.. •......, •••' "*" uu,.....-. .... n~ 
....................... JUS 
Vta certified mail 
July 14, 2005 
Mr. Dale Mapes 
Human Resources Director 
Portneuf Medical Center 
651 Memorial Drive 
Pocatelo,ID 83201 
Telephone No.~ 
Fax NO. 206-55s.8411 
Re: Portneuf Medical CentarNan/0-0180-06-016 
Dear Mr. Mapes: 
·~~:~~~~~~12~!:~ In :X Older &.2002;. . has been delegated authority ;n 
this matter. I have endoeed a eopy of the complairt. a CQPY d thep8ftinent 88CIIon of 
the Act, and a copy of the procedures for handing cornplalntis, 29 !!fR Part 1979. 
This case has ~ assigned to the inveatfgafor noted betow and you ant I8QU88f8d to 
direct aJI convnunication and materials aaeocfated with ~ matter to the investigator. 
We would appreciate receiving from you promptly a written account of the facts and a 
statement of your position with rasped to 1he ·allegation that .you have ci&crlmlnated 
against Mr. Van In violation of the /+d. Pleaae no181hat • ful and .complete initial 
response, supported by appropn... dacunentation, I'NIY aerve to help aehlave early 
resolution of this matter. Voluntary adjustment of meritorioua compla1nts can be 
effected by way of a settlement agreement at any time. 
OSHA ~III I ......__ ...... ...... " .......... 
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PMC000030 
I . 
cY~ 
IN ·n·tF IJISTRI.Cf COURT Ot·· THE ~IXTH .H !OICIAL DISTRICT 
1.>1-'THF STATI-: OF IT>AHO.JN .t\ND FOR TilE COUNT\' OF [L\NNOCK 
rviARK VAN, 
('asc No. CV 2005-4os·.1 OC 
Plainti n: 
\'S. 
PORTNI-:l ~~MEDICAL CENTER. 
ORI>It:R GRANTING MOTION TO 
SHORTEN Tll\H: FOR ln:.~\RINf; ON 
OJ<:FI~NDANT'S 1\·fOTtON TO 
CONTINl.il-: IIK·\RIN(; 
Ddcm.li.mt. 
--------.. ----~-·"'"""' ........ ----···-----
Tl!~.-: nlulillll or dclcndam l.)(lftncur ~·lcdic:JI Cenler for ~m onkr shMl~:nin~ time for 
lh.:an''l!.· u11 itl' i\·lnlion In Con1in111.:: HeMin~~ h:wing hccn duly prest."ntt:d lt) Lhis CourL ~md tlu.: 
IT IS i·H~RHJ'Y ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER lh;H s:!id mnlionl\l 
~~hnrh:m time is CiR:\NTED and dclcnd~nt's Motion to Cuntinu"' Jft.';arin~ will ht' hc:•rtl bdi..lr(: 
rhi:~ Comr on Thmsd:.w, Nov~mh~\r ·:1.2010. ~11 4:00p.m. 
Di\ TED lhilS L/ d::IV orNt.WCmhcr. 2010. 
'"m'-"''"'' ~ 
01{01-:R GRANTING MOTION TO SHORTEN TIMI\~ 1-'0R 111•::\I{ING 
ON OEFENUANT'S MOTION TO CONTINUI•: IJF:,'\RJNG- J 
CU·:I{K'S Ct;RTIFICATE OF SI~RVICJt: 
I Ill I{I~B\' CEI~TIFY thallHl this 4 uay ufNLw~;mbcr. 2!.1 i P, I ..;wt.st..:d atn:...: 
~!nd ~\.IIT~l:l 1:-opy 1.1 the l(m.:going OROI-~R GR.o\NTING MOTION TO SHORTEN TJl\·JE 
FOt{ IIEARIN(; ON I>J•:FF:NOANT•s MOTION TO CONTINUE ltE..\I~JNG hi h\.! S(:rv¢d 
hv lhl:. m.:tlH:td indic::~&:d hdow. <llld :llldt\·:~.:-;~,xl If' t·hc fi.·,llowiniZ.: 
ol ~· 
Nick 1.. Nid~nn 
NIELSO~ I....A \V 0FI;Ii.'F 
120 N. 12th i\n: .. Suit~ 7 
P.O. Box (, l51.J 
Poc~!ldlo. ID 83205 · 6159 
Facsi111ik CO~O :.(12~004~ 
P:wl D. iVkF:u·la:h~ 
!)avid .1. l.lanct: 
~'IOFfXfT. "fiiOM:\S. IJ,\RHFTT. Ron< & 
FIEI.DS, Cl 1:\.RTERED 
I 0 I S. t'apiwl Kiwi.. I Oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Hoisc:. ID X.'HIJ! 
r:~u.:simik (:!OS) :~)oi)-5384 
( ) U.S. ~hlil. f\.1s1~1i-:.1.: Pn.:paitl 
( ) H;md Ddivcrc.d 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(>4 Facs1m11t: 
( ) U.S. Mnil. Pn:"tagc Prt:paitl 
( ) ll~mtl Ddiv( . .'rl..:ll 
( ) Overnight M~lil ()6 F<1Csimih.: 
ORI>J•:R (;f{ANTJ N<; MOTION TO SHORTEN TIMt: I'Oit l·li':AJUNG 
ON I>EFl•:NI>:\NT·s MOTION TO CONTINIJE IU:ARING- 2 
lt?tn t:] 
NICK L. NIELSON- Idaho State Bl~~87 
NIELSON IJA W OFFICE ,,., , \ /1;1 !· , 
120 North 12th A venue, Suite #7::, r~ 1:" · <;I 
P.O. Box 6159 Dtf(]t!·) .... , 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205*6159 \)L/ ;';.,, 
Tel: (208) 232~1735 ., ·l ~ 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attomey for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, PAM 
HUMPHREY, EMS Program Director, GARY 
ALZOLA, Director of Operations, RON 
FERGIE, Chief Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY 
NIELSON, Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005·4053 .. 0C 
STIPULATION TO DISMISS MONEY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST PLAINTIFF 
ENTERED JANUARY 15, 2008 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Mark Van, by and through his attorney, Nick L. Nielson, and 
Defendants, by and through their attorney, Paul D. McFarlane of MOFFAT, THOMAS, 
BARRETT, ROCK & FffiLDS, CHARTERED, hereby Stipulate that th.e Court issue an Order 
dismissing the Judgment entered in this case on January 15, 2008, and recorded on January 24, 
2008. The grounds for this Stipulation are as follows: 
1. On January 15, 2008, a money Judgment in favor of Defendants and again.<)t 
Plaintiff Mark Van in the amount of $116,983.60 was flied. 
PAGEi 
2. On July 7, 2009, the Supreme Court issued its 2009 Opinion No. 92; holding in 
part, that "[t]he district court's award of attorney fees and costs is vacated." 
3. On August 5, 2009, the Court received a remittur indicatjng that the July 7, 2009 
Opinion was finaL 
4. Because the money Ju~oment was recorded~ it bas become necessary to secure and 
record an Order from the Court, in addition to the Idaho Supreme Court's Decision, to establish 
that the entire money Judgment, which includes fees of $108,495.00, costs of $6,288.60, and costs 
in the form of witness fees of $2,200.00, has been vacated, that the entire money Judgm.ent no 
longer exists, and that all persons viewing such records in Bannock County Recorder's Office 
should recogni7..e and acknowledge 1hat 1hc money Judgment no longer exists. 
Therefore, the parties are requesting an Order that the January 15, 2008 money Judgment 
be dismissed and that the Order of Dismissal be recorded with Bannock County. 
DATED this~ day of November, 2010 
Nic 
DATED this 3 day of November, 2010 
MOFFAT, THOMA ... S, BARRE. TI, ROl:C; & .. JELDS, CHID y- ~ 
By: ~~- .:. ·L.J .. 
Paul D. McFarlane, of 1he Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants 
STll'ULA1'lOH TO DISMISS MONl!\' ,lUOOt.n;Nl' AtlAlNST PLAINT!!'!' EN'I'I!ttlll'J jANt!AilY 15, 2008 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
ORDER DISMISSING JUDGMENT 
ENTERED JANUARY 15, 2008 
This matter having come before the Court on the parties' Stipulation to Dismiss 
Money Judgment against Plaintiff entered January 15, 2008. 
The Court having reviewed said Motion and, for good cause shown, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the entire money Judgment entered January 15, 
2008, in this matter, which includes fees of $108,495.00, costs of $6,288.60, and costs in 
the form of witness fees of $2,200.00, has been vacated, and is hereby DISMISSED. 
This Order of Dismissal shall be recorded with Bannock County. 
DATED this~ day of November, 2010. 
Honorable Robert C. Naftz 
ORDER DISMISSING JUDGMENT ENTERED JANUARY 15, 2008 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _5_ day of November, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER DISMISSING JUDGMENT ENTERED JANUARY 
15, 2008 by forwarding the same the following manner: 
Paul D. McFarlane _/u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & _Overnight Delivery 
FIELDS, CHARTERED Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 829 _Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Nick L. Nielson 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER DISMISSING JUDGMENT ENTERED JANUARY 15, 2008 
_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__))vernight Delivery 
_L Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 232-0048 
PAGE2 
NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
ru _ '0 ! ' o.c:3 [~· •,} 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST 
FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby files the following Second Request for Judicial Notice concurrently with 
Plaintiffs Second Motion to Compel and Memorandum in Support of Second Motion to 
Compel. This Request is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following: 
1. Transcript of the Proceedings before the Honorable William Dorsey, 
Administrative Law Judge, In the Matter of Mark Van, Complainant, vs. 
Portneuf Medical Center, Respondents, Case No. 2007 -AIR-00002: 
Sworn Testimony of Karl Endo. pp. 546 and 547. 
Mr. Endo was a witnesses during the OSHA hearing. Plaintiff wishes to utilize his 
OSHA testimony referenced above to support that tapes/disks of terminated employees' 
hard drives were made in 2005 when Mark Van was terminated. 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE PAGE1 
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Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court takes judicial notice of the attached 
documents as the evidence is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to 
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned" in accordance with I.R.E. 
201(b). 
DATED this gth day of November, 2010. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on gth day of November, 201 0, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE by 
causing a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
_L U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
-¥- Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Nl~ 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE PAGE2 
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THE HONORABLE WILLIAM DORSEY 
Administrative Law Judge 
MR. NIELSON: Thank you, Mr. Endo. I have no 
further questions. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DANCE: 
546 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Q Mr. Endo, isn't it -- isn't it your testimony that 
a terminated employee's copied file could be on a tape or a 
7 CD? It wouldn't have necessarily been on a CD in 2005? 
8 A Correct. Possibly or not. Again, you're asking 
9 questions for steps that I can't remember. 
10 JUDGE DORSEY: All right. Well, can you -- can you 
11 give me any idea of what the likelihood of one or the other 
12 is? 
13 
14 
15 
THE WITNESS: The likelihood of one or the other, 
100 percent, which -- which media it is, I -- I don't know. 
When I left, I left with no no records or anything. 
16 Everything was left there. So I have no -- nothing to refer 
17 back to. 
18 BY MR. DANCE: 
19 Q And I -- I would like to -- Mr. Nielson, Counsel 
20 for Plaintiff (sic) mentioned a letter -- referenced a 
21 letter. I'd like to give you a copy of that letter as well 
22 as the Judge. It was -- it was drafted in response to -- it 
23 was drafted in response to some discovery requests. 
24 Specifically, I'd like you to look on the third page. If you 
25 go to the third page, subsection G that's headed-- has the 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
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heading "E-mails," could you please-- this is a response 
that we gave to the Plaintiff {sic) about how Portneuf kept 
its -- its file and its back-up at that time, in in -- at 
the pertinent time. Could you read that and let me know if 
there's anything inaccurate in that statement, those first 
two paragraphs there? 
A I believe that's correct. 
Q There's -- you have no reason to believe that there 
is anything inaccurate in that description? 
A 
Q 
No. 
You -- it's your testimony that is -- that is an 
12 accurate description of how records were -- how e-mails were 
13 archived? 
14 
15 
A 
Q 
Correct. 
Now could is it possible that a terminated 
16 employee's disk or tape could be held on more than one tape 
17 or more than one disk? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A Yes. 
Q Now is it also that more than one terminated 
employee's files could be, you know, two -- two employees' 
files could be on one disk 
A Yes. 
-- or one tape? 
Yes. 
Q 
A 
Q Now you mentioned Brad Rogers. He worked for you. 
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IN THE COURT OF THE SIXTH DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No.o C~~2005-4053-0,C 'j 
Plaintiff, \J 
vs. ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
EXPEDITE 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
This matter having come before the Court on Plaintiffs Motion to Expedite the 
hearing on Plaintiff's Second Motion to Compel filed on November 10, 2010, and good 
cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion to Expedite is hereby granted and 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel shall be heard on Monday, November 15,2010 at 1:30 p.m. 
DATED this J 0 day of November, 2010. 
~C.~ 
Robert C. Naftz, District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~D day of November, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO EXPEDITE as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Nick L. Nielson 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
_U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_Overnight Delivery 
_jtand Delivered 
_:L Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
_U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~vernight Delivery Hand Delivered Facsimile: (208) 232-0048 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK C. VAN, 
Plaintiff, Case No:CV -2005-0004053-0C 
vs. MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
THE PARTIES came before the Court on the 4th day of November, 2010, for 
hearing on Defendant's Motion to Continue Hearing in regard to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Compel. Nick Nielson appeared in person on behalf of the Plaintiff. Paul McFarlane 
appeared telephonically on behalf of the Defendant. Stephanie Davis was the Court 
Reporter. 
The Court, having heard argument from counsel and having reviewed Defendant's 
motion and supporting documents, 
Case No.: CV-2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion to Continue Hearing is 
GRANTED. The hearing previously scheduled for November 8, 2010, on Plaintiffs 
Motion to Compel is vacated and rescheduled for Monday, November 15, 2010, at the hour 
of 1:30 p.m. Counsel for Defendant has until Monday, November 8, 2010, at 5:00p.m. to 
provide a response to Plaintiffs Motion to Compel. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the deadline for completion of discovery has been 
extended until January 4, 2011. Trial remains set to begin on January 18, 2011, at the hour 
of9:00 a.m. 
DATED this <6 day ofNovember, 2010. 
Case No.: CV -2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
Page 2 of3 
~C. 
Honorable Robert C. Naftz 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ill_ day of November, 2010, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY: 
Nick L. Nielson 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
DEFENDANT ATTORNEY: 
Patricia M. Olsson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
David J. Dance 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Case No.: CV-2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
Page 3 of3 
Deputy Clerk 
j¥ Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Mailed 
>l Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Mailed 
NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, PLAINTIFF'S THIRD REQUEST FOR 
JUDICIAL NOTICE 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby files the following Third Request for Judicial Notice concurrently with 
Plaintiff's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel. This Request is made 
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following: 
1. February 22, 2010, Order on the Complainant's Motion to Amend, Fourth Motion 
to Compel and Other Motions signed by the Honorable William Dorsey, 
Administrative Law Judge. 
This is to address allegations made in the Affidavit of Paul D. McFarlane in Support 
of Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
PLAINTIFF'S THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE PAGE 1 
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Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court takes judicial notice of the attached 
documents as the evidence is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to 
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned" in accordance with I. R. E. 
201(b). 
DATED this 12th day of November, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 12th day of November, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE by causing 
a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
PLAINTIFF'S THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
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_t. U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
i Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
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U.S. Department of Labor 
CASE NO. 2007-AIR-00002 
In tlw Matter of: 
MARK VAN, 
Complainant, 
vs. 
Office of Admini~trative Law Judges 
90 Seventh Street. Suite 4-800 
San Francisco. CA 94103-1516 
(415) 625-2200 
(415) 625-2201 (FAX) 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Respondent. 
Issue Date: 22 February 2010 
Order on the Complainant's Motion to Amend, Fourth Motion to Compel and Other 
Motions 
The following rulings were made during the telephone prehearing conference 
on Friday, February 19, 2010: 
1. The Motion to Amend the administrative complaint is granted. It frames 
the Complainant's contentions about liability after much (though not all) discovery 
has been completed, to add additional contentions about actions by Pam Humphrey. 
Leave to amend does not mean that all types of relief requested are available or 
appropriate; that topic shall be addressed in post trial briefs. For instance, if the 
Complainant prevailed, the "appropriate affirmative action to abate the violation" I 
would not likely include requiring Portneuf to conform with all Federal, State, and 
local employment laws, but would require that it conform to AIR 21. The Secretary 
of Labor's authority in this litigation is limited to the AIR 21 retaliation claim. 
Those other laws apply of their own force. 
The amended complaint also seeks the inconsistent remedies of 
reinstatement (see paragraph 89) and front pay (see paragraph 98). By the time the 
pre-trial filings are made, the Complainant shall elect which remedy he seeks, and 
offer appropriate proof to support it at trial. 
2. Portneuf has requested that the Complainant supplement his answers to 
discovery. The procedural rules of this forum generally do not require litigants to 
update answers they gave to discovery demands, 2 unless the parties jointly agree to 
t 29 C.F.R. § 1979.109{b). 
2 29 C.F.R. § 18.16. 
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updates, or the presiding judge specifically orders them.3 An exception requires 
supplemental answers to correct errors in earlier responses that, if not amended, 
would amount to a "knowing concealment" of facts. 4 This isn't materially different 
from the duty imposed by Fed. R. Civ. P 26(e) to supplement or correct responses 
when the answering party learns an earlier response was incomplete or incorrect 
"in some material respect,"5 when the corrective information has not already been 
made known to the party that propounded the discovery "during the discovery 
process or in writing."G 
The exception requires the Complainant to turn over promptly to Portneuf 
the audio recording and transcripts of OSHA's interviews ofMr. Van and Barry 
Nielsen that he received from OSHA after he responded to Portneuf's Request for 
Production 20. On the other hand, the interviews OSHA conducted with Messrs. 
Nielsen, Walker, and Perkins were not provided to Portneuf, so it can't give them to 
Mr. Van. What OSHA provided in response to the Mr. Van's FOIA request will have 
to suffice. 
The Complainant also must supplement any responses if he voluntarily 
undertook that obligation by answering a discovery demand from Portneuf with a 
statement that he would supplement his response later. 
3. The post-termination emails from Audrey Fletcher (6/6/205), Pam 
Humphrey (6/6/2005), and the Reply from Pam Humphrey (5/31/05) should be 
produced at trial to determine whether they qualify for protection from disclosure as 
work product. Portneuf maintains these emails were written to assist its lawyers in 
replying to demands made by the Complainant's first lawyer. 
4. Portneufwill inform the Complainant by close ofbusiness on Wednesday 
February 24, 2010, whether it has exhausted efforts to locate: (a) the document 
referred to as Life Flight Maintenance April 2005.doc, and (b) the account Pam 
Humphrey may have prepared the last time she met with Mr. Van and a 
representative of the Human Resources department before his termination. Audrey 
Fletcher asked Humphrey to prepare that account in Fletcher's e-mail of April 20, 
2005. At a minimum, Portneuf shall ask Humphrey if she created a summary of 
that meeting as Fletcher requested, and review Fletcher's files on Mr. Van's 
termination to see if Humphrey's account of that meeting is found there before it 
responds. If either of these documents cannot be found, Portneuf shall detail the 
efforts made to locate them in its response. 
a 29 C.F.R. § 18.16(c). 
"29 C.F.R. § 18.16(b). 
5 Rule 26(e)(l)(A), Fed. R. Civ. P. 
6 Jd. 
-2-
5. Portneuf shall produce the survey form and the written summary of the 
survey results that are mentioned in the employee comments portion of the 
December 2001 Employee Performance Evaluation for Ms. Humphrey. In that 
evaluation her performance was rated "needs improvement" for the topic "Positive 
Communication," a rating her comments show she disputed. It also shall produce 
any improvement plan that Humphrey or any other person at Portneuf created for 
Humphrey based on those employee survey results, or the "needs improvement" 
rating. 
6. The Complainant need not subpoena former Portneuf employees, because 
Portneuf will produce them as witnesses at trial. 
7. Portneuf shall submit for in camera review Portneuf's personnel 
employment files for Pam Humphrey that cover all months for calendar years 1993 
and 2000. 
So Ordered. 
San Francisco, California 
-3-
P--~" 
William Dorsey 
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 
SERVICE SHEET 
Case Name: VAN_MARK_v_PORTNEUF _MEDICAL_CEN_ 
Case Number: 2007 AIR00002 
Document Title: Order on the Complainant's Motion to Amend, Fourth Motion to Compel 
and Other Motions 
I hereby certify that a copy of the above-referenced document was sent to the following this 22nd 
day of February, 2010: 
THOMAS FAZIOLI 
LEGAL ASSISTANT 
Mark Van 
914 Mount McGuire Drive 
Pocatello, ID 8320 I 
[Hard Copy - Regular Mail} 
Nick Nielson, Esq. 
120 North 12th A venue, Suite 7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
{Hard Copy-Regular Mail and Fax} 
Portneuf Medical Center 
651 Memorial Drive 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
[Hard Copy- Regular Mail} 
Paul McFarlane, Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
{Hard Copy-Regular Mail and Fax} 
Regional Administrator 
Region 10 
U. S. Department of Labor, OSHA 
Suite 715 
Jill Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101-3212 
{Hard Copy - Regular Mail} 
Directorate of Enforcement Programs 
U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA 
Room N-3119, FPB 
200 Constitution Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20210 
{Hard Copy - Regular Mail} 
Associate Solicitor 
Division of Fair Labor Standards 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Room N-2716, FPB 
200 Constitution Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20210 
[Hard Copy - Regular Mail} 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARKCVAN, 
Plaintiff, Case No: CV -2005-0004053-0C 
vs. MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
POR1NEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
THE PARTIES came before the Court on the 15th day of November, 2010, for 
hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Compel and Second Motion to Compel. Nick Nielson 
appeared in person on behalf of the Plaintiff. Paul McFarlane appeared in person on behalf 
of the Defendant. Stephanie Davis was the Court Reporter. 
The Court, having reviewed all filed documents in support of and in opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel and Second Motion to Compel, and having heard argument 
from counsel, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant is required to exchange infonnation 
in the fonn of a letter or Affidavit pertaining to when the Plaintiffs archived electronic mail 
and hard drive were stored, how they were stored, who stored the computer infonnation and 
the medium on which it was stored. 
Case No.: CV-2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant will provide information to the 
Plaintiff from current employees' contracts and former employees' severance agreements in 
regard to any non-disparagement clause or language. Defendant will further disclose any 
dollar amounts or payoff information in all severance packages/agreements. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall provide to Plaintiff within 10 
days any written policy or procedure between the years of 2004 and 2006 that exists in 
regard to preservation of computer files of employees who are terminated from or leave 
employment with PortneufMedical Center. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant provide to the Court any notes or 
comments taken by Audrey Fletcher from an employee survey pertaining to Pam Holmes 
(Humphrey). The Court will conduct its in-camera review taking into consideration Judge 
McDermott's earlier protective order and will issue its ruling whether or not this 
information can be disclosed to Plaintiff. 
In regard to Plaintiffs request for hard copies of any documentation ofhow Portneuf 
Medical Center conducted the "litigation hold", the Court is requesting additional 
information from counsel for further consideration in this matter. Counsel may submit 
further briefing and will have until December 10, 2010, to submit to the Court. 
DATED this Jl__ day ofDecember, 2010. 
Case No.: CV -2005-0004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
Page 2 of3 
Honorable Robert C. Naftz 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;;J. day of December, 2010, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY: 
Nick L. Nielson 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159 
DEFENDANT ATTORNEY: 
Patricia M. Olsson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
David J. Dance 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHID. 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Deputy Clerk 
Case No.: CV-2005-0004053-0C 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DIST~T OF TliR S'f ATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK C. VAN, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
ORDER 
Defendant. 
NATURE OF THE ACTION 
This case comes before this Court pursuant to a Motion to Compel filed by the plaintiff. 
Following oral arguments on November 15, 2010, this Court ruled on the Plaintiff's requests, 
with the exception of Request for Production No. 12. Pursuant to that request, the Plaintiff 
sought a "full and complete copy of all notes taken by Audrey Fletcher which she utilized to 
prepare her 2000 survey summary which addresses, among other things, employees' feelings 
about Pam and Don Humphrey." (Pl.'s Mem. in Supp. of Mot. to Compel, Oct. 21,2010, 16.) 
The Defendant objected on the basis that discovery of such material had been prohibited by an 
earlier protective order. The Defendant argued: 
Plaintiffs inquiry into records relating to employee discipline - Audrey Fletcher's 
notes underlying an employee survey in 2000 - is precluded by the District Court's 
protective order dated March 16, 2007. The Court denied Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration, and Plaintiff appealed the denial of that Motion for Reconsideration to 
the Idaho Supreme Court. The Supreme Court upheld the denial for reconsideration. 
Further discovery into employee discipline is prohibited - including discovery into the 
discipline taken against Pam Holmes in 2000, five years before Plaintiff's employment 
was terminated, is prohibited. 
(Def. 's Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. to Compel, Nov. 8, 2010, 9.) 
Order 
Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
Case No. CV -2005-4053-0C 
In regard to the Plaintiffs Request for Production No. 12, this Court ordered the 
Defendant to "provide to the Court any notes or comments taken by Audrey Fletcher from an 
employee survey pertaining to Pam Holmes (Humphrey)." (Minute Entry and Order, Dec. 2, 
2010, 2.) This Court determined it would conduct an in-camera review of the materials, "taking 
into consideration Judge McDermott's earlier protective order", before issuing a decision as to 
whether the disputed "information would be disclosed to Plaintiff." (!d.) Having now reviewed 
the disputed notes, this Court hereby DENIES the Plaintiff's Motion to Compel in regard to 
Request for Production No. 12, as this Court has determined the information sought in that 
request is irrelevant. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A trial court's decision regarding whether or not to grant a motion to compel is 
discretionary. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 37(a)(2)1• "Trial courts have broad discretion over the 
admission of evidence at trial, including expert testimony, and in determining whether or not to 
1 Rule 37. Sanctions 
(a) Sanctions for Violation of Orders-Motion for Order Compelling Discovery. A party, upon reasonable notice 
to other parties and all persons affected thereby, may apply for an order compelling discovery as follows: 
(2) Motion. If a deponent fails to answer a question propounded or submitted under Rule 30 or ll, or a corporation 
or other entity fails to make a designation under Rule 30(b)(6) or 3l(a), or a party fails to answer an interrogatory 
submitted under Rule 33, or if a party, in response to a request for inspection submitted under Rule 34, fails to 
respond that inspection will be permitted as requested or fails to permit inspection as requested, the discovering 
party may move for an order compelling an answer, or a designation, or an order compelling inspection in 
accordance with the request. The motion must include a certification that the movant has in good faith conferred or 
attempted to confer with the party not making the disclosure in an effort to secure the disclosure without court 
action. When taking a deposition on oral examination, the proponent of the question may complete or adjourn the 
examination before he applies for an order. 
If the court denies the motion in whole or in part, it may make such protective order as it would have been 
empowered to make on a motion made pursuant to Rule 26(c). 
Order 
Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
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2 
grant a motion to compel." Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 
(2005)(intemal citations omitted). "Such decisions will only be reversed when there has been a 
clear abuse of discretion. Karlson, 140 Idaho at 564, 97 P.3d at 431 (citation omitted); Storm, 
137 Idaho at 149, 44 P.3d at 1204." !d. at 701, 116 P.3d at 31. 
In reviewing whether or not a district court abused its discretion this Court determines: 
(1) whether the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) 
whether the trial court acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently 
with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) whether 
the trial court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. 
!d. at 701, 116 P.3d at 31 (citing Sun Valley Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 
803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991)). 
DISCUSSION 
The United States Supreme Court has stated that the purpose of discovery is to allow 
"parties to obtain the fullest possible knowledge of the issues and facts before trial." Hickman v. 
Taylor, 329 U.S. 494, 501, 67 S.Ct. 385, 389 (1947). The Idaho Supreme Court has similarly 
found: "The purpose of our discovery rules is to facilitate fair and expedient pretrial fact 
gathering. It follows, therefore, that discovery rules are not intended to encourage or reward 
those whose conduct is inconsistent with that purpose." Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 
136 P.3d 338 (2006). Further, Idaho courts have determined that "[t]he principal purpose of 
interrogatories is to afford parties information in the possession of the other party regarding the 
issues in suit to enable the propounding party to prepare for trial and to reduce the possibility of 
surprise in the trial." Lester v. Salvino, 141 Idaho 937, 940, 120 P.3d 755, 758 (Idaho Ct. App. 
Order 
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2005). As such, "a civil litigant may be compelled, by the rules of discovery, to divulge 
unprivileged information that will aid his or her opponent." ld. 
[T]he ultimate goal [of discovery] is to ascertain facts or information which may be used 
for proof or defense of an action. Such information may be discovered by leads from 
other discoverable information. The purpose of the discovery rules is to take the surprise 
out of trials of cases so that all relevant facts and information pertaining to the action may 
be ascertained in advance of trial. 
Sanders v. Ayrhart, 89 Idaho 302, 309, 404 P.2d 589, 592 (1965). This Court is further guided 
by IRCP 26(b)(l), which pertains to the scope of discovery. That rule states: 
(b)( 1) Scope of Discovery in General. Unless otherwise limited by order of the court in 
accordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as follows: (1) Parties may obtain 
discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter 
involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party 
seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party, including the existence, 
description, nature, custody, condition and location of any books, documents, or other 
tangible things and the identity and location of persons having knowledge of any 
discoverable matter. It is not ground for objection that the information sought will be 
inadmissible at the trial if the information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. 
This Court has now conducted a thorough review of the disputed materials, which include 
the notes of Audrey Fletcher used to prepare a 2000 survey summary addressing, among other 
topics, the hospital employees' feelings regarding Pam and Don Humphrey. This Court has 
determined such notes are irrelevant and immaterial to the matter at hand. This information does 
not pertain to the termination of Mark Van and/or any alleged motives involved with that 
termination. This survey further does not relate to the Plaintiff himself and was conducted years 
before the Plaintiff's employment was terminated. Moreover, the Plaintiff has previously 
Order 
Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
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received the actual survey report. Therefore, the Plaintiff has not demonstrated to this Court that 
the evidence sought is material. 
As such, based on the foregoing, the Plaintiffs Motion to Compel in regard to Request 
for Production No. 12 is hereby DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this <(? day of December, 2010. 
Copies to: 
Nick Nielson 
Paul D. McFarlane 
Order 
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~c.~ 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE ~, , 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 ·.'" · , ? 2 ~~~7J~;~~~ 1~~~05~159 '-~:~ (: I 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PLAINTIFF'S FOURTH REQUEST 
FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby files the following Third Request for Judicial Notice concurrently with 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel. 
This Request is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following: 
1. OSHA TRIAL TRANSCRIPT, P. 2183, TESTIMONY OF PAMELA HOLMES 
2. OSHA TRIAL TRANSCRIPT, PP. 1206- 1207, TESTIMONY OF GORDON 
ROBERTS 
This is to address issues raised by Plaintiff regarding Pamela (Humphrey) Holmes' 
retaliation against him and her reputation among other Defendant employees. 
PLAINTIFF'S FOURTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE PAGE1 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court takes judicial notice of the attached 
documents as the evidence is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to 
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned" in accordance with I.R.E. 
201 (b). 
DATED this 22nd day of December, 201 0. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of December, 201 0, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFPS FOURTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
by causing a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
PLAINTIFF'S FOURTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
L U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
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LmiTED STATES DEP LABOR 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
In the Matter of: 
MARK VAN, 
Complainant, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Respondents. 
Case No. 2007-AIR-00002 
VOLUME X 
Friday, 
April 16, 2010 
Courtroom 245 
U.S. District Court 
801 E. Sherman Street 
Pocatello, Idaho 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing, 
pursuant to notice, at 8:00 o'clock a.m. 
BEFORE: THE HONORABLE WILLIAM DORSEY 
Administrative Law Judge 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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2183 
Q Did Mr. Fergie ever come and say, "Mr. Van is not 
concentrating on his performance duties"? 
A No. 
Q Did you have anyone in the Life Flight crew come 
and say that Mr. Van is not concentrating on his performance 
duties? 
A 
Q 
No. 
Now you indicate: 
"Can we afford to have this type of individual 
working on our aircraft when he is disturbed by all 
of these events and can't let go? If I didn't 
before, I guess I truly do now have an ax to 
grind." 
So is it your testimony that after Mr. Van wrote 
that to Cindy Richardson, you did now have an ax to grind? 
A I guess that I would look at the definition of ax 
to grind. I had a point to make. Yes. I did. 
Q So under your definition of ax to grind, you did 
have an ax to grind then? 
A Yes. 
Q Now you had testified earlier that your 
relationship never changed between Mr. Van and you. Correct? 
A Correct. 
Q But if you had an ax to grind, wouldn't that change 
the relationship? 
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1 JUDGE DORSEY: Um-hum. 
2 THE WITNESS: And my thing was to have them look at 
3 Don Humphrey. She, on her own, included Pam. Apparently, 
4 maybe in talking, Pam came up and she decided to -- to talk 
5 to both, or talk about both. But my main concern was Don 
6 Humphrey being angry with the crew and making statements, 
7 "Well, if you don't think I should fly, all of you should be 
8 fired." He • d make statements like that. And it was very --
9 it was -- it was a mess. So I asked her to step in for Don. 
10 And then apparently Pam ended up being part of the 
11 conversation with Audrey. 
12 JUDGE DORSEY: Well, it's more than part of the 
13 conversation. I mean, unless I'm really missing something, 
14 there's not a word about Don in that report. 
15 THE WITNESS: Yeah. That's amazing. But that's 
16 that was the report that she gave me. She just gave me a 
17 verbal report --
18 JUDGE DORSEY: Did you -- did you have the 
19 impression that there was perhaps a second report with 
20 respect to Don? 
21 THE WITNESS: Maybe. I -- she just talked to me, 
22 just said, "Gordon, this is what I •ve come up with." She did 
23 not give me a report, that Don and Pam should not be part of 
24 the program anymore. And I can't remember her exact words, 
25 but she said that every person that she interviewed wanted 
1207 
1 them out of the program with the exception of one person. 
2 And she said, "I could understand why that one person would 
3 not want Don out of the program." And she didn't even tell 
4 me who it was. 
5 JUDGE DORSEY: Am I to infer from that it was this 
6 lady that he was carrying on with? 
7 THE WITNESS: No. I have no idea. I wouldn't -- I 
8 wouldn't even know to speculate. I didn't even know who was 
9 interviewed. I did not know how many was interviewed. I 
10 have no idea who went through the process. It was all done 
11 through Audrey Fletcher. And I don't know any names, or any 
12 -- any comments made by staff. 
13 JUDGE DORSEY: Okay. 
14 BY MR. NIELSON: 
15 Q Do you know if Emily Davidson Taylor asked Audrey 
16 to go through this process also? 
I do not know. 17 
18 
A 
Q With regard to what I read earlier, it indicates 
19 that Ms. Humphrey: 
20 " ... should either be asked to step down as the 
21 Chief Flight Nurse or she should be held 
22 accountable to a timed program of corrective 
23 action." 
24 Do you know if she was held accountable to a timed 
25 program of corrective action? 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
--~--- .. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B), hereby moves the Court for Reconsideration of 
the Court's Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel. This Motion is supported by a 
Memorandum and the Affidavit of Mark Van. 
For the reasons set forth in the Memorandum, Plaintiff respectfully requests the 
Court grant his Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and 
order the production of Audrey Fletcher's notes pursuant to Request for Production No. 12. 
DATED this 22nct day of December, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on gth day of November, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL by causing a copy to be 
delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
L Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3187 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE ::. '" ::·-
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-QC 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
Defendant. 
Plaintiff Mark Van, ("Mr. Van") by and through counsel of record, Nick L. Nielson, 
hereby submits his Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Court's Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Motion for Protective Order. This 
Memorandum is supported by the Affidavit of Mark Van filed herein. 
BACKGROUND 
Request for Production No. 12 of Plaintiff's Fifth Set of Requests for Production of 
Documents to Defendants, served July 9, 2010, sought a "full and complete copy of all 
notes taken by Audrey Fletcher which she utilized to prepare her 2000 survey summary 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION PAGE1 
which addresses, among other things, employees' feelings about Pam and Don 
Humphrey." In Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel, Plaintiff asserted: 
The information is relevant as it pertains to Portneuf's reason for terminating 
Mark Van and whether that reason is merely a pretext for Pam Holmes' 
retaliation against Mark. Pam Humphrey (Holmes) played a key role in 
Mark's termination. Information sought is relevant to show other employee's 
perceptions of Pam Humphrey and her disposition/retaliation against those 
employees whom she didn't favor. Plaintiff firmly believes that such 
retaliation played a major role in his termination. For these reasons, Plaintiffs 
seeks the production of these documents. 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel ("Plaintiff's Memorandum"), 
pp. 16-17. 
After having reviewed the notes in-camera, the Court found in part: 
This Court has determined such notes are irrelevant and immaterial to the 
matter at hand. This information does not pertain to the termination of Mark 
Van and/or any alleged motives involved with that termination. This survey 
further does not relate to the Plaintiff himself and was conducted years 
before the Plaintiff's employment was terminated. Moreover, the Plaintiff has 
previously received the actual survey report. Therefore the Plaintiff has not 
demonstrated to this Court that the evidence sought is material. 
Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel, pp. 4- 5. 
Based on the information and arguments set forth below, Plaintiff believes that his 
request is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, pursuant 
to I.R.C.P 26(b)(1 ). 
ARGUMENT 
Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides in part: 
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial 
court may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment but 
not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. 
A motion for reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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entry of final judgment may be filed within fourteen ( 14) days from the 
entry of such order .... 
The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the 
sound discretion of the trial court. Watson v. Navistar lnt'l Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 643, 
654,827 P.2d 656,667 (1992); Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co.,1321daho 705,979 P.2d 107 
(1999). The trial court must consider new evidence that bears on the correctness of an 
interlocutory order if requested to do so by a timely motion under Rule 11 (a)(2)(8) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira 1461daho 631,635, 
200 P.3d 1180, 1184 (2009) citing Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank of North 
Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). 
In Curlee v. Kootenai County Fire & Rescue, 2008 Opinion No. 112 (2008), the 
Idaho Supreme Court adopted the "McDonnell Douglas' analysis for cases involving 
retaliatory discharge under a whistleblower statute and enunciated the test as follows: 
( 1 ) Plaintiff must establish a prima facie case of retaliatory conduct for an 
action protected by the relevant whistleblower statute; (2) once the plaintiff 
demonstrates a prima facie case which, if taken as true, would permit the 
conclusion that there was a non-retaliatory reason for the adverse action; and 
(3) if the defendant articulates a legitimate non-retaliatory reason for 
discharge, then the burden shifts to the plaintiff to prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the reason the defendant offers is a pretext for retaliatory 
conduct (citations omitted). 
In accordance with the McDonnell Douglas test adopted in Curlee, Plaintiff asserts 
that Pam Holmes' retaliation against Mr. Van was a factor in his termination and the 
reasons offered by Defendant for terminating Mr. Van constitute a pretext for the retaliatory 
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conduct. Affidavit of Mark Van ("Van Affidavif') 112. Furthermore, Paragraph 96 of Plaintiff's 
Amended Complaint alleges in part: 
Defendants violated the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act by 
intimidating, harassing, discriminating against and wrongfully terminating 
Mark because he engaged in activities protected under the Act. 
*** 
Defendants' wrongful conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
B. July 2003: Pam Humphrey retaliated against Mark in part for his 
protected activity of addressing the incident involving Don Humphrey and for 
exhibiting symptoms similar and/or related to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD). 
Amended Complaint, 1196. 
While it is true that the survey which is the subject of the Court's discovery order did 
not specifically relate to Mr. Van, he was certainly an employee of Defendant in 2000 and 
was asked to give his feelings regarding Pam and Don Humphreys to Pam Niece, Vice 
President of Human Resources. Van Affidavit, 113. In doing so, Mr. Van addressed an 
incident in 1993 in which Don Humphrey failed to leave the continuous ignition on in the 
helicopter he was operating which resulted in a crash and substantial damage to the 
helicopter. Mr. Van reported what he understood the cause of the accident to be, a 
violation of federal aviation regulation, to Pam Humphrey. To Mr. Van's knowledge, the 
cause was never reported by Ms. Holmes to management and no disciplinary action was 
ever taken. Shortly thereafter, Pam Holmes resigned her position and took another 
position with PMC. /d. 
Mr. Van also stated in his 2000 letter to Pam Niece: 
It has been a bad situation for most of us on the flight team because of the 
nepotistic relationship of Pam and Don. There has been major cover ups 
and character assassinations to accomplish the ends they strive for. It 
continues today. 
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The pilots had a meeting to pick a Director of Operations. They had seen 
Pam and Don double team Vince [Daegatano] and none of them wanted to 
have Don and Pam undermining them if they became the Director of 
Operations. I was adamantly apposed [sic] to Don taking the position. 
Van Affidavit, Exhibit 1. 
During his employment with Defendant, Mr. Van observed Pam Holmes retaliate 
against individuals whom she wanted to see removed from their employment, including but 
not limited to, Donna Favors, Don Humphrey, and Vince Daegatano. Van Affidavit, ~4. In 
June, 2003, Mr. Van wrote to Cindy Richardson, VP of Patient Care Services, regarding the 
development of a post accident fact disclosure policy. In that correspondence, Mr. Van 
addressed the 1993 incident involving Don and Pam Humphrey. He indicated that he 
thought that Pam had an axe to grind and that he wanted to be protected. Van Affidavit, ~5. 
Exhibit 2. 
Pam Holmes wrote to Cindy Richardson in response to Mr. Van's letter and stated, 
"If I didn't before, I guess I truly do now, have an 'axe' to grind." Van Affidavit, Exhibit 3. 
Pam Holmes admitted under oath in the OSHA Trial in April, 2010 that she did have an axe 
to grind against Mark Van. Fourth Request for Judicial Notice, p. 2183. 
In the OSHA hearing, Gordon Roberts, Life Flight Program Director during the year 
2000, indicated that it was his understanding that every person Audrey Fletcher interviewed 
wanted Don and Pam Humphreys out of the program, with the exception of one person. 
Fourth Request for Judicial Notice, pp. 1206- 1207. In the Life Flight Survey Summary 
which was provided to the Court by Defendanfs counsel, the last paragraph reads: "It 
should be acknowledged that despite Ms. Humphries [sic] efforts to improve, the teams [sic] 
perception of her behavior may never change." 
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Under Rule 405(b} of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, in cases in which character or a 
trait of character of a person is an essential element of a claim, proof may be made of 
specific instances of the person's conduct. Under Rule 406, evidence of a habit of a 
person is relevant to prove that the conduct of the person was in conformity with the 
person's habit or routine practice. Evidence indicates that Pam Holmes has had a 
reputation and habit for retaliation and/or not getting along with fellow employees. For 
discovery purposes, Mr. Van should be entitled to review Audrey Fletcher's notes regarding 
what other employees thought of Pam Humphrey because such information can lead to 
admissible evidence regarding the reputation and habits of Pam Humphrey for retaliation, 
and whether the retaliation Mr. Van is claiming is consistent with past Pam's past 
retaliation. 
Obviously, it will be difficult for Plaintiff to obtain candid testimony from Portneuf 
employees who are still working with Pam Holmes regarding their feelings toward Pam. 
They do not want to be the subjects of retaliation themselves. The notes, however, should 
provide candid expressions from the employees and allow Mr. Van to gain insight on how 
to obtain relevant evidence regarding Pam's reputation, character and habits. Such 
evidence is indeed relevant to show that Defendanfs proffered reasons for Mr. Van's 
termination are pretext. 
In denying the discovery of Audrey Fletcher's notes, the Court stated, [t]his survey 
further does not relate to the Plaintiff himself and was conducted years before the Plaintiffs 
employment was terminated." Plaintiff respectively asserts that the Court has mistakenly 
focused on temporal proximity rather than causation in its analysis, as addressed in 
Kachmar v. SunGard Data Systems, Inc. 109 F.3d 173, 178 (3rd Cir. 1997} 
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It is important to emphasize that it is causation, not temporal proximity itself, 
that is an element of plaintiff's prima facie case, and temporal proximity 
merely provides an evidentiary basis from which an inference can be drawn. 
The element of causation, which necessarily involves an inquiry into the 
motives of an employer, is highly context-specific. When there may be valid 
reasons why the adverse employment action was not taken immediately, the 
absence of immediacy between the cause and effect does not disprove 
causation. 
*** 
By summarily concluding that there was too great a gap between Kachmar's 
protected acts and her termination, the district court failed to give Kachmar 
the opportunity to delve further into the facts by discovery. 
Plaintiff asserts that by concluding that the survey was conducted years before the 
Plaintiff's employment was terminated, the Court has failed to give Plaintiff the opportunity 
to delve further into facts by discovery, i.e. specific statements made by employees 
regarding Pam Holmes which have a bearing on her habits as a supervisor. As stated in 
Andrews v. City of Philadelphia, 895 F .2d 1469, 1484 (3d Cir.1990), "[a] play cannot be 
understood on the basis of some of its scenes but only on its entire performance, and 
similarly, a discrimination analysis must concentrate not on individual incidents, but on the 
overall scenario.". 
Plaintiff asserts that Pam Humphreys' discrimination and retaliatory conduct against 
him stems back to 1993, and that without the incidents which occurred in 2000 regarding 
Pam Humphrey, the jury will only see a few scenes of the play, not the overall scenario. 
Discovery into Pam Humphrey's conduct in 2000 will give a better overall picture of the 
scenario under which Mr. Van worked and was eventually terminated. 
For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court grant his 
Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order Re: Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and order the 
production of Audrey Fletcher's notes pursuant to Request for Production No. 12. 
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DATED this 22nd day of December, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 22nd day of December, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
COMPEL by causing a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
:;£._U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
..):... Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar-:fNo;..,a787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE .:v '~' ~ .-" ::'2 , ,.,. · 1 : ;- 1 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 \ ·-· ' 
P.O. Box 6159 -- &i · 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 · · ~ ·: · 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK VAN IN 
SUPPORT OF HIS MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
Mark Van, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am the Plaintiff in this action and make this affidavit of my own personal 
knowledge. 
2. I believe that Pam (Humphrey) Holmes' retaliation against me was a factor in 
my termination and the reasons that have been offered by Defendant for terminating me is 
an attempt to cover up the Defendant's retaliatory conduct against me. 
3. I was an employee of Defendant (who was Bannock Regional Medical Center 
at the time) in 2000 and was asked to give my feelings regarding Pam and Don Humphreys 
to Pam Niece, Vice President of Human Resources. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 1 
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is a true and correct copy of the letter that I wrote to Pam Niece in 2000 in response to her 
request. I addressed an incident in 1993 in which Don Humphrey failed to leave the 
continuous ignition on in the helicopter he was operating which resulted in a crash and 
substantial damage to the helicopter. I reported what I understood the cause of the 
accident to be, a violation of federal aviation regulation, to Pam Humphrey but to my 
knowledge, the cause was never reported by Ms. Holmes to management and no 
disciplinary action was ever taken. Shortly thereafter, Pam Holmes resigned her position 
as Program Director and took another position with PMC. 
4. During my employment at Portneuf Medical Center, I observed Pam Holmes 
retaliate against individuals whom she wanted to see removed from their employment, 
including but not limited to, Donna Favors, Don Humphrey, and Vince Daegatano. 
5. In June, 2003, I wrote to Cindy Richardson, VP of Patient Care Services, 
regarding the development of a post accident fact disclosure policy. In that 
correspondence, I addressed the 1993 incident involving Don and Pam Humphrey. 
indicated that I thought that Pam had an axe to grind and that I wanted to be protected. I 
didn't want to be blamed by Pam for matters that I was not responsible for. Attached as 
Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the correspondence that I sent to Cindy Richardson. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter written by Pam 
Holmes to Cindy Richardson in which she apparently addresses my letter to Cindy 
Richardson. This letter has been produced by Defendant in discovery. In the letter, Pam 
states, "If I didn't before, I guess I truly do now, have an 'axe' to grind." 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 
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DATED this 22"d day of December, 201 0. 
r7i!4 
MARK VAN 
On this 22"d day of December, 2010, before me, personally appeared Mark Van, 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within and 
foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day an~~ear•i~N,IDis certificate first abozve written .. 
,,,, It;/. ~'_,,fl. f\. Al.t..t'o. ~ ::2 ~ .~ ••••••••• *TA 'l: ~ 0 •. ··• •···• ''o~ ~ \ au J ~ A.;. ••• TAo •• ~ . 
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~ i } § NOTARY PUBLIC 
~ \ P u a\..' c ./ f Residing at Pocatello _ % ~P~·· ............... ··~.:t:-0 .:§ My Commission Expires: '2 11 \ "'ZDI <:> 
·~~"' ~'£: Of \0 ,,~ 
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''"1'ii"\'''\ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1d:_ day of December, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MARK VAN IN SUPPORT OF HIS MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
COMPEL by causing a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARREn, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
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i have been tne uuectt : lVtrumenance m LHe r uguL 101 DC1Ultl r"..l;;!!)lvuai 
Medical Center since ring of 1985. I have had much with Don 
Humphrey was appalled that Don Humpphrey accuse 
everyone else for his current team member relationship situation, and take no 
blame himself. Don Humphrey has trouble admitting he is wrong, The bigger the 
mistake the fiercer the denial, I fmd this to be his normal modus oprendi, 
Mr. Humphries has told me a number of lies over the years. One was very 
serious and was told to the whole flight crew after Mr. Humphrey crashed into 
Carter Street. Several hours after the crash the Flight Crew was assembled in 
the basement auditorium. The frrst question was asked by former employee Rick 
Jones. Question: was the auto reignition supposed to be on. Answer, Don 
Humphrey :No, Only if it is snowing. 
A couple of months latter in a confrontation with Don And Pam, Don told us he Knew 
the continuous ignition should have been on before the meeting, that he read the flight 
manual right after the crash. 
I have documentation to prove that Don should have had the continuous ignition on that 
morning that he crashed into Carter street. A copy was given to Pam Humphries and I 
believe no one else higher up ever saw it. No disciplinary action was ever taken. It cost 
one hundred and ftfty thousand dollars to repair the aircraft. And a lot of bad public 
relations. Most of the time through this period I thought I was going to get ftred. 
It has been a bad situation for most of us on the flight team because of the nepotistic 
relationship of Pam and Don. There has been major cover ups and character 
assassinations to accomplish the ends they strive for. It continues today. 
The pilots had a meeting to pick a Director of Operations. They had seen Pam and Don 
double team Vince and none of them wanted to have Don and Pam undermining them if 
they became the Director of Operations. I was adamantly apposed to Don taking the 
position. 
I think its time for someone to research the outprocessing files of the people who worked 
with Don and Pam. I know that Rick Jones, Clint and Megan Adkinson had some strong 
opinions of the level of chicanery produced by these two characters. 
I hope something can be done with this long standing situation to make a better working 
environment for all. I would be glad to discuss this in further detail if requested 
Sincerely 
Mark Van 
Director of Maintenance 
Life Flight 
Bannock Regional Medical Center 
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Cindy Richardson 
VP, Patient Care Services 
I think we need a policy for the release of post accident information to the appropriate 
flight related parties. The current lack of a policy and secretive nature of certain 
individuals is a disaster waiting to happen again. The crew needs to know what happened 
if you expect them to fly. The only reason some of them got back out flying was due to a 
man of honor, Tim Brullote who told us all the truth. 
I have thought long and hard and can't come up with a compelling argument as to why 
the crew, maintenance department and Administration should not be told what happened 
during an accident. Why should we have to wait until the FAA releases the information. 
The information might not be final, but it can give us a good idea as to what took place 
and we will feel better about flying than if we are kept in the dark. 
In our last meeting you asked me what else I wanted since you couldn't give me what I 
wanted. I want to be treated fairly. I want to be given the benefit of the doubt if concerns 
are raised about me, with a chance to clear my name if damaging unsubstantiated things 
are said about me. I want to chair a panel of three, to add to the post crash Operations 
manual accident policy. Adding the dissemination of information to maintenance 
personnel, crewmembers and the Administration, and investigate possible reprimands for 
personnel or others who refuse to disclose information. 
The panel to include only the Director of Operations, Chief Flight Nurse and the Director 
of Maintenance. With a two thirds majority vote to approve each part of the policy, with 
final approval by the Division Manager. 
Below is the information ( crewmember statement) that I am requesting to be shared in a 
post accident situation with the concerned parties listed above. It is from the National 
Transportation Safety Board Regulations that Portneuf must follow. 
49 CFR §830.15 Reports and statements to be filed. (Post crash) 
(a) Reports. The operator of a civil, public (as specified in §830.5), or foreign aircraft 
shall file a report on Board Form 6120. 1/2 (OMB No. 3147-0001) 2 within 10 days after 
an accident, or after 7 days if an overdue aircraft is still missing. A report on an incident 
for which immediate notification is required by §830.5( a) shall be filed only as requested 
by an authorized representative of the Board. 
(b) Crewmember statement. Each erewmember, if physieally able at the time the 
report is submitted, shaH attach a statement setting forth the facts, conditions, and 
circumstances relating to the accident or incident as they appear to him. If the 
erewmember is incapacitated, he shaH submit the statement as soon as he is 
physically able. 
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I have compiled information from my experiences at Bannock Regional Medical Center 
to try and convince you of the need to have a policy how and when information will be 
disseminated. 
Several months back I took my problems to Pat Hermansen through his open door policy. 
The problem that spurred me on was that Pam Humphrey told me that Gary Alzola was 
going to be filling out my performance review. I didn't feel that was right since I had 
brought a grievance against Gary for refusing to release information that I believe caused 
me to be scapegoated in the publics perception. Also I thought it best that Life Flight be 
represented by both Maintenance and the Pilots perspective as checks and balances 
against each other for safety, reduced down time and reduced operating costs. 
Pat agreed with me that Maintenance should not be under the pilots. After that was taken 
care of I reinitiated the grievance against Gary. I felt that Diane Kirse had not handled it 
properly and made little sense with her actions of making Gary my supervisor and then 
resigning her position. During the grievance process I stayed focused on Gary Alzola 
wanting at times to go off on other tangents. Now I find the need to tell the rest of the 
story. 
I told Pat this story in a condensed version not wanting to make Pam Humphrey look bad 
but needing the story to convince Pat that it is a bad idea to have maintenance under the 
pilots control. I need to go back to 1992 when Pam Humphrey was the manager ofiCU, 
ER and Life flight. In January of that year Don Humphrey (Pams husband) lifted off 
from Bannock on a mission. He started to lift off and the # 1 engine flamed out and shut 
down. The aircraft crash landed into Carter street causing 150,000.00 dollars damage and 
plenty of bad public relations. 
We had a Life flight meeting several hours latter. Rick Jones one of the two 
crewmembers on the flight asked the first question directed at Don. He asked was the 
continues ignition supposed to be on. Don replied: no~ it only needs to be on if it is 
snowing. 
Several months passed by and I was looking in the Flight manual and read what the 
continuous ignition operating requirements were. The continuous ignition was supposed 
to be on the day Don crashed into Carter street because there was an accumulation of 
snow on top of the aircraft and there was snow inside of the cowlings (engine intake area) 
that was required to be removed before fight Both requirements had not been 
accomplished. 
The continuous ignition was installed on our BO 105 helicopter as a Airworthiness 
Directive required by the FAA to operate in snow and post snow events around 1987. 
Normally after a turbine engine starts the ignition is then shut off and a continual fire is 
fed in the combustion chamber. They had several engines shut down due to snow 
ingestion and so the fiX was the continuous ignition installation where the ignition fires 
all of the time. 
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I showed Pam what it said in the Flight manual and she had a fit and called Don into her 
office. She asked him when he knew about the continuous ignition requirement. He stated 
that he read it right after the accident. Pam proceeded to have a cow. 
After I found out the truth that the continuous ignition was supposed to be on, I wrote a 
report dispelling all of the pilots theories pertaining to why the engine flamed out and 
they had a number of them, I gave it to Pam and The Director of Operations. The pilots 
were aware that the ignition was supposed to be on, but none of them informed me , Pam 
or the crew of that fact. By the way none of the pilots we had then still work here. 
After I found out the truth the crewmembers would occasionally ask me if they ever 
determined why the engine flamed out, I told them what I knew. The crew was never 
told why the engine flamed out by Pam or the pilots. One day one of the crewmembers 
Clint Adkins (his wife Megan was onboard during the accident as one of the two 
crewmembers on board) if I had heard what caused the engine to quit running. I told him 
that Don should have had the continuous ignition on in accordance with the flight 
manual. The engines ingested snow and ice and the # 1 engine flamed out. 
Clint Adkins was furious! Clint and Megan were leaving to go back East so Clint could 
start medical school. During their out processing interview they told the story ofPam, 
Don and the cover up of the accident. Pam resigned from her position over ICU, ER and 
Life flight shortly thereafter. None of the upper management except Tom Skaggs is still 
here from that time period. I would bet you could find out who was Pam's supervisor at 
that time and confirm my insights as to the reason Pam resigned her position. 
I believe that Pam's supervisor at the time did not know the reason the aircraft crashed 
into Carter street until Clint and Meagan Atkins had their out processing interview. 
From that point on Pam has been very cold and callous towards me. I do not feel I have 
done anything wrong or unethical to merit this treatment. I went out of my way to 
accommodate her every need in her diminished role as Chief flight nurse. Before this 
incident we had a social relationship and after here resignation that ended. 
I wrote a letter to the crewmembers the day after the accident 2001 telling the story of my 
night of the crash. I gave that story to Pam to share with the crewmembers. She told the 
crewmembers not to talk to me about the accident and did not release my letter to them. I 
tbund out almost a year latter in a conversation with one of the crewmembers. He was 
upset that Pam had told them not to talk with me and not sharing the letter about what 
happened that night I emailed the story out to all the crewmembers the day after I found 
out. 
When I questioned Pam for the reason she didn't release the information she said she 
couldn't remember. The next day she told me she was instructed by Gordon Roberts not 
to release it. Interesting that Gordon got in trouble by trying to make Pam release the 
statement to the press that the pilot (Tim Brulotte) noted no mechanical abnormalities 
before the crash and then requesting that the crew members be kept in the dark. 
On the point of Gordon telling Pam to release to the press the aforementioned statement, 
Gordon told me he got in trouble for having Pam release that statement. The press never 
reported that statement. The truth is that Gordon got in trouble because Pam turned him 
in and never released the information. Otherwise if the press didn't report it, who would 
have known besides Pam that the information was released. 
Gordon told Pam the reason why he wanted the statement that the pilot noted no 
mechanical abnormalities before the crash statement released. It was due to the public 
hostilities I was facing. Gordon and Tim Brulotte didn't feel it was right that I should 
take the blame for a accident I didn't cause. 
In our meeting about Gary, Pam stated that we will never release any information about 
a crash. After the crash many of the crewmembers were shaken to the point that they 
stated they were not going to fly again. If Tun Brullote had not told them what had 
happened when crewmembers visited him at the hospital there would have been a number 
of crewmembers quitting the team. And the rest would have been fearful to fly. Is this 
the Life Flight we want? 
There is a faction (at least one) of the pilots that believes that Tim should not have told 
anyone including the FAA what happened. That would have been very devastating to our 
program. It would be years before a accident like that would be finalized by the FAA and 
striking fear into the crewmembers kept in the dark. 
Gary Alzola stated in a meeting with Diane Kirse ( it can be confirmed by Audrey 
Fletcher) that only the FAA should be told the details of the crash and maybe the Director 
of Operations from the pilot perspective and all others need not know. I find that position 
troubling from a crew confidence position. Also the public should not be afraid to fly on 
Life Flight because of the appearance of Maintenance malfeasance due to the way a story 
breaks, if maintenance was not the cause. 
If you ask the crew members or the public if they want to fly in a helicopter that has 
crashed from unexplained Phenomenon, they will resoundingly tell you no. This is 
horrible policy to keep the reasons of incident or accident a secret of the few. If there is 
another crash don't you want to know what happened? Even after the NTSB report was 
issued there was a movement to keep the NTSB report secret 
I am of the school of thought that if something goes wrong, get it out on the table and 
find a solution so the mistake will not happen again. What good will come from keeping 
pilot mistakes a secret If anyone in my department makes a mistake I will never cover 
for them. We all have reputations and licenses to protect, just like the pilots. I find it 
unethical to shift the blame to others through circumstance. I have always taken the 
blame upfront for my mistakes. I don't understand why the pilots need a different set of 
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standards. Do Portneuf employees all have the right to cover up their mistakes without 
fear of reprisals? 
When I first initiated my grievance against Gary to Pam while we were discussing it, she 
told me she had infonnation that my actions had caused the crash of2001. She would not 
elaborate the details. I stayed on course and only discussed Gary. It has bothered me 
since then that she would say or think she has some information that I caused the crash. I 
would like the opportunity to clear my name if Pam or others have told anyone that the 
crash was my fault. I wasn't so much as scolded by the FAA and I was investigated by 
the FAA and the NTSB. In fact the FAA inspector congratulated me on my conduct. 
I thought that Marylyn Sperin was behind Diane Kirse and Pam Making Gary my 
supervisor after I had brought a grievance against him, since she was the only Division 
manager left involved at that time of the merger. But I have come to believe it was Pam 
counseling Diane that caused the initial situation. Diane would parrot Pam by saying we 
will never release information and she stated that I hate pilots (Diane didn't even know 
me). The only other person that has said that was Pam. 
I found it troubling that from the beginning of Pam • s discussion about Gary she said she 
wasn't going to do anything to him. She would not even consider it And when I asked 
her in our meeting how she made that decision she told me she didn't have to. I find that 
to be suspicious behavior. Did Gary and Pam conspire to cover up the accident. Gordon 
told me there was a conspiracy to cover up. 
I had long ago forgotten that Pam bore a grudge with me because she lost her job due to 
me releasing information she was helping to suppress. I got used to her short treatment of 
me. Her cold treatment of me became normal by years of exposure to it. I believe that 
Pam Humphrey has a axe to grind and I would like to be protected] 
I look forward to the possibility of changing the current policy to ensure timely release of 
information to the appropriate parties. 
Best regards 
Mark C Van 
Director of Maintenance 
Life Flight 
PortneufMedical Center 
651 Memorial drive 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
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July 17*, 2003 
To: Cindy Ricbardson 
From: Pam Humphrey 
I would lib to thank you for shariDg with me the letter wriUon by Mart Van. I have given this 
much thou8ht 8Dd felt it was best ifl put this in wriling to you and Pam N'Jeee. 
W'.ben I left fOllJ' offke I tbink that I was proiJably down playing my CODC:IIn about the contents 
of Mark's letter. The lll«e I tbDught about it, lhe more ooacemed I became. I know as wo 
discussed. that I do not have to plead my case ill ibis situalion. 8lld that is not m:y inlellt by 
cioco!Jienling this to you. But I do have theso c::oacems: 
1. His letter has some filirly profouud statements edging on the side of exageratioa For 
insCaDce; descr:lbiui the "beJic:opter crash" 11111081J of 1993. At oo time was tis 
cot1Sicknd a "crash.". l1ds p a aeae lalw was CODtidered such a minor iDcident that 
it was never invesdpted by the NatioDaJ T18Dip0ltatioo Safety Boanl. The briefing 
report, wbicb is a poblfc clocmDear, Slltiecl tbat the eqiDe &u'led on taboft'wbich 
oecessitatecl a fiRed Jaodialon tbeJirellt. The Wicopta bit tbecmb aud 110 meclumjr,al 
reasoD :lbr powec loss was fbuad.. T.be pilot did OXICI:Iy what he should have demo and 
what he was tnJinecl to do. We were all'Wil'fludly that his quick action prevented a fatal 
event. Tbe reason for the eDJine li:lilure was aever ibond. CotrecCi9e aCtioD incl1lded. 
i1D"ell5ins ancl scepph.tg up pilot 1nlillin& CODmiUI.Ibtion, aad satety aad wu put in place 
by tho Director of()peaatiua-... ead ftiiRilt.. 
2. Diafnguppast evems. aad,.artinswllat J.ppenei or cMA:GJ• ofiadifiduaJs wt.n he 
was not present I find 1JI!l)icious.. Vllaele is lle goiDa widt. aU of tis 8DCl :lbr wllat reason? 
Ifhe wants to dig up theput.lle should have mentioaed the time let a rag in fhe eosine 
compartmeat and we Ellpel'ieaced an fllliae fitibomquiring an emcraene.v landiDg at the 
Pocatello airport. This qpe ofincideJlt, lfho were cmployecl witb 8111 otller proaram, 
would .lave hem a nuonl:ir im•edialetllllliMtioo. Since he wa DOt employed by the 
hospital at tbo time, die WllllCb.- chose 10 do IIOibiaJ:. 
3. Of top c:oacem to mo is the slafemeut Marklll8de slldiog11Jat I told him I have 
iofonuatioit which sbows he was 1espoasi~J~e"for the crasl& ia Novaber·200l. I have 
never ncr would I have any reason to mate this t;ypoof ....cion. 'I1Iia COIIIID8at is 
slanderous. I know that tome of the indhi&Jaii•DO loapr employed at Portae~.~( but I 
thiDt that Marlyn Spicm as wellasJJ11t111 Ollaa- t11a1 ma..._. Clll YCJUCiaefor BrJ 
radonal, claim approach in which I ._...tis 'Wil'f dif6c:ult sM••ion I felt tbat I 
offered nothing less tiJan 1WI, uncliYided suppOJt to tbeCidle temL lldlended 
debriefiDas, contacted telllll ..... indi:9iduaUy ....... questioDs aU houn of the 
day and Digbt. speat time with Tim aud lais fimlily, 8DCl had daily COIIfBct with Marilyn 
and Audrey. I was tbtn fer CWUJODe inclading.Malt. Not onco dicl J over .mcalion he or 
anyone~ was the cause oftbecraa 
4. 'I'bc release of IIJJT intbrmatioa in which I was audaized to rolcasc ODly came &om the 
directioo of my supervisor, Gordon Roberts, or Mari1yD. Malt pnMded several of us 
with a document Sl1IIJIIIIIIi.z tbo filels oftlunnsh. I can DOt remembcl- oxaody how aD 
of this was dissemioated, but I do know dlat I iafolmed team members tbat they were 
welcome to read it and Gordon asked me~ DOt send it out in e-mail to 40 other 
......... -··~· .. --·-····- I 
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individuaJs. Mark did not speciftadly request 1hat it be scmt out and I as well as other 
team members were directed by Gordon not to bother Mart. 
5. 11ruly uudentand Marl(s desire to have iotbrmatioo released to the public proving that 
there was no mechaoicat failure. R.eprdless. the Code ofFederall.egulations, rrtJe 49; 
outlines that information ean only be released with tho Safety Board's approval. I think 
that it was best to remain couservadve with this conside.ring the poteDtial legal action in 
which tho medical ceder was filced with peodinathe ~ oftbe ilwcstigafim. 
6. The release of the NTSB was giveR to the Pft!1S on two diffeteat occasions. I flave 
auacbed both oftbose news articles tbr nfercmee. The NTSB.Pnlbably Cause Approval 
Date was nported on the internet site 6103AJ2. An article came oot in the Idaho State 
Joumal on 7117KYJ. and 1hen again on 8121102.. I believe 1his :was reported fairly and 
widUa the appropriate time :fiame of1he release by the NTSB. 
The ealire couteat of Mark"s ~etta- is 4XliiiNI"Airw Tbe last Jetter which I received Wll8 an attack 
on Gary AJzo1a. Mart WIDlGd him. remcwed ftom .. position. After sewnl meelinp. you.. Pam 
and myself met with Marie aud discussed his c:oncems. During file JDOilling on 216103 we allowed 
Mark to express his C011C411'11S. we acknowledged tbose 'COJlCelas, and alteallptje.t to car.ne to a 
sads&ctory 1'8IOiudoD. We also IDfblJDed Mark that this was clased for filrdler discussion and we 
needed tbr him to JllO\I'8 forward. 1especting Clfllers positions aad eJISUiing a positive wodciog 
· relalionsbip with othcn. Now Mad: is atlartins olhers. I iD. particular, llld making demands to 
the poiDl af didatiDg policy changes on release ofinformatioll and low post accident procedules 
8Je handled. 
I do DOt disaaroe on bow you bavo cleGided to bandle Mart .and JBs request tbr policy change. But 
I do have a concem about these oontiDned attacb on 11181181"1, adminislratiofi and others in one 
way of anolher. Is tllis beha"rior a sip. that Mldt is aperiencing post lraumatic stress discJn:ler'1 I 
belicm:tllat llis belBvior Is eoncaaiDs ~that 1-.-w. his ability to couduot safe 
and souad JMCiwioal prococlurcs on oar aircad:. R1111earch t.a -......alecl diat IS% of aU . · 
aecidenls are teJaced to lluaan fiM::mrs. Call we atJhnl to haw Iris t;ype ofiadMdual wodciDg on 
our aircraft when .he is disturbed by aU of these eveals and CID't let ao. Ifi dida7t bafont.l guess 
I truly do now, llaw an "UJII' to sri1KJ. I am reqoestiDg 1bat adion be taken to assure that these 
atlaclcs, which are disruptive and malicious cease. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CONTINUE TRIAL AND MOTION TO 
EXPEDITE 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby requests an order continuing the jury trial scheduled to begin January 
18, 2011 and continue through February 4, 2011. This Motion is supported by the Affidavit 
of Nick L. Nielson filed herewith. 
Plaintiff is seeking a continuance of the trial date in this matter because substantial 
discovery and pre-trial issues have yet to be resolved and the impending decision on 
Mark's Department of Labor Complaint may have a definite bearing on whether a state 
court trial will even be necessary. Specifically, Plaintiff has outlined the discovery and pre-
trial issues which remain and the reasons why the state court case should be postponed 
pending the Department of Labor decision as follows: 
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1. Defendant has filed Motions in Limine and has scheduled the hearing on the 
Motion for 2:30 p.m. January 3, 2011. Counsel for Plaintiff will be out of the country on a 
family matter the entire week of January 3, 2011, and will therefore not be available on 
January 3, 2011 to argue Defendant's Motions in Limine. See Affidavit of Nick L. Nielson 
("Nielson Affidavit"), ~3. 
2. Plaintiff has filed an Amended Motion in Limine and a Motion to Exclude 
Expert Witnesses Collins and Holt, and due to counsel's unavailability during the week of 
January 3, 2011 , has scheduled the hearing for these motions on January 13, 2011, at 
10:00 a.m. Nielson Affidavit, 1[4. 
3. Plaintiff has also filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Order Re: 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and has scheduled the hearing for this motion on January 13, 
2011, as well. Nielson Affidavit, ~5. 
4. In the Court's Minute Entry and Order of November 8, 2010, the Court stated 
that "the deadline for completion of discovery has been extended until January 4, 2011 ". 
On December 3, 2010, Plaintiff served Defendant with Plaintiff's Request for Production of 
Tangible Things and Documents and Requests for Admission to Defendant Portneuf 
Medical Center. The discovery seeks, among other things, the inspection of computers 
used by potential witnesses in this case to ascertain the existence of documentation 
pertaining to Mark Van's employment. Nielson Affidavit, ~6. Plaintiff's discovery was 
served in sufficient time for Defendant to answer the discovery prior to the discovery cutoff. 
However, Defendant has refused to address the discovery based on language in the 
Court's initial Scheduling Order. Plaintiff therefore anticipates filing a Motion with the Court 
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after the Christmas holidays requesting an Order compelling the Defendant to respond to 
the discovery propounded on December 3, 2010. Nielson Affidavit, 1(6. 
5. The Court's Minute Entry & Order of December 2, 2010, required Defendant 
to "exchange information in the form of a letter or Affidavit pertaining to when the Plaintiffs 
archived electronic mail and hard drive were stored, how they were stored, who stored the 
computer information and the medium on which it was stored." Furthermore, the Minute 
Entry and Order required the production of "any written policy or procedure between the 
years of 2004 and 2006 that exists in regard to preservation of computer files of employees 
who are terminated from or leave employment with Portneuf Medical Center." Pursuant to 
the Court's email of December 8, "documents pertaining to the Court's November Order 
[were to] be provided to Mr. Nielson by noon on Friday, December 10, 2010". On 
December 10, Defendant's counsel did provide some information, indicating that Brad 
Rogers had indeed made discs of Mr. Van's computer hard drive. Wrth the letter came a 
draft copy of the Affidavit of Brad Rogers, the IT System Administrator for Defendant. As of 
this date, Plaintiff has still not received a signed, swom copy of Mr. Rogers' Affidavit from 
Defendant's counsel. Nielson Affidavit 1f7. 
The draft of Mr. Rogers Affidavit indicates that there were no manuals or policies that 
required or mandated the archiving of terminated employee's emails and personal drives 
and that it was a process that Mr. Rogers developed. Plaintiff asserts that it is necessary 
for Plaintiff to take Mr. Rogers' deposition in order to understand the processes he 
developed and how those processes effect the archiving/deletion of information pertaining 
to Mr. Van. Plaintiff should be entitled to take Mr. Rogers' affidavit after he has verified that 
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the contents of the affidavit are true and are based on his own personal knowledge. 
Nielson Affidavit, 1f7. 
6. In the Court's Minute Entry and Order of December 3, 2010, the Court 
requested additional information from counsel for further consideration regarding "litigation 
hold" discovery. As of this date, Plaintiff has yet to receive the Court's Order on this issue. 
Nielson Affidavit, ~8. 
7. Counsel for the parties have spoken today with the Administrative Law Judge 
presiding over Mr. Van's Department of labor case. A decision has not yet been rendered 
by the Judge. From the conversation, it became readily apparent that the Judge desired 
to assist in providing a general overview as to his opinions regarding liability and potential 
damages to assist the parties in making decisions regarding further pursuit of the state 
court case and/or settlement. A telephone conference between the parties, their counsel, 
and the Judge, has been tentatively scheduled for 11:00 a.m. Mountain Standard time 
December 30, pending the Defendant's approval. As of this point in time, Defendant's 
counsel has not confirmed the teleconference. Nielson Affidavit, ~9. If and when the 
parties and counsel receives ALJ's general summations of liability and damages, it is 
anticipated that time will be needed to review such opinions, determine respective case 
strategies, and/or determine whether settlement will be feasible. 
8. To conserve judicial resources and minimize the possibility of inconsistent 
decisions, the state court case should be postponed pending a decision in the Department 
of Labor case. Nielson Affidavit, ~1 0. Granted, some evidence entered in the Department 
of Labor case may not be admissible in the state court case, and Plaintiffs burden of 
proving his state court claim is somewhat different than his burden in the Department of 
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Labor case. However, hours and hours of testimony have been given in the Department of 
Labor hearing that need not be duplicated in the state court case. Furthermore, it is likely 
that the ALJ in the Department of Labor proceeding will make findings of fact which could 
possibly be adopted in the state court case, pending review by the Court and counsel. 
Substantial amounts of time could be saved if jury trial could be postponed pending the 
Department of Labor decision. Nielson Affidavit, 1(10. 
Finally, Plaintiff would definitely prefer the option of assessing settlement possibilities 
after the decision in the Department of Labor proceeding is rendered, possibly foregoing 
the state court trial. For these reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the trial dates in 
this matter be vacated. Nielson Affidavit, 1(11. 
The Court's initial Scheduling Order provides that, "[a]ny party requesting or 
stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement concerning the 
reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or stipulation has been 
discussed with the parties represented. Plaintiffs counsel has certified that he inquired of 
Defendant's counsel as to Defendant's willingness to vacate the trial setting and Defendant 
has responded that it is not interested in postponing the trial. See Nielson Affidavit 1(12. 
THEREFORE, Plaintiff requests that the Court Jury Trial currently scheduled to 
begin January 18, 2011, be continued. 
MOTION TO EXPEDITE 
Counsel for Plaintiff has scheduled his Motions for hearing on January 13, 2011 at 
1 0:00 a.m., due to Counsel being out of the country from January 3 through January 7. 
Counsel only received word today that the decision from the ALJ may not be finalized prior 
to January 18, 2011. Plaintiff asserts that the issue of whether or not the court will grant a 
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request for continuance should be addressed before the end of the year, given the 
closeness of trial in this matter, and in the interests of judicial economy. Therefore, Plaintiff 
hereby requests that a hearing be scheduled on his Motion to Continue for the week of 
December 27, 2010. Counsel for Plaintiff is available during that week to have a hearing in 
this matter. 
DATED this 23rd day of December, 2010. 
CERTIFICAT 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 23rd day of December, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL by causing a copy to 
be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL 
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.1!:_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
_ Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 . :. -~ ,_, .- ' T 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE , ": , -~ -, -:-· 1 P, ·. ;,- t,,: , . r ~ 120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 ' ' - " '· ·.1 · · ~_ ' 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L NIELSON IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO CONTINUE TRIAL 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
Nick L. Nielson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am the attorney for the Plaintiff in this action and make this affidavit of my 
own personal knowledge. 
2. The trial of the above captioned matter is presently set to begin January 18, 
2011 and continue through February 4, 2011. 
3. Defendant has filed Motions in Limine and has scheduled the hearing on the 
Motion for 2:30p.m. January 3, 2010. I will be leaving the morning of January 3, 2011 and 
traveling to Calgary, Alberta, Canada for a family matter and will be in Canada the 
remainder of the week. I plan to arrive back in Pocatello in the late evening, Saturday, 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK l. NIELSON PAGE1 
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January 8, 2010. I will therefore not be available on January 3, 2011 to argue Defendant's 
Motions in Limine. 
4. Plaintiff has filed an Amended Motion in Limine and a Motion to Exclude 
Expert Witnesses Collins and Holt and, due to counsel's unavailability during the week of 
January 3, 2011, has scheduled the hearing for these motions on January 13, 2010. 
5. Plaintiff has filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Order Re: 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and has also scheduled the hearing for this motion on January 
13, 2010. 
6. On December 3, 2010, Plaintiff served Defendant with Plaintiff's Request for 
Production of Tangible Things and Documents and Requests for Admission to Defendant 
Portneuf Medical Center. The discovery seeks, among other things, the inspection of 
computers used by potential witnesses in this case regarding documentation pertaining to 
Mark Van's employment. Plaintiff's discovery was served in sufficient time for Defendant to 
answer the discovery prior to the discovery cutoff. However, Defendant has refused to 
address the discovery based on language in the Court's initial Scheduling Order. Plaintiff 
therefore anticipates filing a Motion with the Court after the Christmas holidays requesting 
an Order compelling the Defendant to respond to the discovery propounded on December 
3, 2010. 
7. On December 10, Defendant's counsel did provide some information, 
indicating that Brad Rogers had indeed made discs of Mr. Van's computer hard drive. With 
the letter came a draft copy of the Affidavit of Brad Rogers, the IT System Administrator for 
Defendant. As of this date, I have still not received a signed, sworn copy of Mr. Rogers' 
Affidavit from Defendant's counsel. This is consistent with the dilatory and evasive 
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discovery tactics used by Defendant for many years now. The draft of Rogers Affidavit 
indicates that there were no manuals or policies that required or mandated the archiving of 
terminated employee's emails and personal drives and that it was a process that Mr. 
Rogers developed. It is necessary to take Mr. Rogers' deposition in order to understand 
the processes he developed and how those processes effect the archiving of information 
pertaining to Mr. Van. I believe that Plaintiff should be entitled to take Mr. Rogers' affidavit 
after he has verified that the contents of the affidavit are true and they are based on his 
own personal knowledge. 
8. In the Court's Minute Entry and Order of December 3, 2010, the Court 
requested additional information from counsel for further consideration regarding "litigation 
hold" discovery. As of this date, we have yet to receive the Court's Order on this issue. 
9. Counsel for the parties spoke today with the Administrative Law Judge 
presiding over Mr. Van's Department of Labor case. A decision has not yet been rendered 
by the Judge. From the conversation, it became readily apparent that the Judge desired 
to assist in providing a general overview as to his opinions regarding liability and potential 
damages to assist the parties in making decisions regarding further pursuit of the state 
court case and/or settlement. A telephone conference between the parties, their counsel, 
and the Judge, has been tentatively scheduled for 11 :00 a.m. Mountain Standard time 
December 30, pending the Defendant's approval As of this point in time, Defendant's 
counsel has not informed me whether Defendant has approved of the teleconference. 
1 0. To conserve judicial resources and minimize the possibility of inconsistent 
decisions, the state court case should be postponed pending a decision in the Department 
of Labor case. Hours and hours of testimony have been given in the Department of Labor 
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hearing that need not be duplicated in the state court case. Furthermore, it is likely that the 
ALJ in the Department of Labor proceeding will make findings of fact which could possibly 
be adopted in the state court case, pending review by the Court and counsel. Substantial 
amounts of time could be saved if jury trial could be postponed pending the Department of 
Labor decision. 
11. Finally, Plaintiff would definitely prefer the option of assessing settlement 
possibilities after the decision in the Department of Labor proceeding is rendered, possibly 
foregoing the state court trial. For these reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the trial 
dates in this matter be vacated. 
12. The Court's initial Scheduling Order provides that, "[a]ny party requesting or 
stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written statement concerning the 
reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or stipulation has been 
discussed with the parties represented by counsel." I hereby certify that I sent a letter to 
Defendant's counsel on December 20, 2010, inquiring as to whether Defendant would 
stipulate to a continuance of the trial setting in this matter. On December 22, 2010, I 
received a letter from Defendant's counsel indicating that his clients were "not interested in 
stipulating to continue the January trial. A copy of Defendant's counsel's December 22 
letter is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 1. 
13. Plaintiff has scheduled his Motions for hearing on January 13, 2011 at 1 0:00 
a.m., due to the fact that I will be out of the country from January 3 through January 8. I 
only received word today that the decision from the ALJ may not be finalized prior to 
January 18, 2011. The issue of whether or not the court will grant a request for 
continuance should be addressed before the end of the year, given the closeness of trial in 
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this matter, and in the interests of judicial economy. Therefore, Plaintiff hereby requests 
that a hearing be scheduled on his Motion to Continue for the week of December 27, 201 0. 
I am available during that week to have a hearing in this matter. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 
DATED this _z2day of December, 2010. 
On this aday of December, 20 0, before me, personally appeared Nick L. 
Nielson, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of December, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON by causing a copy to be 
delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Patricia M. Olsson and Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETI, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
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NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff Mark Van 
! :; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, Case No. CV-2005-4053-0C 
Plaintiff, PLAINTIFF'S FIFTH REQUEST FOR 
JUDICIAL NOTICE 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW Complainant, Mark Van, by and through his counsel of record, Nick L. 
Nielson, and hereby files the following Fifth Request for Judicial Notice concurrently with 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendanfs Motions in Limine. This Request is 
made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 201. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following: 
1. OSHA TRIAL TRANSCRIPT, P. 1293, 1300-1301, 1324-1325 TESTIMONY 
OF MICHAEL STEVENS 
The above testimony is offered to the Court to address issues raised by Defendant in 
its Motions in Limine regarding the qualifications and testimony of Plaintiff's expert Michael 
Stevens. 
PLAINTIFF'S FIFTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE PAGE1 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court takes judicial notice of the attached 
documents as the evidence is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to 
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned" in accordance with I.R.E. 
201{b). 
DATED this 31st day of December, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31st day of December, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S FIFTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE by 
causing a copy to be delivered in the matter set forth below to: 
Paul D. McFarlane 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
PLAINTIFF'S FIFTH REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
In the Matter of: 
MARK VAN, 
Complainant, 
vs. 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Respondents. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 2007-AIR-00002 
) 
VOLUME VI 
Monday, 
April 12, 2010 
Courtroom 245 
U.S. District Court 
801 E. Sherman Street 
Pocatello, Idaho 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing, 
pursuant to notice, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. 
BEFORE: THE HONORABLE WILLIAM DORSEY 
Administrative Law Judge 
1293 
1 Mr. Van? 
2 A Yes. 
3 Q How do you know him? 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A I was asked to see him by yourself to evaluate and 
assess his response to -- well, his response to the accident 
back in 2001, the helicopter accident, and also his response 
to his work environment. 
Q Okay. Were you asked to do anything else? 
A Not particularly. I've done an ongoing assessment 
10 with him throughout the past six or eight months since 
11 September. I don't know if -- but those are the two things 
12 that I was asked to -- to do with him. 
13 Q The ongoing assessment that you're talking about, 
14 was that part of acting as an expert witness in this case? 
15 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
A 
That was my impression. That was my intent. 
Did you -- did you treat Mr. Van at any time? 
I offered a suggestion or two, but it was minimal. 
18 Mark didn't present himself as a patient. And nor did I 
19 really treat him as a patient. Most of our interactions were 
20 question and answer. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q And those interactions were to prepare for your 
expert witness testimony today. Is that correct? 
A That is correct. 
Q 
A 
Okay. Did you prepare any reports? 
I have. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1300 
"QUESTION: I guess what does it mean to you to 
evaluate the nature of the work environment at 
Portneuf Medical Center?" 
"ANSWER: As I look at this report now, I can 
see typo errors and my verbiage may not have been 
the best. I'll say that. But more of Mark's 
reaction to the work environment would probably 
have been the best to put in there." 
The next page, I say: 
"QUESTION: Reaction to the work environment?" 
"ANSWER: Yes." 
12 So basically, if we insert the word "reaction" on 
13 page -- excuse me, in your report, and the nature of Mark 
14 van's reaction to the work environment at Portneuf Medical 
15 Center, that would be more accurate. Correct? 
16 
17 
18 
19 
A You know, 
about his reaction. 
that was my intent was to -- to talk 
Um-hum. 
Q And you don't have any independent basis on which 
to -- to provide an expert opinion on Portneuf Medical 
20 Center's actual work environment. Do you? 
21 
22 
23 
A I was not there with Mark during those experiences 
which he had. All I have to go on is his report to me. 
Q Now most of the work that you've done has been with 
24 families and adults, adolescents, and most of the work that 
25 you had to do has to do with relational problems. Right? 
1301 
1 A Not all of it, no, because with individuals, we 
2 often -- I have often done --well, I've done a lot of work 
3 with post-traumatic stress disorder, treating people who have 
4 been through traumatic experiences such as abuse. You can 
5 almost not be in counseling without having some experience in 
6 that. 
7 Q Now in your deposition on page six, when I asked 
8 you what sort of counseling do you do, you said: 
9 "I do mental health out-patient counseling with 
10 adults and families and adolescents to include 
11 treatment of anxiety and depression, relational 
12 problems. " 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A Urn-hum. 
Q So isn't it true that a good portion of your 
practice involves relational problems? 
A Certainly. 
Q Now you indicated that you've had some experience 
with PTSD, or post-traumatic stress disorder. You also 
indicated, I believe, that it was in 63, on the second page, 
you talk about -- Exhibit 63, which is your first report. 
Correct, September 19, 2007? 
A Urn-hum. Yes. 
Q And you talk about post-traumatic stress disorder 
and you can say that -- you say that he has some -- you said 
that, at least at that time, Mr. van had some -- some 
200 
1324 
1 I believe those are the only ones that I'm aware of. That's 
2 the only thing that I'm aware of. 
3 Q Okay. Now with regard to the anxiety and 
4 depression that he suffered prior -- for incidents prior to 
5 the termination, based on your observations, is he still 
6 suffering? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
From that incident? 
From the incidents prior to the termination. 
To a degree, yes. 
Okay. How could you tell that? 
I gave him a -- a -- just through my observations 
12 and questioning that I've asked him, and also through a brief 
13 mood survey that -- that I offered to him and he filled out, 
14 which he triggered on some PTSD symptomatology in that 
15 survey. 
16 Q And could you tell that that was a result -- how 
17 could you tell that that was a result of matters that 
18 happened prior to his termination? 
19 A Because one of the -- well, that was the criteria 
20 for the PTSD and one of the first ones it asks is, "Have you 
21 experienced or witnessed or been a part of somebody having a 
22 close call with death or or has it -- have experienced 
23 somebody having -- dying, or some traumatic event?" And so 
24 that was the key indicator that said that he had that 
25 experience. And then those other questions that followed 
201 
1325 
1 that were questions of the hyper-arousal with the worrying 
2 about safety and -- and also what the thought process and the 
3 sleeplessness, those kinds.of --are the incidents that I'm 
4 talking about. 
5 Q Now I want to make sure that I understand your 
6 testimony. When I'm referring to incidents prior to the 
7 termination. I'm-- I am not speaking about the the 
8 November 2001 accident. Are you taking that out of the 
9 equation? 
10 A I'm speaking of that. When I just spoke just 
11 there, that's what I was speaking of. 
12 Q Okay. Now with regard to the way he was treated, I 
13 believe your testimony of the way he was treated prior -- by 
14 Portneuf employees, and I believe you cited some incidents, 
15 is it still your testimony then that he suffered from anxiety 
16 and depression because of those incidents. Correct? 
17 A Correct. 
18 Q Okay. And how were you able to determine that? 
19 A That survey that -- that I also spoke of assessed 
20 that also. And -- and it assessed the current situation 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
within the past week had he been experiencing these -- these 
feelings of -- of anxiety. And -- and he scored moderately 
on anxiety and also moderate in depression. 
Q And when was the last time you saw him? 
A It was about -- I have the specific date. It looks 
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IN rHE J)JSTRICT COURT OF TIIF SIX'l'Il .JUIJICI,\1. IJ!SI'l{ I( .. ,. 
Of THE STAll·: OF IIJAliO. IN AND FOR Till~ COUNTY OF B:\NNOCK 
MARK VAN, 
Plaint ilL 
vs. 
P()I(I'Nl'UF MEDI<'AL CFN'I'ER. 
tkfcnd;1n1. 
Case No. CV 2005-405' ( )(' 
I)EFENDAN'I''S OPPOsn·roN TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CON'I'INlJI': TRIAL 
PbiniiiT Mark Van's I\1Mion to Conti nUL' Jury Tri(d ~h()uid be tknied. Pbintiff 
h:1s cnnH: 1i.1rth wilh no lq.:itinwll.~ ha:-is to vacate the jury trhd presently sdwd1tkd to rt.l!Iltncucc 
no Janunry Ill, :~0!0. This nclion \Vas llkd appro:xint<llcly live (:'i) yc:Jr.<:: ;If'/l. :llHI Ddi..~mlant 
DEFENDANT'S (H•JlOSITION TO PlAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CONTINUE TRIAL- I 
PnrtneufMcdical ('enter (''PMC") is ~ntill<:!d to its day in coun consislelll wi!llthe dut: process 
clause and ddi.md<1nf's rights under Rule I (a) of the Idaho Rules of Ci,·i I Prnct::durc. 
I. INTRODlJCTION 
()n Cktobcr 17. 2.00), l'!:tin1ifT !lied 1hi~ n~:tion ug:tiust PMC' and olht:rs. In the 
lll~arly five years since this c:tsc has been filed. it has b~cn set l(tr trial nn f(mr ( 4) dil1(:rent 
tlccasions:: 
• I st ·rriall)atc. Nuvcrnbcr :?8. :?.006: 
• 2nd 'I'rial Date, Octnbcr 9, 2007: 
• 3rci Trial Dnte, Ocrol'lcr 14. 201 0; :md, linally, 
• 411l ·rri:tl f)<ttc, .l~tnuary 11\, 20 II. 
C>n each of the firs! three occasions. as the lri;Il date nc:tn.::d. it was vacukd f(1r 
various reasons. J·'irt;llly. while ~~t a lJ(~<tring on plainfifr's motion [~.lr add individuals, on ALigttst 
1 (l, 1010, fur!h~~r dis.,:ussion \Vas had regarding upcoming dcndlit)(~s, nnd (~oun~.;--:1 ~Lipuluted to 
rcschcdulinu. the lt'inl tn the Janunr-v I X. 2011, date. The C'ourt set lh~: trinl dau.~ r:tr enow.?;h in 
~· ~ ~ 
advance that the p~tttics would have ample time to cotnpk~lc discovery and prepare for tri.al. 
Now. with that trinl dn1e rnpidly approm:hing. Pl:1intiiT has lilnl a frivolous and 
dclinquenlmolioll !ti vacate in yet another attempt to dc:lny these proceedings. Plainliflhas 
requested thn! tlw (\lurt ''exercise its discrdion" :md vacate liK' current tri;JI date hitS(~d nn 
inf(Jrmation and purported "l'acls" llla1 \'-'tn· (!v:tihtbk to Plaint.iiTwell bef(lrt' th(: Sli.ll.\ts 
ronJ(;rcm.:e in Au.:;;ttsL :w 10. when he agreed to the tri;tl (klk 
Flmvcver, none nfthesc purported reasons is sul'fki~:·nt "goud C<luse" under Rule 
16(h) lo v:tc.ate the tri:ll date. The purpose of1hc civil rules, including Ruk l h, JS to "st.~cure the 
jusl, sp(:l'dy and incxpensin~ dt'lenninalinn of every :1etion and procccdint• .. " l.R.C.P. J(al. 
DEFENUANT'S OI•Pf>SIT'ION TO PI .AINTIFF'S f\TOl'lON 'fO 
CON'fiNUE ·nuAL- 2 
v 1 ,• ""'-'! o:..v I I I'. "TU I ll•'\ i!..VUWU...J.JVU"t 
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DEFENDAN'I''S OPPOSITION 'l'O 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
C()NTINlil': TRIAL 
P()RTNFUF MEI)IC'AL CENTER. 
tkfcnd:ml. 
Pl<:liniiiT Mark Van's fVlt)J inn lfl Continue Jury Trial shc,trld be denied. Plaintiff 
lf!\JVVL/VII 
has cnmc 1i.1rtl1 with no k!:-'.i1imat1.~ basi!' to vacate the jury trinl presently scl1vdukd to comntcncc 
n1J Januarv I X, :~o! 0. This <ICtiorr w:1s lilcd approxinwtcly ll\'e ()) yc:Jr>.:.: :lf.n. :HHI Jkkndanl 
DEFEND1\NT'S (H~POSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CONTINVE THJ/\L- I r....,.. "- /_' 
fiiUI J n I I I f1Ufilt"''U ~IJ{);j/IJll 
Por!n~.-~uf Medical Ccnlcr ("Pfv1C") is ten tilled to its day in court consislc:!ll willl the due process 
clause and ddi.~ndilnl':; rights under Ruk I (a) ol' the Idaho Rules of Civil 1-'rnn::durc. 
J. INTRODUCTION 
On October 17.2005, l'lain1ifTI!kd thi~ nction ug.aiust PMC' ;md oth~::rs. In the 
nearly iiVl' years since this case hns be(~n filed. il has been SL'I for trial nn f(mr ( 4) dil1i..~t\'llt 
tKC(lSIOns:: 
• l st ·rrial f)alc, Nuvl~rnhcr 28, :1006: 
• 2nd 'f'rial D:.1le, October 9, 2007: 
• .1rd Trial Dnte. Ocrnhcr 14. 201 0; :1nd. linally, 
• 4lll Trinl J);Jtc, January I g, 10.1 .1. 
()n each <)f the first three occasions. as !he tri;ll dale ne:rn:d. 11. was vacakd t;lr 
various reasons. J<'in;llly. while at a hearing on plaint itT's 111(\(ion for mid individuals, on AugLtsL 
I(\, 2010, furth1.~r discussion wa~ had n:garding upcoming dei1dlinc::;, nnd (:ntm~.;~..:l stipulated to 
rescheduling the tri:li In tltL: Jnnunrv IS. :~011, dale. The C'ourt set th(: tr1nl date f':tr cnottgh in 
~ ~ . ~ 
adv:rnce lhat the parties W(ltdd have ampk tinw to cornpktc discovery and prep:m: f~lr trial. 
Nov .. ·. wirh t11at lrinl dnte rnpidly approachin!.:, Pl;!intiiTha.o:: .lilcd n 1i·ivolou:; and 
delinquent motion lt\ vacalt.; in yt·t another attempt to dclny these prorccdings. Plaint ill' has 
requested !hot the (\•urt ''exercise its discretion" and v:Jcat.c llll' current tri;ll d:ilc based nn 
inl(lrmation nnd purported "l:1cls" tll:11 were <:tvailahlc to Plaintilfv.;ell befnrt' tilt stnrus 
conJcrcnce in Au,:•;tJst, :~o I (L when he ugn.:cd to tlw tri;tl d<lk. 
Hmvcver, none nf these purporlnl reasons is suf'ficil~nt "goud C<tusc" under Rule 
I6(h) ((1 v;Jcatt: tlh:'lri:tl date. The purpnsc of1h(~ civil rules, including lhllc l (), 1s to "st~cure the 
just, sp1xdy und inexpensive ch:.·Lerminalinn of every :H.~tion and proceed in)>,." l.I~.C.P. J (al. 
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Whik this cast:: may h~ complica1t:d, it h:mlly justifies the live-year dday th:tt lws already 
occurred. iVh.lr{.'tlV~~r. V<:lt:ating Lhc current t1ial date until Mr. lloyle feds cnmli1rtnhlc in 
pro~:L:cding would d(' nothing except make a nwcktry of the judicial process. 
II. ARGtJMI.~NT 
J\t rhc August ((,, 2010, hearing,, this Court, based upon the consent and 
(lgrccnH:rH or the parties, set this matter for a I 0-duy jury trial COI1llll\.~lll~ing January 1:-:. 2011' 
CJn August 27. 2010, the Court t~lll~~n:d the Minute r:ntry & Order that confirmed !his trial dfltc: 
and associated pre--trial deadlines. From the time Pi:.Jintiff Jiled his complail\1 in .Jnnuary, 2006, 
until the scheduled tri;d dat<: or Jam1ary l :-). 20 ll. Van has had five years to he in a position to 
prosecute his c;1se in this net inn. Now, just. d::rys bt'f't)re this maltc1· is lo bl: trird. PlainlilThas 
askcd the ('oun to vucate the lnal da!t: indefinitely. 
Ruk J6(b) schL~duling orders :Jnd the cnf(Jrcc:tnent thercnl nrc rq!unlcd <ls 
essenrial nwc:hanisrns by which cases bccomt' trial-n.:mly man cnicic.nL ius!, and certain manner. 
Rouse v. Farmers Sht!i' Hal/k t~(.Jcwc/1, Iowa. ~66 F. Supp 1191 (N.D. k1wa I 994). These 
prders giv~~ the p:1rtks sorne predictability and C(~rl<tinly and ur-c lht~ ht:url of case rnana,t;l.'ment 
and, ils strdl. llrl·y c:rnnol b~.: "!louted'' or as I Joylc: hus done in this ens~:.:. L:ornplvtdy ignored. 
l'11rncr l'. Sclwrin.l:-1'/ough Coq' .. <)()I F.]d JJ5. 341 n.4 (.1d ('ir. I 1) 1)0). While I he gmnling. nr 
denial ol'the inst:1111 motion with 1he sound discretion oi'Lhis Court, it r~~rr:tinly would not he an 
:rhusc of discrctinn i r the Court wert• to deny the p-.:nding Illoli\111 hased liJWil tlw n~cnrd bd()rc 
this Coun. 
Thv ldaho Supreme C\1ur1 has indicn1ed thnt illm:mhrtclll ol' :.1 sd1eduling nnkr i:-; 
well within <l trial court's disen.:tion, 1md will not be disturbed if the cnurt acrs within the outer 
lHl\JrHls or distTClion and (:onsistnlt with the kgal st:tnd;rrds npplicahk Ill '>t!Ch choices. Ill 
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8rinfwwycr r. Hrinlum~w·r, I J5 Idaho 51)6. 11 P.3d 91 ~ (200! ). tile ddl.::ndm11 (ippe;dcd 1he trial 
c(mrfs decision tn enfon:e the deadlines contained within th~..~ ~..~ourt"s schL:dulmg order. ()n 
appeal, the Idaho Suprr..~me Cour1 affirmed llw low~~r l:ourl 's dc~ision, IWI.in).:. 1lw1 the standard of 
review was t:xen:i:.;c nr discrdion. In tllat regard. it stntcd: 
Ear:lt of'lhc issu<:s raised in this appeal involves the mngislr;He·s 
exercise of dist:n:tion. This Court will not disturb 11 !rial C(lUrl·:~ 
cxl:rcisc ol' diserdinn nbscnl n cl(:<Jr showing of abuse. Sec s·tarc 1'. 
(.l'rav. L2() Idaho 7:>:11_ 791. 93:?. P.1d 907,914 (C~t.App.19lJ')). 
When reviewing an exercise of discn::tion on appeal. this Cnurl 
conduds a mulli*Licrnl inquiry (o tk-Wnninc: 
( l) \VIwthcl' the lcnvcr c<nm correctly perceived the issue as 
om: ur discn:tion: {2) \l.:hL'Ihcr the court act.f.xl within the nuter 
bounds of sud1 discn~tion and nmsi.stently with kgal standards 
llpplic.'<tblc: tO :'j)CCifk choices: nnd {:)) \Vhcthcr the COUJ"l rt:<.lchcJ its 
decision by an exercise ol' reason. 
S!ofl· 1·. 'J'Iwmp.wn, H2 Idaho (>2:-:, (130, 977 P .2d R9(), R<)_1 (I \l()i.J); 
sec also State v. Bush. 131 ldahu 22. 3 J. l))l P.2d 1249, 1 ?.~t.s 
(I<)()/), citing S'talc ''· !ledger, 115 Idaho S9k, hOO. 768 P.2d 1331. 
u:n ( 19S'J). The cx<.Tcis1..: oJ'!hc trial court's di~cr(:tinn must 
conslilllk reversible ~.·.rror aftccling lhc substanti;JI righls or the 
pa1ty before this Court \viii disturb the trial court's decision. 
!d. al 599. In applying this standard, thl~ Courl bdd that cuJt.,rccnwnt of the sdwduling order was 
proper, and wdl within llw C(HH'fs disrr-..~tinn l.wcmrse i! was dear that the ln'-H:r court's decision 
"turned on the mTtl ror linnlity in the (:nsc, the nmonnt of discovery thnt had already taken place. 
;md 1he increasin.~! L'ost of' the litigation.'' !d. at 600. This CPtrrt can deny pl:lintift\; pending 
rnorion on lhest~ qnw grounds. 
:\. Plaintiff Has Not Dt•mmrstr·atcd Good Cmrsc for Vac:Hing Hl{~ .J:mm~r_v 1:\, 
20i0 Triall><ll('. 
Tlrr Idaho Ruks of Civil Procr..~durc provitk thai OJH.:t~ ~.~nlcn:.d, _..;ehcduling orders 
~..-~m he nwdilicd only ''upon a showing o!' good cause" I.R.c·.l'. I 6(b). 'f'llt~ Ni11th Cirvuit in 
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Jo/znsrm ''· Mammorli Nct•rc·ations, Inc, 975 F.2d 604 (9th Cir. 1992), has pnwided th~:; l()llowing 
!!,Uiud ine concerning how rhc ··good (~ntlsc" sl;mdard should be applit:d · 
l.lnlike Rule I S(;J)'s libernl amcndrncnl policy which l(.,cus~~s on 
the bad li.1ith or tlw parly ::>~~eking tct interpose an amendment and 
the pn:~judicc to the opposing party. Rule H>(h)'s "~ood c.msc.~" 
stand ani JJrimarily consid(~t·s th<: dili~Ntc<.• of the.• Jlat·t.y 1\t.~t'l..:in~ 
the amendment 'T'h(: district court may m(ldtfy lltl~ pretrial 
sdwdulc ''i r it cannot n~<lsonably be mel despite the diligence of 
the party ~:a.·~.~king the extension." Mnrcovcr, cnn::lessn..::.ss is not 
compatible with a finding nr diligcnn: and offers no reason Ji,r ii 
grant ot'rclid. Although the exisft~nct~ or degree orrm:.:judic~ tP 
the party opposirw. rhc: modi I\ cation might supply additional 
n:usons to deny a motion. I he focus of the inquiry is upou tht 
moving party's reasons fcH· seeking modifkation. If thai p:1d.y 
w:ls not dili~cnf, lhc in(IUi.ry should c.·ml. 
/d. al 601) (emph;Jsis udded) . .S'cc also /)i/mar Oil Cu., Inc. \'. Federated Mur. Ins. Co .. t>:-)6 F. 
Supp. 95'), 9XO (D.S.C'. 1997) (Ruk 16!hrs good cause Sl<lndard ''focw:es 011 :he dilig~~~H:c oftlw 
party seeking leave 1n rllodiJy llle s~:heduling order to pcnnil the proposed ;tmendment.") 
Applying this standard to pbintift's pending rnntion lead::> to only on~.~ conclusion: PlaintiiThas 
not been diligent in dHY sense ofthl~ \voni in bringing lllis n1otion or n1ising lhv cprwt~rns 
CXJ11-cssed tlwrcin. lbthcr. plaintiff has saL hack and allmVL:d PMC to expend iiS rcscnrrrL:s ami 
Lime preparing lhis C<1se for a trial that he now w~mls to vacate on sho11 notice. \Vhnt is ~:vcn 
1nm~~ ollt~mdvc is that apparently piJintiffwnnts this civil c<~se put on hold until such time as the 
other pending adrninistralivc lnw case he is prosecuting ngainst PMC under tht• AIR 2! Ael has 
hccn resolvt~d. ()ln:iously, such :1 rc.~sull is tol:.dly unacccpt;lhlc nnd l:xtn.:mely pn.:iudicial to t.he 
p:1rty tlwt has alrc:1dy been \Vaiting !'or over Jive ycnrs rn del'cnd it.-;df' against plaintil'l\ myriad 
allegations. 
ln his rncmorandum nnd :d'Jidavit. pl<linti1rs counsel nrgu~.~s th:1t this case should 
be vacated because llc w:.nHs '"do <l(ldil innal disi.'OVLTy. and because the ,\dminislr:llivc Law 
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Judge in Van's /\lR2l <.;asc hnd a confc~rence in which he discuss~.:d some of his likely tindiugs. 
Neitherorthesc issu~.~s rises to the level ofrmocl cause. 
. . •-f 
()n Lkccmbcr :1, :w l 0, hardy 6 w~:e~ek::; bd{)rc triaL plaintiff propounded his sixth 
Sl.!l of d isnlvt:ry rcquc:-;ts, in whkh he denHnHis the produdion t)f I 7 or tnon~ md i vid w!l 
L:nmpulcrs from PMC~ despite the ract that he \Vas provided with all dm:um~.~nt~ (dT those 
L:omputcrs long ago. On January:>. 2010. PivlC filed n motion {(,r a pro\l:ctivc c.mkr ""~eking an 
nrdcr barring plainti n· ti·om l.:m1tlucting this discovery nn till: basis that it is unduly burdensome 
:.1nd is essentially harassing. Plilintiff has kno\vn of the PMC' employees wl1ns~:: cornputers he 
no\v sc1.~ks f(H· years. nnd could have asked l(H· the computers. i r lli..: rc:nlly wanted them yt~ars 
ago, or <dler h~~ was provided with the dllt:UllJ~nts frnm thnsc computers ou June 1, 2009. This 
last-minute discovery is simply au alli..:lllpl !n dcl;ry the lrinl yet liHther. Since the b~:ginning or 
this cnsc. plaintilfhas ovcr-discov(.Tcd this cnsl.\ nnd ~hould not b~: allowc.:d lo do so again. 
Furtlwr disi..:ovl:r:v -·at this ln1c :::rngc is not good catr~c. 
l.ikt'Vvise, plaintiffs claim that has nut yet seen a signed, sworn af11dav1t !rum 
PMC's former rr t~\pel1 Brad Rogers hns ddny him is without rm~rit. 'fhc dmli <dlidnvit, which 
was provided to plaintiff along with lkfcnsc (~ounscl's letter or on [hx:~.:rnhcr J 0, 20 I IL complies 
with Lh1.~ Court's l),~l:cmbcr 2. :?o l 0 Order requiring that the parlks ··cxdwngc information in th!.! 
l(,nn of' a Idler or;\ ffidavit JK~naining tn wlt.:~n rhe Plainti ITs nrdtivcd clectwnic rn:lil and hard 
drive were stored. hnw they \Vcrc slon:d. who stored the conlptrter inf(JrmatJon and the medium 
on which iT \.V:Js stored." Order dated Dr·ccrnhcr 2. lfll 0. lkfensc counsel's ktter and Hnrd 
l{ogers· draf't anid:lvit rkarly ;tnsWlT these quest inns. cer1ainly suiTicknt such that plaintiff's 
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counsd cnuld lmvl' nnliccd Mr. Roger's deposilion. 1 l.kJt:nsc Counsel's l.kCL:rnbcr 10.2010 
Lt.:nc:r nnd L>rnft ;\ llidnvit of Brad Rogers, IVlcFnrlanc Aft: l;xh. A. 
Finally, plainliff's argument that the trial shm1ld he postponed L!lllilthc 
dL:pnrtmcnl or L:lhnr's Administnllivc Lnw Judge rdcases his opinion is 'vVi!hout. merit. While 
the cases involve the same witnesses, there are different standards ofliahilily and proof(and 
Avi<~tion lnv~:.slmctll and Rdi.mn Ad lin the 21 sl Century (J\JR 21 Acl). /\ Bnnnock C~ounty 
.1ury ···· nnt ;1 Department of I .;1bor 1\f J --is the !'net find(.'r in this case, and the :\IJ's findings of 
t:·tct inn different mnttcr. under n diflc:rcnt statute. should not govern this cnse. Plnintiffhns had 
<nnplc opportunity to assess selllemt:nl possihilities hd(m:, including a sc:llknH.:nt<:onlcn.:nce 
arranged by the 1\LJ. They have obviously gone no\Nhcrc. Plaint.ilTiws had riH: years to bring 
this mailer to trial. Pi\:J(' is cnti1led t11 its dny in courL 
B. PMC "'ill Rc Suhstanlially Pn~Judict~d if the Court Vac•lt{~s the Current 
Tdai Dat(•. 
It is not surprising that plnintifT h;1S cnmplt.::tcly ignored any :1mdysi-; concerning 
how PM(' will be prt~.iudiccd ifthe stay is granlr.:d. Plaimiffknows th;lt tirne is on his side.::. lie 
knows !hat the: longer lw CUll putlhis off. the bl~llcr position he will be in. \Vitnc~ses arc 
dis:~ppl~<lring and hcL'\illling dirticult lo track down. l\lkmories :m.· likely to he fading as tilllL: 
gm:s hy. cspccinll~i ~:ivcn the nmounl urtinn.: that lws <~lrt.~mly p:1s~nL Sccuritic> ,~.: .Fxch. 
-------·············· ....... _____ _ 
1 Defense cnunsd has spoken with Mr. Rogers scvcrnltilill:S in preparing the Affidavit, 
lws sen! il !o hinL hul has nol yel reccivL·d a sig.ned copy. A l'Ji.davil of Paul D. i\1cFarl:tnt\ ,]3: 
sec nlso drall :d'tidavi! or Bmd Rogers. Fxh. /\to Md·arlunc All lkfense < 'ounsel anlil~ipates 
receiving thai dra ti ~Lilith1vit now llwt tliL' holidays CIIT ovn. ld. 
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Comm 'n ,._ lnn·ndr, 936 F. Supp. al 955 ("<lV(:r time the likdihood ol'wiu1es::;es h'~coming 
unavailable. memories fading ami documents being los! increast~s dramatically!') 
There cnn be no qu~:stion that PMC will he substantially prejtH!iced if the trial is 
vaca!ed :1gain. 'The underlying, fiKIS upon whkh 1his litigation is based invp[vcs cvcti!S !hat 
tKClHTcd Ji·om apprnximatcly 2001 - 2005. As each ycar passes. more key witncss(~S and 
Clllpfpy~.~~~s or PMC retire or leave tile hospital. 
PI\IC has lined up and scheduled over a dozt~n wi!.ness~..:s ror trial (most nfwllom 
plainLiiTalso intends to call). These wi1ncsSl:lS have already scheduled 1he1r \';tcations nnd lirne 
orr around the 1rinL and forcing them to change plans Oil(:(: :.lgnin would be bur<.kll.some. 
Ohvk,usly, PMC has alrendy c:xpendcd suhs1antial time. eff(H1 nnd (~xpens<.~ i11 dl'l(mding this 
iH.:tion against plaintiff. l.ixperls hav(: been put on hold, and defense cnunscl·s lrialt<.~am is ready 
logo. If anothlT <.kby is allmwd, PMC: will he fc1rccd to n:-gear I(H·tri:ll nl :1 l:llcr !tlllL\ and will 
bt· furth~~r pn:judiL~L~d by the f~l\.~1 thal any such delny will only incn:iJSl~ the lime. eff011, and 
cxpenst: thnt PMC willliavc In incur in the futun::. Or as stated hy 1hc JJ1A1 court: "[AI stay in 
this aclitlll would t\~n(kr much of the con1plcted trial pn.::paraticm useless ... and require nwch or 
the work In he rn.lone later, :1t undue cxpenst.~ and bunkn Lo all conc~.~rn(:d." 
Finally. i! goes without snying thai anolhcr li1rtor weighing against g.nulling 
plaintifl's requc~r is I his ('our!'s ability ro rnanage its nwn c:tkmlar. /H,H ,. lirmvn. '8.57 f. Supp. 
ilt I J9l. \Vhen thi~; Court set I his rnaltcr lin· triaL it blocked I 0 days on ih cnkndar --in !lm:e 
scparak weeks-- l(lr this jury trinl. Vaulting the tiial date at this lnte d<IIc most likely would 
upsl·t litis Court's cdendar as W(~ll. :md rcquin.~ tbt: ('ourt [()reset this cnsc 1\H· anoll1t.~r SI.~Vt'll· 
\\'t:C"k pcriud SOllll:iirne in the ruture. PbintiiTs last-minult.' lllOiion io continue I !lis trial should 
be denied. 
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Ill. CONCLUSION 
Bused upon tiH.: lim . .:~:~.oing m1d the n.:cord hef(1re this Court, F!'v1C n:sp1.~1.:tfully 
n.:quc:;ts !hat pl:tinti !T Mark V:m's motion IP continu(~ the jury trial he denied. 
J).Yl'LT> thish';f( .. dny ofJanuary, :?011. 
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CER'l'IFICATE OF SJi:RVICE 
iiH:REBY CERTIFY lhat on lhis•-<>·:~:L/~ay or January, 20 II. ! <.:au:.;ed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing DI':FENilANT'S OJ>J>OSITION 'l'O PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO CON'fiNUE TRIAL 10 be scrvt~d hy the nw1hod indicated !x~hw;, and addressed 
to the f'ollowing: 
Nick I .. Nicl!'on 
N [H. SON LAw 0 If !( ., 
L?.O N. 12th Ave .. Suitt~ 7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, II) ~3:?05.{1159 
Facsimile I:Wk) :n)-00/lX 
,/ 
· ./li s·· i\11 ·1 ·r, ·r·, - 1 (;. . .c} .. ... . m , ostagc rcpaH 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Ov(Tllighl Mail 
( •,.}'F:1csimilc 
Pnul L>. MeFnrlnnc 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY~OF BANNOCK 
: ; ,:·,, : ! \ ' 
MARK VAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
POR1NEUF MEDICAL CENTER, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
\J'V 
CASE NO. CV-2005-004053-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
This case came before the Court on January 13,2011, for purposes of oral argument 
regarding a number of pre-trial motions filed by both the Plaintiff and Defendant. Plaintiff, Mark 
Van, was present and represented by counsel, Nick Nielsen. Representative for Defendant, 
PortneufMedical Center was present and represented by counsel, Paul McFarlane and David 
Dance. The Court heard oral argument from respective counsel regarding all the pre-trial 
motions filed and then ruled on each motion. 
1. Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
Plaintiff asked the Court to reconsider its decision regarding the release of Audrey 
Fletcher's notes. The Court ruled that its previous findings were appropriate and denied 
Plaintiffs motion to reconsider. 
2. Plaintiff's Motions to Compel and Defendant's Motion for a Protective Order 
The Court granted in part the Defendant's protective order by relieving the 
Defendant from complying with Plaintiff's Requests for Production Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. The 
Court granted Plaintiff's motion to compel by requiring Defendant to respond to Requests for 
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Admissions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, and 11. The Court granted the protective order regarding 
requests for admissions 5, 6, 7, and 8 for the reasons that they were irrelevant. Defendant will 
respond to the requests for admission by the afternoon of January 14, 2011. The Court further 
declined to impose sanctions against the Defendant for not timely answering Plaintiffs requests 
for admissions. 
3. Plaintiff's Motion to Exclude Witnesses 
Defendant will not be calling expert Nancy Collins. Expert, Eric Holt, will be 
allowed to testify. Holt performed the independent medical examination, which Plaintiff was 
aware of prior to any discovery cutoff; therefore, Plaintiff will suffer no prejudice if Holt is 
allowed to testify. The Court will not impose any sanctions for Defendant failing to fully answer 
discovery regarding expert witness Holt. 
4 Plaintiff's Amended Motion in Limine 
Defendant will not be allowed to elicit testimony from any witness regarding any 
allegations that Plaintiff has used drugs in the past. Further, the Defendant may not inquire of 
any witness regarding the existence of any criminal record the Plaintiff may or may not have. 
5. Defendant's Motion in Limine 
The Court denied Defendant's Motion in Limine in total. This includes the use of 
evidence of previous disciplinary actions regarding pilots, former pilots, and Pam Holmes; 
evidence of the 1993 PMC helicopter hard landing; evidence of the terms and conditions of any 
severance agreements that PMC entered into with former employees, including the dollar 
amounts paid to former employees as a part of any severance package; and testimony from 
Plaintiffs expert Michael Stevens. The Court took judicial notice that a separate action had been 
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filed and was tried before an OSHA administrative law judge. The Court further ruled that both 
Plaintiff and Defendant may publish transcripts from the administrative law proceedings for 
purposes of eliciting testimony from unavailable witnesses and impeaching the testimony of 
witnesses. 
6. Plaintiff's Motion to Continue Trial 
The Court denied Plaintiffs motion to continue the trial finding that waiting for the 
administrative law judge's decision in the OSHA case was not a sufficient reason to delay the 
trial in state court. Additionally, all discovery issues have been ruled upon and further delay 
would not be appropriate. The Court asked Plaintiff to file a Motion in Limine regarding 
witnesses named by the Defendant, which were not provided during discovery requests. 
7. Plaintiff's Motion Regarding Discovery of Litigation Hold Documents 
The Court found that litigation hold materials are not discoverable and are covered by the 
attorney-client privilege. Further, the issue is moot based upon the Court's ruling regarding 
discovery requests. 
8. Preliminary Pre-trial Conference 
Trial will begin at 9:00a.m. on Tuesday, January 18, 2011. A status conference will be 
held in chambers at 8:30a.m. on January 18, 2011. Plaintiff will provide proposed jury 
instructions to Court and counsel by the afternoon of January 14, 2010. The Court will fax 
the jury list to counsel upon receiving it from the Jury Commissioner. Trial will proceed as 
follows; 
-January 18, 19, 20, 26, 27, and 28 
-February 1, 2, 3, and 4 
-Court will convene each day at 9:00a.m. and will adjourn at 3:00 or 3:30p.m. 
depending upon the needs of counsel and witnesses. 
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Breaks will be taken at approximately 11 :00 a.m. and at 1 :30 p.m. for 20 to 30 
minutes depending upon the needs of jurors, witnesses and counsel. 
The case will be heard before a struck jury. Sixty potential jurors will be called, and 23 
will be seated in the Well for purposes of Voir Dire. Each side will have five peremptory 
challenges, and 13 jurors will be seated to hear the case. At the end of the case and prior to 
deliberations of the jury, one randomly selected juror will be excused. 
Counsel may prepare jury packets to place in jurors' notebooks. 
Plaintiff may propose a spoliation jury instruction, but the Court will likely rule on its use 
at the jury instruction conference. 
Plaintiff may call Brad Rogers as a witness even though he was not previously disclosed. 
Plaintiffs exhibits will start with number 400. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this / '--/ day of January, 2011. 
~~;~ 
District Judge 
Copies to: 
Nick L. Nielson (Attorney for Plaintiff) 
Paul McFarland & David Dance (Attorneys for Defendant) 
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